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HONEST.

synthesizer - for righteous sounding music that's out-ofOther PC sound cards would like you to believe they
this-world. Plus microphone input and stereo line-in for
offer True 16-bit Sound. The truth is, they don't.
recording, a 4 watt per channel on board amplifier
Only Media Vision's new Pro AudioSpectrum
·""l;~"'.j.
and improved high speed SCSI that's absolutely
16'" -with its 16-bit stereo recording and playback
!i~ ... "'-··
~··
divine.
at 44kHz - delivers the top digital quality you
~~, ~~~
~-,'C'. I!':
In addition, it comes with a rich collection of
expect from the best CD system. Making it the
'
software for editing, MIDI music, presentation,
ultimate multimedia sound standard, and the best
•\l •.•
text to speech and more.
studio quality sound for your games and preFor a sound answer to your PC's prayers,
sentations - made possible by Media Vision's
see your dealer today.
E!"oprietary audio silicon chip set.
Now that you know the real truth, experience the real
True 16-bit Sound for the price of ordinary
excitement of True 16-bit Sound. Only from Pro Audiosound. Hallelujah.
Spectrum 16.
Pro AudioSpectrum 16 supports all the PC games and
is 100% compatible with first generation sound cards,
including Sound Blaster'". What's more, it's fully compatible with Windows 3.1-and exceeds MPC specifications.
It also provides the most advanced 20 voice stereo FM
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greatly in the quality of the
education delivered. Even within
a particular school there are
major differences in the skills of
the different teachers. In
American school system , it is
extremely difficult to remove a
mediocre teacher. Schools are a
government bureaucracy, not a
business. Common sense busines methods such as higher
compensation for those who
produce superior re ults just
don't exist. There are many
excellent teachers but in many
cases they have become discouraged by lower wages than
they could receive in the
workplace, and by not being
given the tools they need to do
their job .

b Ken Williams

Kerr Wlilliams , President, CEO, and occasional philosopher at ierra On-Line, Inc. has retreated to tl1e hallways of academia to ponder the way we learn. Here is 111hat he learned.

I have always felt that educational software would be the
driving force behind putting a
personal computer into every
home. In read, the market for
entertainment ofrware is over
twice the size of that for
education. In many countrie
around the world, essentially no
market exists for educational
software. Yet, when you ask
people why they want to own a
computer, they almost always
mention education and almost
never mention entertainment.
Something is very wrong here.
The personal computer can
revolutionize the way we learn.
There is a tremendous amount of
potential in all of u that is being
wa ted. American school have
the highest ratio of computers to
tudents in the world. Has
anyone seen any clear evidence
that we have the world's best
school systems, or that computers have had an impact
proportional to their cost?

1 would like to share with
you my views on how computers can be used to educate
both adult and children whether at home or at school, and

some of the new directions my
company, Sierra, will be taking.
l will look at where I think the
opportunities for improvement
are, what impact the new
evolving technologies may have
and what this may mean to you.
Schools have not changed
much in thousands of years. The
classroom of today look suspiciously similar to the classrooms of yesterday, but there are
troubling differences. l think I am
safe in claiming that the co t to
educate is ri i.ng while the quality
of education, as measured by
SAT scores, seems to have
peaked or to be in decline. I
recently attended a speech given
by former Secretary of Edu cation, Bill Bennett. He rated
that he would not place his kids
into the American public school
system. He said that the school
system needed more than just
minor surgery, it needed major
restructuring. There are exceptions, but in many incidences
schools are having problems with
overcrowding and underfunding.
All children do not receive the
same education. Schools differ

One of my personal problems
1n chool was the lack of
individual instruction. ln some
subjects I excelled, in others I just
couldn't keep up. It seemed I was
always behind or ahead of the
other kids. 1 never seemed to be
at exactly rhe same point in my
studie as the rest of the class.
This created a feeling of
isolation. I was never challenged.
I was either bored or lost . In
either case, my mind wandered. I
now understand that I wasn't
alone. There is no way thirty kids
in a classroom are going ro learn
at the same pace, it just can't be
done by conventional methods.
Classrooms are beginning to
use computers on a regular basis.
This is a major step in the right
direction. Computers have
infinite patience, allowing
students to learn at their own
pace. There are, however,
opportunities for improvement.
Schools don't fully realize that a
computer is useless without
proper software. It's like having
a record player with few records.
You don't get much music.
Teacher often have to cavenge
or use their own funds to buy
software. Limited funding for
educational software means that
not much gets bought, which

means that not much is written,
or that what gets written is of
limited quality.
Although l've been talking
about problems with education
in the schools, I personally see
the home market for educational
software as more exciting. No
matter what the schools do, there
will always be a need for
supplemental education and
reinforcement. Classrooms spend
their designated time on a topic
and then move on. Sometimes
you want to explore a subject in
greater detail. Sometimes you
find yourself slipping behind the
class, or miss class and need to
catch up. Sometimes you have a
full-time job and a family to
upport and can't take the time
to attend class at all, but would
like the education to advance or
change your career. There are
booksrores and libraries with an
enormous wealth of information.
But for many of us it can be
rough to learn from a book.
Computers provide a better way.

Ben Frankli11 sports a '60s look from
Twisty History.

Let's look at how we learn.
Simply stated, you either learn
through instruction, or experience. Someone tells you, or
you figure it out yourself. Each
of these method
has its
advantages. Pretend we're trying
to teach ourselves to play golf
and decide to rely on experience
alone. We buy a club and find a
friend with a BIG back yard. The
INTERACT/ON Magazine

odds are that we will hold the
club totally wrong, swing with
little power and have no control
of the ball. Worse yet, if we
practice long enough, we're likely
to develop bad habits that will
take a professional months to fix.
For many people, using a
computer is imilar to the golf
example. Although we ship our
computer games with instruction
manuals, only a small percentage
of people bother ro read the
manual before jumping to "the
experience." Many fight their
way through a game not
knowing about a command that
would have greatly improved the
experience or, they give up
because the game seems roo
hard. Experience without instruction can be a dangerous thing.
Instruction a lone, which i
what we receive far too often,
has its own set of problems.
Imagine sitting in a classroom
Ii tening as a reacher who may
have never visited Europe
lectures you on its geography and
economy. You pay attention
because you will be te red on
Friday and you'll be in trouble if
you don'r get a good grade. You
memorize rhe facts and ace rhe
re t. Have you learned anything?
Perhaps. Instruction without
experience can work bur it's not
optimal. Will you still remember
rhose facts a year later?
Retention of information which
is only memorized and not
experienced is very low.
Another problem of instruction without experience is
that someri me you know the
olution to a problem but are
unable to apply it. How many
rimes have you heard kid
grumble that they hate "word"
problem . Typically, formulas
are used to teach math, such as 9
x 7 = ?. Kids are caught ro memorize the multiplication tables.
They are expected to look at 9 x
7 and know the answer is 63
without thinking about it. A
"flash card" approach to
instruction i used where you are
given the problem and you
search your memory for the
answer. The problem is that
we've all seen kids who finish
chool knowing that 9 x 7 is 63,
who are unable solve the
problem "If I u e even logs, each
of which is nine inches wide to
construct a raft, how wide would
the raft be?"
Fall 1992

Bright Star's new products use talking
technology to teach.

The new EcoQuest: Lost Secrets of the
Rainforest, teaches enviro11me11talisn1 by
taking the player into a rainforest.

Here is how I see the
computer integrating instruction
with experience (and adding a
little bit of fun just to make it
interesting). What if, instead of
just hearing about Europe, you
could visit there on a field trip? Ir
is an incredible experience to be
someplace interesting, one you
never forget. Tour guides usually
have a sense of humor and know
how to make rhe facts sound fun,
especially if they have a lot of
experience. You can ask questions of people who actually live
there. You can even ask things
you always wondered about, but
which never seem to be in the
books. Sometimes you can explore on your own. You are
involved in and surrounded by
Europe. You are receiving a
combination of instruction and
experience.
Sounds nice, but is it
practical? Not many school
districts cou Id afford such a field
trip. What if you are trying to
learn about prehistoric man, or
to play golf like the professionals, or study the rotation
of the planets? There are ome
experiences which can be rough
to get regardless of budget. A
computer cannot reproduce these
experiences exactly, but they can
create better simulations than
you might imagine. In some ways
a computer simulation may even
be better for learning purposes!
I do not want to imply that I
think it is a new notion that the

more real you an make an
experience the more student are
likely to learn from it. Already
text book contain pictures,
schools make use of entertaining
filmstrips and in some classrooms role-playing is used to add
reality to understanding how
government works. Computers
are ju t the next step up on the
reality ladder.
My vision of the perfect
educational program is one that
simulate a real world environment in which you are free to
inreract or experiment as you
please. There hould be some
informed source available to
guide you down the correct path,
or bail you our if you hould get
inro too much trouble. Unlike
conventional thinking, though,
you should feel free to make
mistakes. The process of trial and
error, doing something wrong
and then doing it a little better
until you get it just right has
incredible learning power. You
learn as much from a wrong
answer a from a right answer.
You ee the results. The goal
hould be to create a world

where you're likely to have to
face rhe same type of problems
you'll face out in the real world
and then allow you ro arrive at
the solution on your own, with a
minimum of guidance.
I've been trying to learn
French the past few weeks, and
have bought nearly every
instructional book and audio
ca sette I can find. It ha nor
been easy. I would like to see a
CD-ROM-ba ed product, similar
ro our adventure games, that
teache French as it progresses,
so you feel as if you are actually
living in France for a while. You
could actually hear French, as it
is poken in France, in an
environment that you control. In
my vision of how this product
would operate you would
control a character that represent you. You would be in
France. Play would begin in
either Engli h or a very limited
amount of French. By the end all
you would hear would be French.
Word would be added to the
co11ti1111ed 011 page 9
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SUPER SOFTWARE SALE~
All Quality VGA Games at 1S%
OR MORE OFF OF SUGGESTED
RETAIL PRICE !

..J King's Quest VI .................................. 67.9S

..J Ecoquest .........................................24.9S

..J Quest for Glory Ill .......................... S9.4S
'.J RAF in the Pacific-Aces Mission ........ 2S.4S
..J Raymond E. Feist's Riftwar Legacy ... S9.4S
..J Red Baron Mission Builder ................ 2S .4S
.J Screen Antics ......................................29.70
...l Space Quest V ................................... .59.4S
..J Take-A-Break! Crossword .................42.4S
...l Take-A-Break I Pinball ....................... 42.4S
..J Twisty History ....................................42.4S
.J WWII : 1946!-Aces Mission .................2S.4S

available for

$9.95 on most

games!

c

...l A-10 Tank Killer v. 1.5 .............. 29.9S
..J Aces of the Pacific ...........................67.9S
...l Castle of Dr. Brain ...........................24.9S
LJ Conquests of the Longbow ............29.9S

...l Quarky Quaysoo's Turbo Science ..... 42.4S

Hintbooks

c
c

~

...l Police Quest 1.................................. 24.95
D Police Quest 3 - 40% OFFI .............39.95
'.J Quest for Glory 1 ............................29.9S
".J Red Baron Missions ......................... 34.9S
...l Red Baron ........................................S0.9S
.J Rise of the Dragon .......................... 34.9S
.J Space Quest!.. ................................. 19.9S
...l Space Quest IV ................................39.9S
.J Stellar 7 ........................................... 19.9S
D Willy Beamish - 50% OFFl..............34.95

GRERT GRMES
GREAT PRICES
...l Alphabet Blocks .................................42.4S
...l Front Page Sports: Football ............. .59.4S
...l Gobliiins .............
.. .............. .33.9S
...l Hoyle Book of Games Vol 1 Rev ...... 42.4S
...I Incredible Machine ........................... 42 .4S
...I Island of Dr. Brain ..............................42.4S

.!

:

...l Heart of China - 60% OFFI ........ .24.9S

SUGGESTED RETAIL LIST PRICE S69.9S

..J Hoyle Book of Games Vol. 3...........42.9S
..J King's Quest V.................................49.9S
..J Dagger of Amon Ra ....................... .SS.9S
.J Leisure Suit Larry 1... ....................... 24.9S
..J Leisure Suit Larry S- SO% OFF!
34.95
..J Mixed-Up Fairy Tales ......................33.9S
.J Mixed-Up Mother Goose ............... .50.95
..J Nova 9.............................................. 24.9S

.J EcoQuest 1 ............. ...............55.9S
..J Jones in the Fast Lane ........... 55.95
...l King's Quest V ....................... 55.95
..J Mixed -Up Mother Goose ...... 55.95
..J Space Quest IV ....................... 55.95
J Willy Beamish ........................ 55.95

l-800-326-6654 TO ORDER

SPECIAL OFFER!
Get a FREE TSN Trial
Membership Kit with
any purchase!
(Modem Required)

7am-7pm PT M-Fin the U.S.; Outside the U.S. • 209-683-4468 8am-Spm M-FPT for UH and Europe. call 0734-303171 for pricing and availabilitq

COMPUSERVE • GEnie • SIERRH BBS [209-683-4463]

EGA Versions Onlt1

$19.95 OR l.ESS
.J Castle of Dr. Brain ............................. 19.9S
...l Codename: Iceman ........................ 19.95
:::J Colonels Bequest ............................... 19.9S
.J Conquests of Camelot ....................... 19.9S

..J Mixed-Up Fairy Tales ......................... 19.9S
..J Police Quest 1 .................................... 19.9S
..J Police Quest 2
14.95
...l Police Quest 3 .................................... 19.9S
..J Quest for Glory II ............................... 19.9S
...l Red Baron .......................................... 19.9S
..J Rise of the Dragon ........................... 19.9S
..J Sorcerian
12.9S
..J Space Quest 1 ..................................... 19.9S
..J Space Quest II
. ............. •..
14.95
..J Space Quest Ill
. •. ••. ....... .
14.9S
..J Space Quest IV ................................ 19.95
..J Thexder 1
............... •••. .. 12.95
..J Thexder 2-Firehawk...... •. . •. • ... 12.9S
..J Willy Beamish .................................... 19.9S
..J Zeliard
12.9S

...l Conquests of the Longbow ............... 19.9S

.J Heart of China ................................... 19.9S
..J Hoyle Book of Games Vol. 1 ..... ... 14.9S
...l Hoyle Book of Games Vol. 2 ......
14.9S
..J King's Quest 1..................................... 19.9S
..J ng's Quest II . ... .•. .
14 9S
...l King·s Quest Ill
•••. ..............
14.9S
..J King's Quest IV .................................. 19.9S
...l King's Quest V ................................. 19.9S
..J Laffer Utilities
14.9S
..J Leisure Suit Larry 1 ............................ 19.9S
..J Leisure Suit Larry 2
12.9S
..J Leisure Suit Larry 3 ..................
12.9S
...l Leisure Suit Larry S............................ 19.9S

FOR MAIL ORDERS, JUST CHECK THE GAME(S) OF YOUR CHOICE,
Fill OUT THE ORDER FORM BELOW AND MAIL TO SIERRA ON-LINE.

GREAT! SEND M E THE GAMES l' V E CHE CKED . l' M
ENCLOS ING $
TO COVER T HE GAMES,
TAX, SHIPPING AN D HANDLING .
NAME - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ ZIP - - - - - - - I prefer D 3.5"

D 5.25" disks .

D Check/Money Order (payable in U.S. funds to Sierra On-Line, Inc.)
CHARGE TO:
0 VISA 0 MC 0 AM EX 0 DISCOVER
ACCT. NO.: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_

______ _

EXP. DATE: __ / __
AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE - - - - - - - - - - - DAYTIME PHONE
(needed for credit card purchases)

NEW FOR
WINDOWS'~
...l Take a Break! Pinball .......................42.4S

..J Take-a-Break! Crosswords ...............42.45
CJ The Laffer Utilities ...........................39.9S

SHIPPING: US - $4 for 1st game; $2 for each add'I game;
Canada - $5 for 1st game; $2 for each add' I game .
Hintbooks - $1 .50 each if ordered separately.
TAXES: CA residents add 7.75%; TX residents add 6.25%;
MA residents add 5%. (Canadian customers are responsible for
GST taxes & handling fees. Do not include with payment to Sierra.)
MAIL TO: P.O. Box 978, Oakhurst, CA 93644-0978
BY FAX: In the US 1-209-683-4297 • From Europe 0734-303201
Policy and prices, including shipping charges, may change without notice.
All orders are subject to acceptance by Sierra. Prices effective 911192-12131192.
For faster shipment. please call 800-326-6654.
Offer No. 01343
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Lockiaw from Twisty History

Products on the market now: Castle of Dr.
Brain, Mixed-Up Mother Goose, Mixed-Up
Fairy Tales, EcoQuest: The Search for Cetus
Products to be released this year: Island of Dr.
Brain, EcoQuest: The Lost Secret of the Rain
Forest, Twisty History

"My philo ophy is simple. The best educational
software is the kind that caprurcs the imagination
of children and gets them excited about learning.
My goal is ro create products that will excite
children and at the same rime provide them with
me urable, real world experiences".
Products to be released this year:
Quaysoo's Turbo Science

"Our dream is rouse new technology ro create
talking personal rurors that interact with children,
coaching them ro read and write and do it well.
ince these language arts and literacy skills form
the foundation for further learning, I believe our
products will play a special role in realizing Ken's
vision of coming educational vision".
Products to be ~eleased this year: Talking Tiles,
Alphabet Block5'.

"Are our products educational? Are books by
Maurice Sendack and Dr. Suess educational? If
they are educational, so are we. I've had a lifetime
love affair with children's books and animation.
We're bringmg them rogerhcr in acrive colorful
worlds, alive with living personalities, where even
the text speaks to you".
Products to be released this year: Slater and
Charlie Go Camping, But I Can't Go to Bed Yet

"Our goal is to mori1'ate children, through our
software, to improve their grades. Our ADI series
of educational oftwarc is a complete environment
containing creative tools, games and everal
lessons. It ha proved it works by the amount of
mail we've received from enthu iaric parents and
children".
Products to be released this year: ADI Junior
Series, ADI series
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vocabulary slowly and always in
the context they would be used
in the real world. One of my
long-term goals is to integrate a
product of tbis sort with our
network, The Sierra Network, so
that you would be able to carry
on a conversation with someone
in France at some point in the
game. This is not wild-eyed
speculation, it i absolutely
technically possible today.
I claimed a few paragraphs
back that a computer simulation
of a real world event could, in
fact, be better learning than a
real life experience. On the
surface this is a rather ambitious
claim. Let's take a look at the
example I gave. If you could
visit with prehistoric man, it is

unlikely you would spend more
than a week or two. A computer
simulation does not have thi
time constraint. It could allow
you to advance rime so you could
watch migration patterns or see
evolution in action. Alternately,
you could follow the movements
of one particular cave person.
You could experiment with
culture by giving one tribe
weapons but not their neighbors.
You could transplant dinosaurs
to different climates to see
whether they thrive or perish. To
some extent you would be at the
mercy of the opinion of the
person who designed the
software, but how is that
different from being guided by
the person who wrote the
textbook? Venturing out from
earth, let's look at the rotation of
the planets. What would happen
if the earth stopped spinning?
Why stop there? Rearrange the
order of the planets. What
happens to their climates? Tough
to do in real life, and even if you
continued 011 page 11
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We live in a fast moving, technologically
rich world. Developments in computers
and software affect the way we live now and
influence the way we will live in the future.
Nowhere are these changes more dramatic
than in the lives of our children.
Kids and Computers Magazine
provides answers and
assistance for parents.

To Subscribe Call

1-800-827-4450
Please have your
Visa or Master Card
Ready for the Operator
The time for Kids & Computers Magazine is now. With
educational software and home computer sales on the rise,
parents need an ongoing resource to help them navigate their
waythroughaprettyconfusingmarketplace. Thefolks
behind Kids & Computersarejustthepeopletopull it off.
Doug Carlston
Chairman and CEO . Broderbund Software

Kids & Computers Magazine is an essential guide for
computing parents.
Bill Dinsmore
President and CEO. The Learning Company

Computers and kids only work well together when they've
got a good foundation . Kids & Computers is the magazine
that provides the tools.
Robin Raskin
author of: Parents . Kids. & Computers

Kids & Computers Magazine is a valuable resource for
parents to discover the latest trends, information, and
computer products available to suit theirchildren's needs.
Jan Davidson
President. Davidson and Associates
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imultaneously. Jf a computer i

pulled it off you would find
yourself omewhat unpopular
back at home. To a computer, no
problem.
Can everything be taught
through simulation? No. For
instance, how could imulation
be u ed to teach the names of
bird ? ome things require a
fla h care.I reaching approach. A
computer can be very effe rive in
doing this, giving you randomly
selected picture of birds to
identify, or even their birdcalls.
But, why stop there? A computer
is capable of so much more. Why
couldn't a simulation be written,
similar to today's flight simulators, where you could try
pending time a the bird of your
choice, facing the same
challenges; hunting for food,
building a ne t, avoiding danger,
ere.? There is a lot more to know
about a bird than just its name.
From all of this, you might
gue s that Sierra, a company best
known as the leader in computer
entertainment, has been thinking
about developing educational
software. There are already
companies which have been
producing this type of software
for years and many great

Quarky u11d Quaysoo from Turbo cicncc

products are now on the market.
Sierra will have a major impact
on educational software. This is
a very exciting time. How we
learn i going to change
dramatically over the next
decade. Sierra has three unique
attribute that will allow us to
advance the tate of the arr.
l) The importance of entertainment in education i nor well
understood. Think about chool.
Didn't you learn mo t from the
cla ses you wanted to attend?
Aren't ome of the best reacher
rho e who know how to make a
subject fun? Aren't some of the
worst those who take a scripted
pre entation and read it in a
monoronal fa hion? You can
learn more from a small amount
Fall 1992

to simulate a real world, it is

bland of Dr. Brain stretches your mind
and lets you /Jave fun at the same time.

Players learn about American history by
sorting things out in Twisty History.

of information you accept
willingly than from an encyclopedia that is crammed
down your throat. We at Sierra
under rand how to entertain.
2) The entertainment software

market is so competitive that to
succeed you must be on the
cutting edge of technology. For
in ranee CDROM-based games
are exploiting the power of
today's multimedia computers
now. Yet, what CDROM-based
business software I've seen really
isn't that different than the
floppy-based equivalent. Products like our Aces of the Pacific
rake advantage of all the
computing horsepower today's
personal computers can deliver.
Ar a recent symposium on
Computer Game Design one of
the lecturers stated that he
frequently
hired
military
programmers who had successfully programmed laserguided missiles, but who were in
way over their heads trying to
build a computer game. It would
be interesting to know which
program has more lines of code,
King's Quest VI or Lotus 1-2-3.
I'd have to guess at King's Quest
VI. ierra has made a long-term
inve rment in technology.
3) Finally, you need to bring
your technology and entertainment to the audience. Sierra
has the abi lity to link mu ltip le
computers toget her, over a
network, o that many people
can share a simulated wor ld

important that the world be as
real as possible. This is normally
done through populating a
simulated world with people and
an imals which have artificial
intell igence. It is far more
realistic to have real human
interaction. For instance, on The
Sierra Network, you can choose
to fly a variety of World War l
aircraft, which are accurately
replicated, against other human
pilots over Europe. This was
developed as a game, bur in
practice it has been fun to watch
the same winning tactics evolve
which worked in actual combat;
hiding in the sun, having another
plane distract the enemy while
you come in for the kill,
aerobatics, etc. At Sierra, we
have long-term plans for
software which would allow
children from all over the
country, sitting at computers in
their respective classrooms, to
jointly participate in learning
exercises, and, as needed, interact
with actors who would add life
to the experience.

Sierra ha just gotten tarted
producing educational product.
We have a multi-million dollar
commitment ro advancing
education . Our product will be
marketed under rhe Si e rra
Discovery Series name and will
be further identified by the
specific development group;
Bright Star, Red Dog, Sierra,
Cokrel
Vision
or
JTP
Production , each of which has
their own di rinctive ryle.
Computers can improve the
way we learn and open
educational opportunities to
more people than ever before.
Knowledge is power. An
enormous amount of software i
going to have ro be developed
over the next decade in order to
provide even a portion of all
your needs. Sierra is proud to be
a part of this effort.

Th? d
Ken Williams
President, Sierra On-Line, Inc.

ACES OF THE PACIFIC PATCHES AVAILABLE

LONGBOW CHAMP WINS
TRIP TO SHERWOOD FOREST
M. Jean Reed of Caney Point New
Jersey is the grand prize winner in the
"Conquests of the Longbow Contest" .
She wins a trip for two to Sherwood
Forest, Nottingham, England, plus $1,000
in spending money, or $3,000 in cash. 2000 other winners
won Sierra games or T-Shirts.
The contest required gamers to complete Conquests of the
Longbow and answer five questions. Winners were selected
in a random drawing.

POUCE QUEST OFFER
EXTENDED
The all-new VGA version of
Police Quest 1: In Pursuit of the
Death Angel is scheduled to ship in
September. Sierra had originally
planned to ship the product in May
and included a $10 rebate coupon
in the Spring issue of lnterAction.
Problem is, the coupon expired
June 30. Sierra Product Manager
Tony Caudill said Sierra will honor
the coupons until November 30,
1992, so run out and pick up
your new Police Quest NOW. 10-4.

MPC WORLD HONORS

The hit W.W.11 fight simulator has received two update
patches from Dynamix in response to customer feedback.
Users interested in the updates should download Patch B from
the Sierra BBS (1-209-683-4463 or type "Go Sierra" from
CompuServe}, the Game Publishers Forum of CompuServe,
America On-Line, GEnie or several of the larger bulletin board
services nationwide. Users without a modem can obtain Patch
B by calling Sierra On-Line at: (209) 683-8989.
Patch A: Fixed all known crash bugs as of 6-1-92.
Patch B: Contains all fixes of Patch A as well as several other
minor fixes . Also included in Patch B are improvements to
plane performance, enemy intelligence, autopilot, sound
effects, waypoint selection, escorts, flak, AA and scramble
missions. Users of Patch B do not need to install Patch A. Patch
B is inclusive of all fixes to date.

SAN FRANCISCO GALLERY
LECTS YI G'S
UC 7

S

The San Francisco Art Exchange has
announced plans to offer a limited
edition lithograph of the Lord of the
Dead from King's Quest VI. The San
Francisco Art Exchange is best known
for offering hard-to-find works by artists as diverse as Picasso,
Miro, Rockwell, Neiman, Alberto Vargas, and even Rolling
Stone Ronnie Wood .
"We believe the King's Quest series offers an exciting array of
possibilities," said Theron Kabrich, co-founder of the gallery. "The
art is highly imaginative and very well crafted. The depth of
meaning in the imagery is as far reaching as the numbers of
explorers who have ventured into its alternate reality."
For more information, contact the San Francisco Art Exchange
at (800) 344-9633.

SIERRA CD GAMES
The leading magazine for Multimedia PC use r , MPC World,
has elected two ierra CD ga mes as winn ers in th ei r fi rst annu al
awa rd s pr og ram . Kin g 's Q u es t V w as h o n o re d as " Bes r
Multimedi a Fam a y/Adventure Ga me" a nd Mixed-Up Mother
Goose ca ptu red " Be r Multimedia T itl e - Lea rning fo r Children".

SIERRA OFFERS TOURS
Sierra On-Line is offering a look inside its high -tech
creative compound in the Sierra Nevada mountains, just
outside of Yosemite National Park.
"Many people have expressed an interest in seeing the
way we develop games," said Anita Greene, Sierra's
Director of Public Relations . "We ' re offering an open
invitation to everyone to come on up to our headquarters
in Oakhurst, California and take a tour."
Reservations are strongly recommended . Tours are given
Monday through Friday at 2:00 PM. Call Kelli Spurgeon at
(209) 683-4468 ext. 515 for reservations and information.
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The Interactive Services Association (ISA} honored The
Sierra Network with the 1991 Design Award for outstanding
contribution to interactive design .
ISA is dedicated to promoting the use of interactive services
in mass markets. Formed in 1981, the organization includes
members form advertising, newspapers, financial institutions,
computer manufacturers, publishers, universities, government
agencies, and other areas.
To find out more about TSN, check out the articles on
pages 60-63.
INTERACT/ON Magazine

KING'S QUEST

V

How TO

$2500

WORTH OF

s

COMES TO NINTENDO
Konami, a leading publisher of video
game cartridges, has managed to fit the
epic King's Quest V on a cart for the
Nintendo Entertainment System . The
new cartridge offers all the puzzles and
challenges of the original Sierra game,
matched with new 8-bit art designed
especially for Nintendo machines. It's
the first Sierra video game since 1983 when
the company stopped producing cartridges to concentrate
on computer games. The new game sells for around $50 in
software and toy stores.

MIXED-UP FAIRY TALES
FINDS FEMALE AUDIENCE
Okay, anyone will tell you that the average computer
game player is male. So imagine Sierra's surprise when the
market research came back on Mixed-Up Fairy Tales, the
adventure for early readers designed by Quest for Glory
author Lori Cole .
Fully 94% of all the players were between the ages of 10
and 12 (not so surprising) and 67% of all players were
female (very surprising).
"We've always suspected there is a huge potential
female audience for entertainment software," said Marilyn
Fidler, Brand Manager for Mixed-Up Fairy Tales. "It's just a
question of developing the right product to capture their
imaginations and attention, at least at young ages."
Marilyn pointed out that accomplished computer skills
are critical for both males and females to compete in
today's academic environment. The more parents can do to
help their children maintain a competitive edge, the more
success these children are likely to have in school and their
subsequent careers.
"So, if you've noticed your daughter is losing interest in
computer play," said Marilyn, "think about Mixed-Up Fairy
Tales. Based on its overwhelming popularity with some of
our young female customers, we are confident that your
daughter, too, will like it."

THOUSANDS ENTER LAURA

WtN OVER

Five more lucky game players have won complete
Sierra/Dynamix game libraries in Sierra 's quarterly "Warranty
Card Sweepstakes".
Four times a year, Sierra randomly selects five winners from
the specially-marked warranty cards that are packed into all
new Sierra and Dynamix titles. Each winner receives every
game currently produced for his or her machine. Winners this
time around are :
Jennifer Ulishney, Pennsylvania
Paul R. Ring, Massachusetts
Chad Clevin, Oregon
James Little, Colorado
Susan McLaren, Ontario
If you'd like a crack at a complete Sierra/Dynamix library,
simply fill out and return the specially marked warranty cards
included in new releases. Besides entering you in the drawing,
the warranty card registers your product, qualifies you for
inexpensive upgrades, and - of course - gets you four big issues
of lnterAction magazine.

LAURA Bow IS BIG NEWS ON COMPUSERVE
Laura Bow in the Dagger of Amon Ra was recently selected
as the "Hot Topic" on CompuServe's Gamer's Forum. Designer
Bruce Balfour was the Guest of Honor and the game had its
own message section and library of hints.
As this issue goes to press, Laura Bow in the Dagger of Amon
Ra is Sierra's best selling adventure game.

Bow CONTEST

Whoa! Our special Laura Bow hieroglyphic contest
(Spring lnterAction) wound up drawing over 9,000 entries!
Ten randomly drawn correct entries were drawn and each
winner received the Sierra or Dynamix game of his or her
choice . Winners are:
Jerry Esparza, Nevada
Kai Crouse, Washington, D.C.
Douglas Hall, Colorado
Tony Yankovsky, New York
Helen Kistner, New York
Shirley Seal, Texas
Mary Williams, Wisconsin
Maria Araujo, British Columbia
Catherine Root, Georgia
David Liddell, Washington

Speaking of Laura Bow, her first adventure, The
Colonel's Bequest, is currently on sale for a low, low $19.95.
Track down this mysterious bargain now! Check out the
special prices on page 8 of this issue.

Fall 1992
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EcoQuest
Controversy
On behalf of the people and
pinnipeds at The Marine
Mammal Center, I want to
thank
all
of you
at
lnterAction and e pecially
writer Lorelei hannon, for
the e cellent coverage ( pring
1992) of our work.
ot only was "A Partnership for the Planet" accurate,
informing and fun ro read, bur
we have received a lot of mail
from EcoQuest fan who
want ro learn more about the
Center and how they can help
con erve marine mammal and
their environment. Some letters
are from parents and kids who
have played the game rogether.
While the parents were
e pecially delighted that the
challenges in the game involved
saving something instead of
blowing it up, the kid imply
enjoyed having fun and
learning about the marine
environment and some of its
intriguing inhabitant .
Thank so much for your
concern and interest in a
healthier ocean environment,
and of course for all your
upport!
Denize Springer
The Marine Mammal Center
Sausalito, CA

Sierra donates a portion of
the proceeds from the sale of
each EcoQuest to The Marine
Mammal Center.
Letters like this remind us
;ust how important a game
like EcoQuesr can be. But
letters like the next one
illustrate the point even more.
Please place rhi letter in the
Correspondence section of the
next lnterAction. The truth
should be known.
l am a great fan of your
program and I have 21 of
them. However, afcer l aw
your artic les about the new
game EcoQuest in the pring
1992 i ue of l11terAction
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along with new about new
recycled boxes, recycled disks,
recycled thi , and recycled
that, I became infuriated.
How can a company a
great a Sierra give in tO the
"doom and gloomers" and
whacko commie liberal environmentali ts? How can you
side with the ame people who
want to hold up the entire
logging industry becau e of a
spotted owl?
I have also observed some
of the letters written by other
people who are al o being
blindly led down rhe wrong
path.lam 15 years o ld . I
haven ' t been fooled by the e
people who want tO hold up
this country ro save a eal, or
to hug a tree, so why can't
they avoid them?
Let me tell you and your
readers, there is nothing
wrong with the environment. I
repeat - THERE IS NOTHr G WRO G WITH THE
ENVIRONMENT! !!
I want to know who we
think we arc that we can
destroy a huge, God-created
world like this. Who do we
think we are?
It' roo bad that Sierra and
other reader have been
sucked in by these people who
are supported fully by
Democrats in Congress - the
same members of Congress
who bounced checks totaling
I 0 million dollar and favor a
large, sociali t government. I
hope you will publish this
letter in your magazine and
encourage other readers out
there who feel the same way
to respond also . l know you
can't recall the game, but
please, rethink your decision
on this i ue in the future.
Ion Martz
Chagrin Falls, OH

According to Sierra's Vice
President of Marketing, john
Williams: '·As long as we get
letters like this, we'll keep
making games like EcoQuest."

The second installment in the
EcoQ u est series, The Lost
Secret of the Rain Forest, will
be released in early 1993.
Look for a preview in the next
issue ofinterAction.

Kudos for Customer
Service
To Mr. Larry "Faceless
Corpo rate Entity" Buchanan:
I can't ay when I've enjoyed
an artic le more than the one
you hared in the last i ue of
InterAction. . It's nice to see
how nice you can be! I have
not had a reason to call
Cu romer Service, as l haven't
had any problem with any of
the 15 games I own. I really
appreciate all the dedication
the entire Sierra family bas for
their customers and friend .
Dave Petrie
Indio, CA

I loved "A Comedy of
Error " because I love stories
about big companies that
really mean what they say by
"service". I am glad that my
favorite computer game
company happens to be one of
tho e! lt is reassuring to know
that "face less corporate
entities"
actually
have
personalities. (And a sense of
humor is a great asset). You
guys must really care about
us. Thanks.
Jennie Ethell
Front Royal, VA
Having just read the article
"A Comedy of Error " in the
Summer 1992 is ue of
InterAction, I just had to write
you a letter ro let you know
why l think Sierra is the best
software company going in the
world today.
To
ee the care and
understanding from a "faceless
corporate entity" i something
rare in today's marketplace. I
took the magazine to work
with me, just o I cou ld show
all my friends.

I cannot emphasize enough
what a great company you
have. I hope you will be
around for a long time to
come. I am constantly telling
my friends about your games
and the great magazine you
publish. Nobody is better.
Stephen Martin Rutledge
Port Orchard, WA
"A Comedy of Errors" could
not have had a more "errored"
title! No errors were involved;
in fact, the wonder of it all is
that human-co-human relationsnips flourished.
I do believe all your readers
de erve a pair of those rosecolored gla es you mentioned.
Maybe a little distortion is the
key to success - maybe a bit of
love and joy will help us
through the painful realities of
"real" life. Maybe rbis is what
Ken Williams meant when he
aid he would give u all his
ecrets. It 's the freedom to
really see the beauty of life and
the beauty of the people we
make contact with.
Linda Smith
Franksville, WI

Bravo for Brain
Your magazine is great. Full
of good reviews and excell ent
articles. We look forward to
each issue. And, while ['m
handing out bouquets, I must
tell you how much we enjoy
Castle of Dr. Brain. Ir's both
cha llenging and entertaining
and we're looking forward to
Island of Dr. Brain. We have
many of your other great
games, but are especially
drawn to the puzzles.
Now a side-note to Ken
Williams - the late t "Inside
View" article about success was
not a "silly topic of discu sion"
- it was very inspirational and
good advice for anyone ar
anytime in any magazine!
Keep up the good work!
Jan Cripps
Whitman, MA

INTERACT/ON Magazine

There's an
IBM PS/2 made for
every student body.

When you said you wanted an affordable computer,
we Ii tened.
And we re ponded. So, as a college stud ent, member of the fa u lty or ta ff you ca n now get an I BM
Personal System/2® elected Academic Solution at a
spc ·ial price.*
You' ll lind that all th PS/2 Selected Academic olutions have preloaded DOS 5.0 and Microsoft Windows"'
3.0, a color di splay and a mou se. omc elected models
arc preloaded with Micro oft Word for Window '"**and
Excd ** to help you create impres ive papers, graphic
and preadsheets. Al o, great tool like a notepad, calendar a nd ca rdlile arc provided.

What' mor , the I BM PS/ 2 Loan for Learning i al o
available to help make paying for your PS/2®ea i 1:
With th p cial price for college tudent , faculty
and taff, therei> never been a better time to buy a PS/2.
Visit your campus outlet to find
out mor about the IBM PS/2
Selected Academic Solutions.
Or cal I JBM at 1 800 526-5480,
and we' ll re pond promptly
with our information kit,
or the location of the
nearest participating lBM
Authorized PC Dealer.
~~~=~~~~~

==-::.
- ----== ®

-- ---- - --------·-

"This ofter 1s available only 10 quahl1ed college sl udents, laculty and s1afl thal purchase IBM Selecled Academic Solu tions lhrough part1c1pal1ng campus oulle1s or IBM 1800222 7257 or partrc1paling IBM
Aulhon1ed PC Dealers Orders are sub1ect to ava1labthty Pnces are subject to change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without written notice ··word for Windows and Excel are the Acaderrnc
Ed1!1on "IBM Personal Syslem/2 and PS/2 are registered lrademarks ol lnlerna11onal Business Machines Corpora11on M1crosoll 1s a reg1slered trademark ol M1crosoll Corporalion Windows and Word lor
Windows are trademarks al Mlcrosoll Corporation
C1BM Corpora11on 1991

by Kelli Spurgeon
One of the great myths fostered by people
who are "technologically impaired ' is that
those of u who play computer games are
socially inept nerds who plug into our
soulless machines becau e we can't relate to
other of our own specie . Tho e of us who
own modems, however, know this view is
dead wrong . Far from being isolated
mi anthrope , computer user are among the
most socially active people around. Jn fact,
our ocial circle cover the world.

software for their members. You can even
download game reviews and demos! (Which
reminds me: if your User Group would like
demos or review copies of Sierra games, call
me at (209) 683-4468, extension 515).

If you haven't explored this ide of computing, you're only getting about half the
value our of owning a computer. I trongly
urge you to get a modem and dive in.
If you're a little shy, a good place to start
is the Sierra BBS at (209) 683-4463. Ir's one
place you know you can find friendly folks
who like ro play the same games you do, o
you'll have something in common to talk
about. Once you get your feet wet on our
BBS, you'll be ready to sample others around
the country.
Here are a few U er Groups who've sent
me copies of their newsletters. Most have
monthly meetings as well as a BBS service
and new letter. Set your 300/1200/or 2400
baud modem to No Parity, 8 Data Bits, 1
Stop Bit and give them a call:

amigos in
Dusseldorf.
The popul riry of User Groups isn't
surprising when you conside the benefit of
group memhership. The typical U r Group
sponsors at least one BBS, keeps a libra l)'. of
Rublic domain and shareware program~ r
its members, publishes a newsletter, provid
recognized representation for members (rher
is strength in numbers), and organize
speaker program , training workshops, help
hot lines, and social events.
There's imply no better way ro meet
people who hare your interest in computers
and gaming than joining a U er Group.
They're great places ro get free technical help
or gain knowledge on just about any ropic.
Some even offer discounts on hardware and

Cincinnati Personal Computer Use
Group (CPCUG), Cincinnati,
. ACORN
BBS (513) 860-2 28 free to
limit acce s to
n-members.
7 5-9992 r information.
Long Isl d Computer Associa • n, Inc.
(UCA), Lon Isl nd, Y. Open toe eryone
with an inre es in computers, computer
applications, programming, or related
ubjects. LICA publishes The Stack, one of
the better user group newsmagazines. The
LICA BBS has a large library of programs
and many discussion groups. Call (5 16) 5616590 for info.
Fresno PC Users Group (FPCUG), Fresno,
CA. Run by and for user of IBM PC and
compatible computers. PC-BULL BBS (209)
277-8368 on-line 24-hours.

Central New York Personal Computer
Users Group, Inc. (CNYPCUG) Syracuse,
NY . C YPCUG BBS (315) 455-5806 or
call Bill Garisi at (315) 656-3307 for
information.
Pioneer Valley Personal Computer Users
Group (PVPCUG), North Amhe rst, MA.
As ociated with the Boston Computer
Society. Publishes A Byte At A Time
newsletter and has four BBS lines in the
(413) Area Code: 256-1037, 256-6846, 2534232, and 253-5469. Anyone with a continuing interest in the IBM PC or compatibles, Macintoshes, or Amigas may be
placed on their mailing list.
Memphis PC Users Group, Inc. ,
Memphis, TN. BBS (90 1) 368-1764 or call
(901) 375-4316 for information .
mento PC Users Group, Inc.,
, has regional chapters and
Groups" (SJG's), publishes
software library.
a newsmagazine, nd ha

Call (916) 386-9 5
Greater Soath
BUG), Torranc
Report newslett BBS (310) 516information
I (310) 546-9971 r write
P.O. Box 6950, Torrance, CA 90504- 50.
Arkansas/Oklahoma PC Ua Group
Fort Smith, AR. BBS (501) 646-0 43.
Publishes The Talking PC newsletter.
Columbus Computer Society (CC ,
Columbus, OH. 24-hour BBS (614) 88
9829. Over twenty SIGs. Check with Sy Op
Craig Wright (614) 885-9419.
A final important norc ro anyone who is
interested in this social whirl of fun - when
you join a User Group, remember ro support
it. Volunteer a little of your time. You'll be
amazed at the pay-off in terms of education
and friendships.

~
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IMPRESS YOUR FllENDSI MAKf YOUI MOTHER PIOUDI WORK HARD FOR SMAIL AMOUNTS OF MONm
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We're convinced that among our two-million or so readers, a few of you just might have something interesting to say about our games,
how to play them, and the hardware you use. If you're such a person, we invite you to take a shot at writing an article for Interktion.

~

Now you can become a member of the fabulous Fourth Estate just like Woodward & Bernstein, Dear Abby, and Clark Kent. Enjoy
having your carefully crafted copy slashed to ribbons by Philistine editors. Thrill to typographical errors which transform your articles
into incoherent drivel. Have your life's work vilified by any crackpot who can afford a postage stamp.

ENTEi THE GLAMOROUS WORLD OF JOUllNAUSMI

TAKE A SHOT AT WINNING THE PUUTZEll
If you think you've got the write stuff, drop us a line. We'll give you the game of your choice if we use your article. Write to:

lnterAdion, Sierra On·Une, P.O. lox J 103, Oalchum, CA, 93644

Coming up from
Sierra and Dynamix
.,

•••••••••

Here's a quick update on some of the projects being
worked on at Sierra On-Line and Dynamix.
Please note these are works-in-progress and
won't be available for sale until their actual release.
KING'S QUEST VT. The VGA version of
King's Quest Vl is all but done, and
should be out by tbe time you read this.
Sierra has already started work on the
compact disc version. To find out more,
read the feature articles in this issue.
ISLA D OF DR. BRAJ . This game will
feature a gauntlet of puzzles even more
challenging and a lot more replayable
than those in Castle of Dr. Brain. In
addition ro testing your logic, memory,
and problem-solving skills, they'll test
your knowledge of arts, sciences, and
language. The puzzles a urn-generate, so
they'll be different each time you play.
Look for this game in late September or
early October.
FRO . T PAGE SPORTS: FOOTBALL.
The everything-you-always-wanted-in-afootball-game game will probably be
released in early October. It's huge, with
over 300 statistical categories - more than
just about every othe~. football game put
together. Check out the feature article on
page 44.
QUARKY A D QUAYSOO'S TURBO
SCIE CE. This is a whirlwind science
game in which kids answer questions and
do experiments to learn the principles of
physical science. There are twenty
different locations in the game, each one
with a different' area of science, and about
two thousand questions in the game. It's
something kids will want to play as much
as they want to play Mario Brothers and
they'll get something out of it. Target
release is October 15th.
TAKE•A·BREAK! CROSSWORDS.
Everything has been done except final
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beta-testing in this crossword puzzle
program designed specifically for
Windows '" users. The game is packed
with 375 puzzles, licensed from Dell
Magazines. Planned release is September.
TAKE·A·BREAK! PI BALL. Imagine five
fast-loading pinball games for Windows.
There are a lot of animated playing
surfaces, lots of flashing lights and
bumpers and sound effects. The game even
includes digitized speech so characters can
speak to you. Slated for late fall.
SPACE QUEST V . This game will be
different from previous Space Quest games
in that there's more character interaction
and Roger has a crew to help him. You'll
also find things like a teleporter that
doesn't always work right (so when Roger
beams down to a planet there's a chance
he won't be put together correctly). Look
for this game in November.
RAYMOND E. FEIST'S RIFTWAR
LEGACY, VOL. ONE: BETRAYAL AT
KRO DOR. This fantasy role-playing
game is based on the characters and
world created by Raymond E. Feist in
The Rift War Saga and Prince of the
Blood. The game should be out late this
fall. Look for an in-depth article in the
next issue of Inter Action.
TWISTY HISTORY. The animation is
really great and looks very much like
classic cartoons. The designers wanted to
give players as many choices as possible,
so there are a lot of different kinds of
puzzles with multiple solutions. One of
the most amazing features is a dog called
Lockjaw (see the story on page 54). The
game should ship in November.

INCREDIBLE MACHINE . This has
turned out to be a very addictive game
and a lot of fun. The basic idea is to
bui ld sort of Rube Goldberg contraptions
to execute required tasks . There are fifty
different machine parts you can use to
get through the game's hundred levels of
puzzle-solving. The hardest part has been
getting the physics to work - how things
are gonna bounce, how the force vectors
are going to be transferred, all this kind
of stuff. Look for it in early October.
WORLD WAR II: 1946. This mission
disk for Aces of the Pacific is about
three-quarters of the way finished.
Research is done, the shapes are done,
the artwork's done. Ir includes a lot of
cool aircraft that never made it into
combat, like the Japanese Kikka, which is
a real fast twin-engined jet that probably
would've come into service just before
the Americans got their jet (the P-80,
which is also in the game) inro service.
Ir's scheduled for release in early
November.
RAF I - THE PACIFIC. The big feature
in this game is that it will let you use all
the original p lanes from Aces of the
Pacific plus a new selection of British
aircraft and fly them over a modem.
There's no firm release date yet.
ACES OVER EUROPE. This flight sim
game starts in April of 1944, just before
D-Day, and covers about a seven-month
span in the European Theater of
Operations. Unlike other sims in this
theater, the focus of this game will be on
the tactical arena . Ground attacks will
feature moving targets like trains and
other animated targets. You'll find the
planes are more evenly matched in Aces
Over Europe than in Aces of the Pacific,
so the dogfights are tactically a lot more
like tho e in Red Baron. Right now, the
game is in the research phase and no
release date has been announced.
ECOQUEST: THE LOST SECRET OF
THE RAl::-\FOREST. The team has
completely redesigned Adam, the boy
from the first EcoQuest, and brought
him back for an exciting adventure in the
rainforests of South America. About
three-quarters of the rough animation is
completed and one-quarter of the
programming is done. The game is
scheduled to ship early next year.
WILLY BEAMISH - IBM & SEGA CD.
A talking Willy Beamish will be out this
fall for IBM CD and Sega CD machines.
Dynamix has added forty-five or so
characters, recorded everyone's speech,
and added lip-sync movement. Look for
the IBM CD in late September. No date
yet on the Sega CD.
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HOYL L ( L\SSIC CARD C.A!\IES. This
VGA card package includes all the games
in the original Hoyle 1, plus Bridge and
Euchre. The game also includes eighteen
computer opponents. Nine are characters
from Sierra games and nine are new like a lunatic in a straight jacket for
Crazy-8s and a gangster who likes
bootleg Gin Rummy. Look for this game
in early 1993.
:-.1 I l D - UP \IA TH . This is a new
project that will be similar to Mixed-Up
Mother Goose in appearance and the
way it plays, but designed to teach basic
math to kids four to six years old. Look
for it in early 1993.
I-RO T PACI SPORT5 : BA.SEBAl l .
Scheduled for release sometime next
summer. The game will feature ten to
sixteen major league ballparks you can
actually see in the background.
C ODL !\JAME: PHOI-1\i!X. Bruce
Balfour, of Laura Bow fame, is deep in
research. This new spy-thriller is in the
very first stages of development, with a
release target of late spring. The game
will feature a lot of international
locations and a photo-rea listic, high-style
comic-book look. The production team is
toying with some interesting technical

twists, like including flight-simulator
sequences.
FREDDY PHARKAS - FRONTIER
PHARMACIST. lmagine Blazing Saddles
meets Sierra. Designer Al Lowe, best
known for his Leisure Suit Larry games, is
hard at work on a Western comedy. The
characters are almost completely designed,
and pencil sketches of all the locations are
nearly done. The game is actually up and
running programming-wise. It will be
finished sometime next spring.
POLICE QUEST IV . The team is doing
research for the story, interviewing
homicide detectives and watching
videotapes of autopsies. The game should
be completed sometime in the fall of 1993.
SLATER & CHARLIE GO CAf\IPl~G.
This is a special project designed to
introduce computers to kids from preschool through third grade in a friendly
way (although adults are going to have
fun with it, too). It's sort of an
interactive children's book about the
comic misadventures of two cartoon
dinosaurs. There's a straightforward
story mode in which the program reads
the story aloud, highlighting each word
of screen text as it does, and a play mode
in which kids can explore and interact

with the story . It's filled with sight gags,
and surprises pop up just about
anywhere you click on the screen. Kids
can even play with the text to make new
sentences. The game is due out late
spring or early summer of next year.
MUL 1 L\11:.DIA. Sierra is currently
working on CD versions of Space Quest
IV, EcoQuest I, Laura Bow II, and
Leisure Suit Larry 1. The animation is
smoother because you don't have to
pa use for text passages, you can just
listen as the characters talk to each other.
Just the way the actors deliver their lines
adds a lot to the games (and you may
even recognize a famous voice or two).
Sierra is hoping to get Space Quest IV
and EcoQuest I out by the end of
September. Laura Bow: The Dagger of
Amon Ra should be done by the end of
October, and Leisure Suit Larry 1 the
end of December.
Will) Bl A:-.HSH 11. Design is complete
and art and animation are underway.
This game will feature more arcade
action than puzzle solving. Look for it
next May.~
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here's always an undercurrent of excitement at
Sierra On-Line whenever a
King's Quest game is about to ship.
This past summer, as the release date
for King's Quest VI: Heir Today,
Gone Tomorrow drew closer and
closer, you could almost feel the
electricity in the halls of Oakhurst.
After fourteen months of work by
dozens of creative and technical
specialists, the latest installment of the
King's Quest saga was nearly done.
The sense of anticipation was
hardly surprising. The award-winning
King's Quest series is Sierra OnLine's flagship line, with millions of
fans around the globe. Indeed, from
Tasmania to Toronto, King's Quest is
the best-selling series of computer
adventure games in the world. Not
bad for a game concept first sketched
on an airline cocktail napkin during a
business trip.
In 1985, when Sierra released King's
Quest I: Quest for the Crown, it was
20

hailed as a giant step forward in game
design. Ken Williams designed the
technology, and his wife, Roberta,
wrote a charming story that turned it
into a game. The original King's Quest
I was 128K, unheard of for an
entertainment program at the time,
and with each succeeding game

Your quest begins when Prince Alexander is
shipwrecked 011 a11 unknown shore - the fabled
Land of the Gree11 Isles!

Roberta has added as much depth and
breadth as the current technology
could handle (and these advances
quickly found their way into other
Sierra titles). The phenomena ll y
successfu l King's Quest V, for

example, took another step forward by
being the first game in the series to use
the more user-friendly icon interface a move which Roberta says has
allowed her to create deeper stories,
more intricate puzzles, and characters
that can become more fully developed
as a game progresses. "It's really freed
us up to build the kind of interactive
fiction that's emotionally involving and
challenging at the same time," she says.
In addition to the technological
advances the games have incorporated, the amazing popularity
of King's Quest is due in large part to
t h e specia l environment Roberta
Williams has created for the series
over the years. She has set the games
in the world of Daventry, an
enchanted place populated by
familiar characters from well-known
myths, fairy tales, and folk lore . Its
Piers Anthony landscape is filled with
delightful puns and wordplays, and
life-and-death encounters lie around
each turn in the road. It's a world
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where dragons, witches, mermaids,
and magicians roam, where the
supernatural is commonplace, and
you are rewarded for using your wits
rather than for slaughtering everything in your path.
The fundamental component of
Daventry is magic. Magic permeates
every aspect of life there and is often
the ace-in-the-hole you can use to turn
a quest that's foundering on the brink
of defeat into a glorious victory.
However, you would be iU-advised to
use this resource carelessly or rely on
it more than you do your own
intelligence and imagination.
Harnessing the power of magic in
Daventry requires a meticulous
approach. To cast a spell successfully,
for example, you must have an exact
combination of ingredients and
incantations and use them in an exact
order. Dire consequences await sloppy
spell casters. Shortcuts or substitutions
can result in ineffective spells or magic
that backfires in very unpleasant ways.
Fall 1992

The King ' s Quest saga is the
continuing story of the ruling family
of the Kingdom of Daventry. It
follows King Graham's rise to the
throne, the rescue of his queen,
Valanice, and the heroic quests of
their twin children, Princess Rosella
and Prince Alexander . This

VI, Roberta Williams broadens the
saga, taking adventurers to new
regions of her imagination. Echoing
the story of Graham and Valanice a
generation earlier, she has Prince
Alexander follow his heart in a
quest for true love. In so doing, she
has created a chapter that far
exceeds its predecessors, both as a
game and as a story.

The quest begins

An audience with the vizier raises more questions
than it answers. What is your true quest?

courageous family plays a pivotal
role in the struggle between Good
and Evil in Daventry. In King ' s
Quest V, they finally seemed to have
vanquished their nemesis, the family
of the dark wizard Manannan, the
champions of Evil. In King's Quest

Roberta began work on King 's
Quest VI in June, 1991. After la ying
out the basic story - deciding what
it was going to be about, where it
was going to take place, and who
the main characters were going to
be - she was joined by co-designer
Jane Jensen. "We went through the
game from beginning to end,"
Roberta says. "We wrote every
puzzle, every object, every action
you could do in the game."
In addition to being co-designer,
Jane Jensen is also a huge fan of the
21

The game's puzzles are ingenious and
challenging. When you face tbe Cliffs of Logic,
your solution must be letter-perfect.

You'll have to be sensitive to sensational
nonsense to sense the semible solution to the
quintet of sensory gnomes.

You'll become the target of magical obstacles if
you try to beat around the bush or hedge
against beastly misfortune.

Deadly traps and a beefy opponent lurk in tbe
shadows of the sl1ifty catacomb maze. You
may not be ready for this.

If you can survive long enough, you'll want to
check the diplomatic maneuvering on the royal
chess board.
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King's Quest series {the first
computer adventure game she ever
played was King's Quest IV: The
Perils of Rosella). As a result, o ne of
the many fun things you' ll find in
Heir Today Gone Tomorrow are
tongue-in-cheek nods to previous
games, little "in" things for people
who have played the series. For
example, the text messages for the
background objects in the game's
pawn shop identify the objects as
things a player might want to have in
other King's Quest games - like selfadhesive emeralds and a whale tongue tick ler. Whi le they have no
effect on King's Quest VI, they add a
certain spice to the game for people
who have played other Quests. "The
reason they got into King's Quest VI
is because I'm a fan, and it's such a
thrill for me to be working on the
series," Jane says.

peop le connect with your characters
on different levels depending on the
story. King's Quest is a fairy tale.
With classic fairy ta les you're trying to
tug at players' emotional heartstrings
in a different way than in, say, Laura
Bow. In King's Quest VI you get a lot
of persona lity from the characters.
There's an emotional involvement that
makes it a more total experience."

One of Roberta's main concerns
when designing Kings Quest VI was
to make sure the game didn't lose the
tone she'd carefu ll y crafted for the
series in previous episodes. "King's
Quest fans come to the games with
very specific expectations," she says.
"You can't just take any game and
slap a King's Quest label on it. "

VI team has been the best

From the very beginning, the two
designers had endless discuss ions
about what would and wouldn't
happen in a King's Quest game, w hat
characters would and wouldn't say.
The challenge was to come up with a
completely different game, different
story, different surprises, and still
deliver an experience that felt like a
King's Quest game.
Another of Robe rta's goa ls was to
create a story that would rea lly
connect with players' emotions. She
had made this connection successfully
in past games, moving to tears at least
one woman who saw the opening
deathbed scene in King's Quest IV as
part of a Consumer Electronics Show
demo. In King's Quest VI, Roberta
wrote the romantic story of Cassima
and Alexander specifically to make
the emotional connection she wanted
to achieve.
"I consider myself a writer first and
foremost," Roberta says. "When you
think of yourself as a writer you think
of your story, and you want to have

That's why the central plot of
an enigmatic,
romantic quest - has much more
depth than other games: "It's a real
sweet love story," Roberta says . "We
definite ly wanted to set up at first
that A lexander doesn't know if

King's Quest VI -

"I think the King's Quest

that any of the King's

Quests ever had. They've
done a superior job."

- Roberta Williams

Cassima's really in love with him. We
wanted to set up this question in his
mind. He's on this sort of search for
her, but he doesn't know if its going
to be of any use . In other words,
maybe he'll be able to save her, but
will she love him? Does she love the
vizier like the vizier' told him she
does? The question we wanted to set
up in p layers' minds was not only can
Alexander save Cassima, but once he
does, is it going to matter? It's a way
we tried to get deeper into the
emotions of Alexander."
Roberta and Jane's collaboration
produced a complex, multi-layere d
design with realistic characters and a
story line that runs all the way
through the game. Players will find
each scene serves multiple purposes:
it sets up clues about something that's
gong to happen later, furthers a given
plot line, and influences or refers to a
INTERACT/ON Magazine

sub-plot. There's a feather you can
find on the beach for example, that's
both an inventory item you need for a
spell and a clue about where to find
another item elsewhere in the tory. A
clue for what the feather i for i
integrated in an innocuous way 1n
another part of the tory.

f .

King's Quest VI is also a game in
which you can reach at least a halfdozen different endings depending on
which paths you take and which
puzzles you solve. In addition, you
can finish the game playing le s than
half of the possible action. You might
not even find one or two of the major
regions in the game. "The goal wa to
make it easy for people who were
beginner , yet put in lots and lots of
optional paths and puzzles for tho e
who wanted more of a challenge,"
Roberta ays.

The road to romance
The challenge begins when Prince
Alexander looks in a magic mirror
and sees Princess Cassima calling for
him. Using the stars he sees outside
her window to guide him, he
immediately sets sail for her unknown
homeland. The quest nearly comes to
a premature end, however, when his
ship and crew are lost in treacherous,
uncharted waters.
Alexander regains consciousness
after the disaster to find he's washed
ashore on a deserted beach. After a
little exploring, you will quickly
discover Alexander has landed on the
Isle of the Crown, one of the fabled
Green Isles and Cassi ma's home.
You'll also learn Alexander may be on
a fool's errand, that the image he saw
in the magic mirror may be merely an
illusion. The palace vizier informs
Alexander that Cassima is in seclusion,
mourning the recent death of her
parents. The vizier further claims that
he and Cassima are betrothed and
gives Alexander a heavy - handed
"invitation" to return home.
From that point on, the quest begins
in earnest. You must learn the truth
about Cassima, the death of her parent ,
and the civil war that has broken out
among the once peaceful Green Isles and you must survive while doing it. The
investigation can lead you to several
interesting regions, each with a different
feel, look, and fascinating characters.
Fall 1992

Tale11ted desigu team artists developed
characters like Stick-In-The-Mud, Dogwood,
a11d Bump-On-A-Log fro111 rough sketches to
full-color wonders.

•

Finding the ga111e's most fa111ous icon - The
Lord of the Dead - can be a 11ight111are. In
fact, it requires a Night Mare.
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On the Isle of Wonder, for example, you can encounter whimsical
entities like dancing flowers, talking
vines, an oyster with toothaches, and
arguing chess queens. The Isle is
guarded by five fierce gnomes, each
with one highly developed sense. To
get past them, you have to fool the
Smell Gnome, the Taste Gnome, the
Touch Gnome, the Sight Gnome, and
the Sound Gnome into thinking
Alexander is anything but an intruder.

The hassle in the castle includes secret passages,
Guard Dogs, ghosts, and a chance to lose the
game Uy being the best man at a wedding.

If you haven't a clue, try strolling through a
pun-filled garden where you can take your pick
of lively plants and flowers .

The village booltshop is filled with items that
lllO#ld've bee11 handy to have i11 previous King's
Q11est games.

The Hall of the Lord of the Dead is no place to
rest a spell. You have to have a magic touch to
survive this challenge.
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A strange race of winged
humanoids await players who
venture to the Isle of the Sacred
Mountain. These cold, haughty,
suspicious creatures can test you in
ways that are frequently fatal. If you
survive the test, you may be given a
glimpse of the possible futures facing
Alexander, the dangers and destinations yet to come.
Adventurers who visit the Isle of
the Beast will find their way through
an impenetrable forest barred by such
obstacles as a boiling pond, shifty
shrubbery, and a gate ornament that
tries to give Alexander the shaft. The
fun really begins, however, when
Alexander comes down with a severe
case of "Curse of the Beast." The
cure is simple enough - if you're an
adept matchmaker. You'll want to
make sure you have a little magic on
your side if you attempt to learn the
secrets which lie in the hidden regions
of the game.
Try it without the necessary spell
book and magic ingredients, and
Alexander is likely to end up as either
the leading character in a human
sacrifice or a permanent resident of
the Realm of the Dead. Despite the
risks, however, these are journeys
worth taking. Not only are they the
only places you can solve important
facets of the quest, but these dark,
sinister regions are very unlike
anything ever seen in prior King's
Quest games.
You '11 be hard-pressed to uncover
the many truths of this Quest.
Fortunately, crucial help is available in
the form of advice from some of the
game's "wandering" characters and
from clues and hints hidden in the
detailed game journal. On the other
hand, there are also some perfectly
dreadful types, like a Minotaur and

the Undead, lurking about to cut your
adventuring short. Above all, during
your encounters you 'd be wise to heed
the old Daventry proverb, "Nothing is
as it appears."
The puzzles you encounter as you
attempt to unravel the mysteries of
King's Quest VI should make even
the most stout-hearted player use the
"Save" function regularly. There are
time limits and other new twists that
stretch your ingenuity to the max.
"Roberta and I would often sit and
chuckle over the nasty, terrible things
we were going to put players
through," says Jane. "While I think
all the puzzles are fair and logical, we
deliberately made the game really
challenging, really tough. I hope
people enjoy it."

"King's Quest fans come
to the games with very
specific expectations ...
You can't just take any
game and slap a King's

Quest label on it."

Bells and whistles
Based on reports from Sierra's betatesters - the folks who playtest a
game before it's released for sale to
the public - players will certainly
enjoy the game's presentation. The
animation artists have created a
magical but believable world of color
and motion that is an aesthetic
pleasure to explore. Visually
impressive, King's Quest VI is filled
with a delightful variety of locations,
characters, and perspectives. It
features detailed, state-of-the-art
screen animation and full-color
graphics. It also includes cut-aways to
parallel story lines so you can see
(and get hints from) events which
take place concurrent with but apart
from the main story line.
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King's Quest VI sounds as good as
it looks. It has dozens of fun sound
effects, from the "Poof!" of a genie
appearing to a mechanical nightingale's song to the sound of someone
being skewered by horns. The sound
of the Minotaur prowling the
catacombs is especially effective and
helps maintain a feeling of imminent
danger and suspense in that part of
the game. Among the clever,
"musical " sound effects created by
Chris Braymen, the game's composer,
are the clattering bones, twisted
xylophone notes, and rattling chains
made by a gang of dancing skeletons.
The effect is reminiscent of classic
Disney cartoons of the '30s and adds
a special dimension to the adventure.
Several technical innovations also
make the game more enjoyable. The
use of "scaling," for example, adds to
the illusion of visual reality by
changing the size of a character so the
correct perspective is maintained as
the character walks from foreground
to background. "Pather" technology
lets a character avoid objects and
scenery in its path intelligently as he
or she crosses the screen to a location
you've selected. You'll also note a big
speed improvement in King's Quest
VI over other games thanks to
extremely tight programming.
You'll discover King's Quest VI is a
lot more free-flowing, a lot less
Limiting, than other games. This is a
direct result of the design team's
desire to make sure players are a big
part of the game's action. According
to the team's lead programmer,
Robert Lindsley, programmers
sometimes take the easy way out
when they come to a section of a
game that's hard to program: "They'll
take control away from the user and
insert an animation sequence or
something to get around it, leaving
the players to sit back and watch
while the programmer basically plays
the game for them," he says . "We
wanted players to interact to the
fullest extent possible."
The idea was to make a truly
interactive design in which player
actions affect character relations and
options during the game as well as
the game's outcome. The result is a
game which offers an extraordinary
amount of variety - not merely
Fall 1992

Your visit to the Winged Ones could prove
prophetable if you can help a young girl who's
on the horns of a dilemma.

. ,_
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from having different possible
endings, but from the fact that the
options within the game change
depending on what you do. "A lot
of the stuff you see in our game
now is really ahead of everyone
else,' Lindsley says. "We're actually
creating the technology."
Lindsley thinks King's Quest VI is
going to be the best game Sierra
ever made: "It's a very deep game.
Players are going to see a lot of
things they've never seen before.
You're going to be able to play this
game two or three times over. It's
not linear at all. In fact, if anyone
ever makes it through the game, if
you ever solve it 100 %, let us know.
We'll give you a medal."

Take your best shot
Legions of King's Quest fans appear
ready, willing, and eager to take
Lindsley's challenge. Based on Sierra's

Project Manager

Cut-aways to scenes with the vizier and his
he11cb111e11 can give you hints about tl1e shape
of things to come.

one of those games that seem to have a
little something for everyone. The
sheer size of King's Quest VI ensure
you'll be on this quest a long, long
time before you complete it all.
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Add itional Thanks To

Roberta Williams is very pleased
with the result of all the work that
went into the game, and she
graciously acknowledges the efforts
of all the talented people who helped
make the world she imagined a
reality: "Even though all the King's
Quests are great, Heir Today, Gone
Tomorrow is going to be the best yet
- and it's due to the people on the
design team . I think the King's Quest
VJ team ha been the best that any of
the King's Quests ever had. They've
done a superior job."
Roberta also feels that work on the
King's Quest series is far from being
over. "I will never, ever get tired of
King's Quest," she says. "It will
always have a special place in my
heart." In fact, she says she's eager to
start on the next episode and is
already toying with a story for Kings
Quest VII. ~

Bill Sk irvin

Designers

Additional Animation By
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beta-test reports, King's Quest Vi
seems to be one of those rare,
"addictive" game that has so many
things to try it will be very difficult to
take a break. There i so much to do,
so many different ways to do it all, it's

Karin Young
St anley Liu
A lbert Co
Cyrus Kanga
Joel Mariano
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ye to spyglass, sweeping it across the
vast ocean, Prince Alexander
desperately scans the distant horizon as his
sailing ship, the Valanice, drunkenly rolls
through heavy seas. Drat! Nothing but
distant whitecaps! He thinks of giving up
when, out of the b lu e, a small speck is
revealed within the lens. Could it be?-the
Land of the Green Isles? Alexander's heart
beats harder as visions of a beautiful, ravenhaired girl flood his memories ...
"Hey, wait a mjnute! This ain't another one
of those mush y love stories, is it? "
"Well, yes, sort of... but, nor really. Come
on, let me fini h, will you?"
"Okay ... but it better be good!"

A sharp cry shatters A lexander's reverie,
"Ahoy! Reef to starboard!" SuddenlyCRA H!!-the wooden ship rams the edge
of the unforgiving reef and begins to list
crazily to one side. Huge groans and creaks
rip through the splintering wood as the ship
begins to break apart and sink slowly into
the sea. Panicked, A lexander drops the
spyglass and stumbles toward the lifeboats,
the cries of his frenzied crew piercing his
heart....
"Yeah! Now it's getting exciting! Does he
save the ship? Does be live? "
"Plea e! Srop interrupting me!"
" Okay , okay ... calm down. I was just
asking. Sheesh! "

Too late! Men jump frantically into the
pounding surf as the ship groans one last
time, raises her bow straight out of the
water as if to take one Last breath-and then
gives herself up, slipping silently into the
cold, blue deep . The sea reaches for
Alexander, grabbing him and dragging him
into its watery possession. He valiantly
struggles to stay afloat in heavy,
waterlogged clothing-while, all around
him, men lose their battle and slip, one by
one, under the sea. A piece of the forward
mast bobs nearby and A lexander swims
toward it, desperate to reach it before an
oncoming swell sweeps it further out of his
grasp. His fingertips touch the mast-the
swell is upon them-there, got it! Gratefully,
he wraps his weakening arms around the
wreckage and hangs on for dear life ...
"Come on! Ain't you getting just a little
melodramatic now? Just get on with it. "
"Aren't yo u just a bit impatient?"
28
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"Yeah. That's one of my better qualities.
So ... does Alexander live, or what? "
"I'm getting to it. Now, be quiet and Ii ten !"

After what seems a bone-chilling eternity,
Alexander begins to lose strength. His
body, numb from the cold, will obey him
no longer. His hold on the bobbing mast
loosens. His m ind wanders . H e fee ls
himself edging toward blackness...
" So does a giant squid grab him and drag
him down und er the water and start to
eat him before a huge wh ale comes along
and fights with the squid while Alexander
tries to sw im awa y before a big shark
starts to .. . "

had no heirs, called for his favorite knight.
He to ld Sir Graham of his dilemma of
having no one to inherit the throne should
he die, which, he felt, would be soon.
Sir Graham learned of the theft, long ago,
of three treasures belonging to Daventry: a
magic mirror, which foreto ld the future; a
magic chest, always filled with gold coins;
and a magic shield, which protects its bearer
from all harm. King Edward had a solution
to his problem of an inheritor to the throne:
if Sir Graham could return the three lost
treasures of Daventry, he would be crowned
king after King Edward's death.
Bravely, our hero took on the task, and
after many adventures and tribulations,
successfully returned the three lost treasures
to his revered king. Soon thereafter, good
King Edward died and Sir Graham was
indeed crowned king of Daventry.

"Do you wa nt to tell this tory, or sha ll I?"

King's Quest II

"Sorry. Got carried away there."

Sun light! It pierces A lexander's numb
senses. It warms his cold body. It wraps
itself around his body like a warm, lifegiving blanket. Slowly, his eyes open. He
blinks and squints; the bright light hurts!
Am I alive? he wonders vaguely. Warm
sand cradles his body while the gentle
sound of lapping water lulls him back
into a deep, restful sleep. Sometime later,
the loud cries of seagu lls awaken
Alexander and he sits up, a bit dazed. He
looks around in curiosity. Where am I?
he wonders ...
"Yeah, where is he? Is that girl he was
thinkin ' about around here somewhere?"
" As every as pir ing adve ntu rer knows, the
answers are no t easy, and the jo urney is
difficu lt. You m ust be a true hero in
order to survive and conq uer th e wo rld
of King's Quest . Do you think you're up
to the task? "
" Are you kidding! The most macho dude
of all time! But I wanna know about this
place called Daventry."
"Okay, sit down and be quiet. Let me tell
you a story ... "

Once Upon a Time in a Land Faraway
The chronicles of Daventry are retold,
these centuries later, as the tales of King'
Q uesr. The first saga, known as Ki ng's
Q ue t I "Quest for the Crown," tells of a
brave knight by the name of Sir Graham,
who was the favored knight of Daventry's
monarch, King Edward. One fine day, old
King Edward, who was in poor health and
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The story of King's Quest n, " Romancing
the Throne," begins severa l years later.
Thanks to the return of the three lost
treasures, and King Graham 's excellent
leadership, Daventry's future looked bright
indeed. There was only one small problem:
the king was lonely. He wished for a wife
to bring him love and happiness.

Romancing the Throne

One day, through a vision in the magic
mirror, King Graham learned of the plight
of a bea utiful girl imprisoned within a
quartz tower in the faraway land of
Kolyma. She seemed to be looking at him,
calling for him. King Graham was impelled
to go to her; to rescue her from her prison.
After many adventures, King Graham
made his way to Kolyma where he
eventua lly discovered the tower on an
enchanted isle and successfully rescued the
lovely girl. As soon as he saw her, he fell
instantly and deeply in love with her, and
she with him. Her name was Va lanice and
she told him she had been imprisoned by a
jealous witch. Upon returning home, King
Graham and Va lanice wed, and Va lanice
became queen of Daventry.

.,,.
The th ird King's Ques t , "To H e ir is
Human," tells of the birth of twins one
year later; a dark-haired boy, Alexander,
and a go lden-haired gir l, Rosella. Six
months after their birth, A lexander was
kidnapped from the nursery at night by an
unseen interloper. Every inch of Daventry
was searched, but he had disappeared
without a trace.
Eighteen years later, in the land of
Llewdor, an unhappy lad named Gwydion
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was searching desperately for a way of
escaping the slavery forc ed upon him by
the evil wizard Manannan. The boy knew
not from whence he came; all he knew was
that he'd lived his entire life with the cruel
wizard. But by learning magic on the sly,
Gwydion was eventually able to overcome
Manannan by turning him into a black cat.
Unfortunately the "cat" vowed to someday,
somehow, seek revenge.
During his subsequent travels, Gwydion
learned his true identity; that he was really
Prince Alexander of Daventry. With this
news, Alexander was eager to find his way
there. Once in Daventry, after a long
;ourney, he learned that a terrible dragon
had been terrorizing the kingdom for years.
But by iising his fledgling magical skills he
was able to overpower it, and save his
captive sister Rosella in the process. From
there, the two went home to a ioyful
reunion with their parents.

King's Quest V
Absence Makes the
Heart Go Yonder

The saga of King's Quest IV, "The Perils
of Rosella," begins where Kin g's Quest
III leaves off. As the whole family was
reioicing in the return of both Alexander
and Rosella, King Graham was suddenly
stricken with a severe heart attack.
Doubling up in pain, he then fell to the
floor while his shocked family rushed to
his aid.
As King Graham lie upon his bed, near
death, his distraught daughter consulted
her father's magic mirror for guidance.
As Rosella tearfully gazed into it, a
vision of a beautiful fairy appeared and
spoke to her. The fairy told of a magical
healing fruit which grew in the distant
land of Tamir, where she herself lived.
The fruit, Rosella was assured, would
indeed cure her father and bring him
back to perfect health. The fairy offered
to magically transport Rosella to
Tamir-but there was a catch! The fairy
needed Rosella to do something for her
first. Would she agree? Of course!
Anything for her dear father! At that,
Rosella was then magically transported
to the balmy land of Tamir.
Upon arrival, Rosella was informed by
the fairy-Genesta, she learned-of her
task; to return the fairy's talisman from
her archenemy, the evil fairy Lolotte.
Without it, Genesta would soon die.
Rosella's tasks were thus set. Not on ly
must she save her father by acquiring a
magical fruit, but she must also save the
life of Genesta by obtaining a talisman
from an evil fairy! Of course our girl,
being very resourceful, managed to
successfully comp lete both tasks, and
thus save the lives of both.
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The fifth King's Quest continues with the
saga after the return of Rosella from the
land of Tamir. In "Absence Makes the
Heart Go Yonder," King Graham 's family
was kidnapped by the evil wizard Mordack
and imprisoned inside a glass bottle. This
was done in revenge for Alexander having
turned his brother Manannan into a cat
sometime back.
King Graham enlisted the aid of a know-ital/ owl named Cedric, and Cedric's kind
master, the wiza rd Crispin to help him
;ourney across the land of Serenia to
Morda ck 's island stronghold, where
Graham's family was kept hostage. After
confronting Mordack, and beating him at
his own game, King Graham was able to
rescue not only his family, but a beautiful,
raven-haired girl who was also a captive of
Mordack 's.
Upon introductions, King Graham and his
family learned that the beautiful girl hailed
from the Land of the Green Isles, and that
her name was Princess Cassima . Alexander
was immediately ca ptivated by her, and
asked permission to visit her in her home
kingdom. Readily, she agreed, as she was
also intrigued by Alexander. And so, with
the magical help of the good wizard
Crispin, everyone was transported home
safe and sound.
And the saga continues in King's Quest VI,
" Heir Today, Gone Tomorrow ... "

" Okay, okay! You've peaked my interest.
And now Alexander thinks he's in love
with this gal...Cassima? They barely knew
each other. Why would he risk life and
limb for her?"
"You've got ro play King's Quest VI to
find out."
"Tell me ... what's so special about this
game? Okay, so the other five games were
phenomenal successe -selling millions of
copies. How do I know this one is
good ... huh?"
"All right. I can see you're not the trusting
ort. I'm going to have to convince you .... "

The Land of the Green Isles
All King's Quest computer games have
used i11creasingly sophisticated graphics
and sound technology, greater detail, and
more interactive story lines. King's Quest
VI is no exception. Its centra l plot-a
romantic quest-has much more depth
than other games. For instance, is Princess
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Cassima in love with Alexander-or does she
really love the vizier? It isn't just a question
of whether Alexander can overcome all sorts
of obstacles and rescue Cassima ... but will it
matter if he does?
There is a lot of variety and challenge in
playing King's Quest VI: it has layers upon
layers of story in which half of the
encounters are optiona l. Depending on
which paths you fo llow, there are at least a
half-dozen possible endings . lt will be
almost impossible to see everything the first
time around!
The world of King's Q ues t VI is a visual
experience. Each scene is painstakingly
painted by a team of talented artists. The
animation is nothing less than impressive;
by using actors dressed u.p in costumes,
adding special lighting techniques, and
video-capturing them in action, characters
were created with very life- like, rea listic
movements.
There is more music and sound effects than
ever in this latest installment of King's
Quest-more than two hours worth! Music
does much to set the mood and atmosphere
of a game, and the music in King's Quest VI
is so beautiful it will bring tears to your eyes;
of sadness .. .or laughter!
The technology behind King's Quest VI is
state-of-the-art. You will see 3-D simulated
scenes, characters that adjust themselves in
size as they wa lk through various scenes
while "intelligently" avoiding obstacles, and
many other design, visua l, and musical
effects too numerous to list.

" Okay, you've convinced me! T ell me what I
need to get started."
"Well , yo u need a compu ter. .. "
" I kn ow th a t! W h a t d o yo u think I
am ...stupid or something ? I mean, where's
my equipment: my sword, my knapsack, my
gold coins...all that kind of stu ff?"
"You'll have to find them yourself. I told you
it wouldn 't be easy."
"Aw, shucks! Yo u're going to really make
me work for this, ain't you ?"
"You bet'cha!"
" O kay ... but can yo u tell me if Alexand er
ever gets the girl ?
"Oh, gosh ! W hat time is it ? I' m late for an
appointment with Princess Rose ll a to ta lk
about King's Quest VII. Good luck on
your quest!"

;t
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EUOLUTI ON OF A SER IES
Three games into the Quest
for Glory saga, Lori and
Corey Cole are discovering
things they never planned.

by Kurt Busch

By now, chousands and thousand of devoced adventurers are puzzling chrough che allnew VGA Quest for Glory I:
So You Want to be a Hero ,
dispacching animaced clay
mon ter and building the allimporcant attribuces of their
Fighters, Magic Users, or
Thieves . But even as these
fantasy fan
are bu ily
exploring the first chapter of
the series Compute called "a
breakthrough in adventure
de ign," many of the e same
computer questers are asking the
same question: "When will the
third chapter be released?"
Tricky question.
Quest for Glory !Il: Wages of
War is in ics final rages and
may actually be on the shelf by
the time you read this article.
Bur the original third chapter the one envi ioned by series
creator Lori and Corey ole
back in 1989 when chey et ouc
to build a completely original
quartet of fantasy game - is till
on the drawing board and more
than a year and a half away
from hipping.
"When we developed che
concepc for the series," explained Corey, "we wanced
some unifying themes for the
scory. We worked wich che
four seasons, che four basic
elements - Earth, Air,
Fire, and Wacer-

and che four cardinal points of
the compas . We planned co
creace four games to follow these
elements.
"The first game - So You
Want to be a Hero - is
springtime and Earth and set in
medieval Germany in the North.
The second game - Trial by Fire
- was the element of Fire, in che
summer, and set in the South, in
Arabia."
"The original third chapter,"
added Lori, "was to be Shadows
of Dark11ess, set in Transylvania che East - and in che Fall, using Air
as the central element."
Somewhere between finishing
Trial by Fire and cranking up che
design process for Shadows of
Darkness, the husband-and-wife
team realized a fifth
chapcer would
have to be
added to

bridge the games. That chapter

became Wages of War.

A Story Born of War
Wages of War is the latest and
largest installment in the award winning series thac combines
che excitement and artistry of
che Sierra adventure style with
the emotional involvemenc of
fantasy role-playing characcer development. Wages of
War cakes up where Trial by
Fire left off. New players can
creace their own hero while
experienced adventurer

can import cheir characters &om
Quest for Glory I and JJ,
concinuing wich the skills and
invencory acquired in the
previous games. Once again, the
player can choose to move
through che game as a Fighter,
Magic User, or Thief, with
puzzles and solutions changing
depending on the character type.
After selecting a Hero, the
p 1ayer customizes atcribures
like strength, intelligence,
agility, climbing skills, luck, and
the like.
It's a story set in East Africa
where war is brewing between
two tribes. Sacred artifaccs have
disappeared and each cribe
blames the ocher for che
disappearance. If your Hero
looks deeply enough, he may
find chat dark forces are behind
the coming war, working
coward their own evil purposes.
The srory rook shape in the
minds of Lori and Corey shordy
after the completion of Trial by
Fire, at che heighc of chis
country's war with Iraq. They
realized char characters and plot
lines introduced in che second
Quest for Glory game were
leading chem in directions chey
hadn't expected, presenting interesting opportunities
for rhe evolving Hero. And they
saw that, despite his adventure ,
the Hero still had some growing
up ro do.

Seasoning a Swashbuckler
The concept of seasons in the
games represents the maturation of the Hero as he moves
from story ro story. Jc's a cricical
component in a eries that from the very

••
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beginning - was designed to be
a defined quartet of srorie ,
representing an overall saga wirh
a di tincr beginning, middle, and
end.
"One of the unifying theme ,"
explained Corey, "is the growth
of your character, going from
being an adolescent Hero in
the first game to being a young
man in the second. You're
strong and confident... "
"The third game," continued
Lori, "was to show you as a master
of your profession, with the
fourth depicting you at the
mature peak of your power."
In rhe fir t episode, the player
is a new graduate of the Famous
Adventurer's Correspondence
School, ready ro venture out
into rhe springtime of his
career and build a rep. It's a
light-hearted, exhilarating
journey into the unknown that
can be replayed three times with
three distinct outlooks ar puzzlesolving.
In the econd chapter - Trial
by Fire - the Hero enter the
summer of his experience, facing
more difficult challenges with
more highly-developed ski 11 .
While the episode i more eriou and dangerous than its
predeces or, it retains the ench an ring mixture of fantasy, challenge, and humor rhat
made the first game a hit with o
many fans.
Of all the reasons Lori and
orey found for creating a
bridge between Trial by Fire and
Shadows of Darkness, the mo t
compelling was the feeling the
de igner had that the Hero
character simply hadn't matured
enough ro face rhe very grim
challenges awaiting
him in Transylvania.
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Prelude to a Gory Story
"In terms of the role-playing
a peers " said Corey "Shadows
of Darkness is going to be a very
difficult game. You'll have very
rough opposition from the very
beginning of the game."
"Also," said Lori, "you'll be
very much alone. In Trial by Fire
you had a lot of friends ro help
you. You always had a place to
go back to to rest. You always
had a place of safety until the
very end of the game. Once you
get into Shadows of Darkness,
you're nor going ro have any
sanctuary. You won't be able ro
trust anyone, because nobody
will trust you.
"Wages of War is the bridge,"
he continued. "You srart out
with people you know to help
you along in the beginning. But
when push comes to shove,
you're the one who's on hi
own, who has to olve the
ultimate mystery. As you go
along, just when you rhink
you're all alone, your allies come
back to you, but you have to
face the final challenge by
yourself.
"It' a complex game," she
said, "because you have a lot of
character with rheir own
game intelligence."
Complex is a good word. The
Quest for Glory series ha
always defied categorization,
combining different game
genre . They're great ro play,
bur rough ro describe.

What Type of Hero are You?
When describing the Quest
for Glory games, fan and the
pre
often cite the three
different Hero types. In theory,
if one were ro play a
Fighter, he could go

back after finishing the game
and start over a a Magic U er
or Thief. Bur can you really play
three distinct games simply by
witching character type ?
"The g;unes really cu romize
themselves depending on the
way the player approached
them," said Corey, ·'Many of
the puzzle have multiple
olutions, depending on what
orr of game rhe player think
he's playing - a combat game, a
conver arion game, a puzzle
game, ere."
"The first choice you make i
the cha racrer type," added Lori.
"If you choose the Fighter, we
assume you want to play a
combat game. If you become a
magic user, you'll have to
overcome problem with spells
and intelligence. If you're a thief,
it' your wits and skill against
rhe world.
"In Wages of War," Lori
continued, "the fir t major
challenge you become aware of
is the fact that you have to get
rwo magic item back to their
rightful owners who are warrin.g
tribes. The Fighter' approach 1s
to earn rhe right to get one of
the items from a tribe by
becoming initiated a
a
warrior. He has ro build up his
skill through combat - like
competition. Bur the Magic
U er can't be initiated into that
tribe becau e they di like magic,
and he doe n't have the
strength and kill. that it rakes
to be initiated. So he ha
ro
rake a completely different
approach and win the item
th rough magic."
"And the Thief, of cour e,"
said orey, "think like a thief,
and has to decide which tribe
he's going to real from."
Corey aid they recommend
uninitiated player rarr out a
a Fighter, since that character'
role is fa i r I y rra ightforwa rd
and his mission i
more
apparent. ee a monster? Doe it
look ho rile? Waste it. Your
attribute will increase as you
rake these enemie on. ee a
locked door? That's okay, you've
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been practicing your kills on
mon ters. ma h ir down.
As a Magic User or Thief, on
rhe other hand, you could go
through an entire game like o
You Want to be a Hero without
ever actually doing combat or
killing a mon rer. You could
play a rorally nonviolent game
that required
omplerely
different olution
puzzle and problem .

where you're always in the same
sort of world and you always
know what kind of thing ro
expect," said Lori,"is that - while
your character i the same - the
location changes radically
from game ro game. And the
difference in serring really airers
the whole game.
"With rhe first game,
we went with a
familiar fantasy

All of wh ich brings up an interesting point:
Quest for Glory I II, like all
Sierra adventure games, does nor
require previou experience
with the serie . A player can impo rr his character from QfG/
or Tl, or can imply tart fresh,
choo ing a character type and
modifying his attribute . But,
given rhe maturation process for the character and
the player de cribed by
Lori and Corey, can a new
player really jump
directly into Wages
of War without
going drrough the
apprentice hip
of the fir t two
chapters?
"I think o,"
~ Girey. "Whar
we've alway
~ is that

"We don't
rry to force you into
a single pa rh or a ingle
way of behaving," said Corey.
"Bur if your character has
errain skill and you solve a
puzzle u ing those skill rather
rhan ignoring them, you will l:e
rewarded for your ingenuity."
Following the right path
through the e game is trickier
than it ound . There are a lor of
detour and side quest and
difficult choice involving
multiple olurion ro puzzle.
And, of cour e, each game takes
you ro an entirely new world.

Distant and Different Lands
"The difference

between

Quest for Glory and most

i:miJle

who have played a previous
Quest for Glory are
coming in with a head
tart. You'll know what
you're going to face. By the
time you get to Wages of
. ,
role-playing
fi\\ TT~ War, you'll und~rstand rhe
erring - rhe forest, the
V ~
Hero and our mind et. But
medieval Europe erring you truly can tart fresh
and rhen we broke the
and learn the e things as
tereotypes. We showed the
you go along."
players orher culture in rhe
"Later on, starring fre h will
world and the po sibilities for
get rougher," said Lori.
other mythologies. We really
" hadows of Darkness will
did a Io r of re earch for Trial
be a hard game to just jump
by Fire ro ger d1e Arabian ight
into without prior experience."
flavor throughout r he game.
"Ir will certainly be po ible
"So when we got to d1is ere,
for a player ro get into Shadows
ser in Africa, we based one tribe
of Darkness without playing the
on the Masai cu Iw re and brought
fir t three games," said Corey,
elements of Egyptian mythology
"bur he'll be jumping right into
into rhe stor)' · We want ro bring
a very hostile environment with
these thing ro rhe game, bur we
little preparation. The hallmark
don't want ro lo e rhe player in
of the series i a very eriou
the proces . We want the player
central story with some funny
to be comfortable, and he'll be
bits on rop, and we'll certainly
more comfortable wim mese new
keep rhi . We d1ink Shadows of
worlds and culnlfes if he's already
Darkness is going to be an
played rhe first rwo
experience that people will
game."
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enjoy, but ir will be a very
inten e sort of enjoyment. And it
will be a very inten e game ro
design."

Who Does What?
How exactly do the pair go
about de igning the e games?
How do rwo people work to gerher to form one eamles
saga? Mo t fans have always
figured that Lori (whose back ground includes theatre, arr,
and de igning traditional paperbased role-playing game ) did
rhe actual design and writing
while Corey (a enior programmer at ierra) figured out
the programming and logic. Bur
rhat' as simplistic (and inaccurate) as saying John Lennon wrote
rhe word while Paul McCartne)'
wrote the music. The actual
proce s i a lot more complex.
"The fun parr i when we're
starring our on a game," aid
Corey. "We ross around some
ideas and come up with I 0, 20,
50 ideas and we ba ically
feed off each other."
"We don't really write the e
things down in rhe beginning,"
said Lori. "We it and discu
things and have an ongoing
dialogue that eventually takes
shape as a game."
"Lori i more of a srory
per on and character per on and
I'm more of a puzzle person,"
aid Corey. "Lori ends up doing
the vast bulk of the writing. In
particular, character dialogue i
almost exclusively Lori' . I
work more on coming up with
game mechanic , puzzle , and
details of the skill system. "
As mo r of his friends and coworkers know, orey is al o an
unabashed punster, and it's his
groaners that keep popping up
throughout the Hero' adventures.
Beyond me initial design stage,
ir' often been

other fantasy roleplaying games
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All the Quest for Glory games let you play as a Fighter, Magic User, or
Tbief(and maybe Paladi11). Your Hero's skills increase witb experience.

Lori's job to nail down the
specifics of de ign and dialogue.
Since Corey is a programmer
working on everal different
Sierra project (incl uding the
anxiou ly awaited conversion of
seven titles for rhe new Sega CD
drive), he is often unavail-able
during the bulk of the design
proces . This, however, may
change.
"Scarring with Quest for
Glory IV," said Corey, " I plan
ro devote much more of my rime
to design."

An Educational Side Road
Fans of Lori and Corey
already know that the pair rook
divergent design detours in
between the completion
of Trial by Fire and the
beginning of Wages of War.
Lori created Mixed-Up Fairy
Tales, a stunning ly beautiful
sequel ro the phenomenally
popular Mixed-Up Mother
Goose. The game, aimed at
early readers, featured Lori's
hallmark fantasy, hosted by
a friendly dragon (name d
Bookwyrm, in a clever reference
to an old European name for
dragon ).
At the same rime, Corey created
rhe "adventure
game ro strain
your brain,"
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Castle of Dr. Brain. In it, the
player is an applicant for a lab
assistant position and must
puzzle through a bizarre castle.
Each room is a lesson in skills
like science, astronomy,
math, logic, cryptography,
and electronics.
"After finishing Trial by Fire,
we were going to jump right
into Wages of War, but a new
design ream wouldn't be
available for another six
months. Ken Williams asked us
to design educational games
during the interim."
Some of the design e 1em en ts
rhe pair came up with were
slightly radical." All the Sierra
game have an ego - a little
person walking around who you
control," said Corey. "I got rid
of that in Dr. Brain and created
a first-person point of view. You
are rhe character. That's
something we've thought of
before for Quest for Glory, and
may think about more in the
future. For continuity's sake,
we'll probably keep the ego for
the duration of the series, but
we may try something new on a
new series."

Are All Heroes Men?
The "ego" is a surprising source
of controversy and debate in the
series. For one thing, Lori and
Corey have insisted that - even in
animated introductions this ego should never
carry on a dialogue. They feel it
will destroy the
identification a
player must have
with his Hero if he
sees someone else's
words pop up in the
Hero's dialogue box.
The more intriguing
controversy, however, is that it's
a man, and female players have
asked the designers if they could
provide an optional female ego.

Adding a simple choice ro ego
gender would increase arr
requirements by at least 30%,
Corey estimated. Not out of the
question, but not advisable, he
maintains, because the story
would remain the same. Other
characters would still respond ro
the Hero in rhe same way,
whether the Hero was a man or
a woman, and in places like
ancient Arabia or medieval
Germany, that simply wouldn't
make sense.
"We have created a very
egalitarian world," aid Lori,
"where you have woman warriors
and woman role models throughout the game."
Lori said another reason for
maintaining a male character
is the romance element. Starring
with Wages of War, the Hero's
romantic life will begin,
culminating two games down the
line when he' ll have a chance to
choose a wife from female
characters he'll meet throughout his adventures. Of course,
he'll also have the choice of
remaining single.

The Wages of Honor
"Without being preachy,"
said Corey, "We are putting
some messages forth in these
game . One of the strongest
messages of Quest for Glory fll
is an anti-war message. You
come into a game as a war is
about ro begin and your mission
is ro stop that war from happening. You start getting a better
and better idea of just how
senseless war is and how everybody loses by it."
"And the other thing we're
trying ro do," said Lori, "is get
the player ro look for the cause
of problems, not just the
symproms."
'We're advancing a theme of
honor," said Corey. "In the first
game you had to pretty much
play in an honorable way. As
the games progress, the choices
become more subtle and the
player must decide whether or
not he's going to play in an
honorable fashion, if a
dishonorable act is justified
by the greater good it accomp1ishes. With each successive
game, we're going more and
more into moral situations
where the solutions are not
always clear cur. There aren't
necessarily right or wrong
answers. But the answers you
choose define your character."
What many players who
didn ' t completely stick to the
straight and narrow path may
nor have discovered is that there

is a fourth character type ,
achieved only as the reward of
an honorable cour e of action.
Players who make it all the way
through Quest for Glory II or
Ill in a completely honorable
fashion find an option at the end
of the game that allows them to
become a Paladin.
"The Paladin is essentially
similar ro a Fighter," said
Corey, "but has great personal honor and cares about
good above all else. You have ro
play under a rather strict set of
conditions. You have to play in
an honorable fashion at all times
or you'll lose some of your
powers. But you gain certain
special abilities as a Paladin.
You gain the power to heal
yourself, as well as protection
again t certain monsters and the
ability to sense evil."
"U nlike traditional fantasy
role-playing games where the
Paladin is just a pious lawabider, Quest for Glory III
demands that the Paladin make
sacrifices for the greater good.
He fights for the people, nor for
the law. He will have to break
the law in this game because at
least one law is wrong.
"When laws interfere with
human rights," she said, "what
judgement call do you make?
Wha r is good? Thar's the
question." Big question.
Then again, these are big
games.

How you play these games depends on
what kind of game you think you're
playing. A Magic User will have to discover
solutions through magic, a Thief through
cunning, and a Fighter through courage
and, sometimes, brute force. Quest for
Glory games customize themselves to the
individual player's game style.

FUN AND LEARNING FROM
A NEW FRENCH CONNECTION
Sierra is now the North American publisher for Coktel Vision
entertainment and educational games
By John Williams
At the Consumer Electronics Show in June, 1992, Sierra
made the announcement that it had acquired all North
American publishing rights to the entertainment and
educational products of Coktel Vision. It was a surprising
announcement, and you could almost hear the chorus of
voices as everyone in the home software industry shouted
"WHO IS THAT????"
It is true that Coktel Vision isn't a well known name here
in America. In fact, the company isn't incredibly well known
in any English speaking country - yet. But, if Sierra President,
Ken Williams is correct, Coktel Vision won't be a secret of
France and Europe by the end of 1993.
Coktel Vision, located in Versailles, France, is actually a
well known developer of software in the company's home
country. Coktel Vision characters Adi, Adi Junior and Adi
Senior are known to a nation of school children as the
friendly aliens that take them through every step of the
Nation 's tough educational curricu lum. (Estimates are that
50 % to 75% of all educationa l and 'edu-tainment software'
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for elementary through high schoo l sold in France is
produced by Coktel Vision).
The Coktel Vision product Gobliiins is loved and hated by
French computer users in a way that only an avid player of
Tetris or Lemmings in the U.S . might understand. The
product has also been winning awards in Germany lately,
and players all over Europe are eagerly awaiting the
maddening puzzles of Gobliins II. The demos for their next
upcoming game Inca, are found on BBS systems and
distributed by user groups in the same way American BBS's
and user groups distributed Origins demo for 1991's Wing
Commander II.
It's safe to say, although it will probably take a few more
months to get many of Coktel's products into English and
"Americanized" for sale here, you wi ll be hearing more
about this company. The fol lowing pages show the
entertainment software and educational products of the ADI
line, most of which wi ll be shipped to American markets for
the first time at some point in the next 12 months.
INTERACT/ON Magazine

GOBL

NS

Con ider it an advenrure game with a eries
of brain teaser puzzle
thrown in. Or maybe
just Tetris with an
actual tory line and
plot. Either way you
cut it, this game is
perhaps the most fun
(yet frustrating) puzzler we've ever seen.
The plot seems innocuous enough.
Three lovable imps et off to challenge an
evil wizard who has put their king under
a magic spell and driven him totally mad.
The trick of the game i that each of the
three imps can only do one thing so you
have to use all three characters working
in tandem to win the game. The U.S.

There are doze11s of mind boggling, and
very fu1111y episodes to get the goblins
thro11gb. It's a scream.

version of this game will carry a special
warning label: "WARNING: CONTAINS
HARD PUZZLES FOR HARDCORE
PLAYERS" but don't let this advertising
copy fool you - it's really true. The game
has some of the toughest, most
frustratingly maddening and totally unfair
puzzles you'll ever stay up a ll night
thinking about.
The box art and screen hots look
innocent enough. Some critics have

The king's curse is a voodoo doll driving
him crazy. Your fun begins wbe11 you try
to save him.

said that both the game graphics and
packaging are overly cute, but don't let
this foo l you either. Remember that
France places a high value on disguising
thing as harmles that are
downright dangerou in their
lunacy. This is best evidenced by
France's (in)famous devotion to
Jerry Lewis as a comic genius
and a penchant to erve snails
and lugs up in pa try shells.
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If your son, daughter, or spouse brings
this game home, act calmly but call the
authorities immediately. (The authorities
being the Sierra Hint line or Hint Book
sa les department.) It may be the only way
tO save your sanity. Really.

INCA
You tart the game
in an ancient Incan
temple,
but you
quickly leave it in a
space ship carved
from so lid stone that
looks lik e a magic
kachina doll. There's
a little magic mumbo-jumbo that quickly
move the story along and further
conjures up images of the mysterious
and magical ancient lncans. Next thing
you know you're attacking a welldefended canyon in your space fighter in
a scene that's oddly reminiscent of a
scene out of Star Wars. Survive this and
you shoot into space and quickly land a
boarding party on a floating Spanish
galleon, where the elegantly recreated
Conquistadors draw their swords and
try ro shoot you.
Well, no one ever said that computer
games had to make a lot of sense to be
fun. Inca does rry though. Even with its
multitudes of legend bending liberties on
the plight of the ancient Incan
civi lization, this game does have its own
mystic quality about it.
The Conquistadors, Evil Sorcerers and
Incan Medicine men are all incredibly
rendered through video captured screens
and roroscoped animation. The Spanish
Galleon in space is elegantly rendered in
smooth 3-D, with sound effects so real
that you will at times be downright
spooked. (The sound of the painful
creaking of the old Spanish Galleon as
it is tossed by the celestial tides is
enough to make you want to turn the
lights on when you play late at night).
The game play is at times almost arcade
like, but overall the game is more of a
flight imulator. (If you can stretch the
term 'flight simularor' ro the piloting of
an ancient Incan aircraft made of tone,
a true flight simularor.)
As of this writing, I nca is not a
finished product, though it is playable "a
piece at a time" here at the Sierra offices
by those that have enough programming
savvy to get it started. The final deci ion
isn't in as to whether it will be available
on CD and disk or on CD only {it could
be just too big to put out in disk
version). Watch upcoming issues of this
magazine for more details.

He looks
something like
ET, but taller and
with the large eyes and
distinctive eyebrows of
Coktel Vision President,
Roland Oskian.
Adi is the friendly alien who inhabits
the educational software of Coktel
Vision games. Designed for elementary
school children in France, (although ADI

ADI educational games start preschoolers
leami11g i11 a11 e11jayable environment.

clones for Germany, England and
America are already in development,)
Adi looks like he could be any child's
slightly older and wiser friend - the one
that your parents actually approve of.
Adi's a friendly, playful, highly witty and
infinitely patient big-brother type alien,
and his mission in life is to teach young
humans math, science, reading - even
foreign Earth languages.

ADleducational products are more than
just educational, tbey have games, puzzles
a11d crafts.

ADT is the product that originally
attracted Sierra tO Coktel Vision, and our
infatuation had only a little to do with
the cuteness of the Adi character. The
fact is that ADI is a great combination of
hardcore educational products, often
referred to as courseware, and the more
fun education games that the industry
now calls educational. The character of
Adi will always appear a the friendly
helpful older brother type to your child,
no matter what his age ( ee Adibou and
Adibac for more details on this). The
subjects he teaches are alway applicable
both to the subjects your child is weakest
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The great part of the ADI Leaming system is
that yo11 can build 011 the base program.

in and taught at a level that the chi ld will
understand and identify with. This
happens because the developers of ADI
spend extra time and effort co make each
ADI oftware product applicable co rhe
educa ti onal curriculum of th e co untry,
state or educational system that ADI will
be so ld in.
On top of the attention to educational
curriculum, ADI also sort of acts like a
Microsoft Windows '" for student use. The
character Adi actua ll y resides in a "shell "
much like the Windows desktop,
complete with tools for the student uch
as a paint program a nd a note pad
always readily availab le. Parents can
buy any data disk they want for ADI,
w ith na mes like 3rd Grade Math and

ADI provides each lesson, skill or craft with
various challenge levels.

5th Grade English, but the ADJ shell
always stays the same and the chi ldren
get used to one standardized environment
for all applications.
The tools are more than just barebones
throwaway productivity software - they
are perfectly tailored to kid use. The
word processor lets a child add optional
animated clip arr they can include in their
writing. The clip arr can be scored on a
disk as part of a "letter" and then sent to
a friend or pen-pa l who can read the
letter and activate the animation.
This neat feature was developed as a
letter writing system to be used by kids
from different countries when writing
each other. For example, it might be
much easier and more interesting for a
German chi ld co translate a French boy's
letter if hi s sentence a bout visiting th e
ocean is followed by an animation of a
child playing in the surf. This is just one
example of the kinds of innovative irems
that Cokrel has chosen co include a part
of the software.
The American version of the ADI alien
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software may take another six months or
so to take off (or land) in America. The
initial convers ion of A DI is a lm ost
complete and Adi has been reborn inro
VGA as part of his Americanization.
Lessons like male vs. fema le conjugation
that are applicable for the French (like
"Le" versus "La" on a word) a re being
redesigned from scratch or retrofitted to
apply co U.S. and Canadian children. It's
a low process made slower by the
insistence that Sierra offer a full line of
applications (from Math to English to
Science) before the core ADI oftware is
shipped in America.

a youngster,
Adi's little brother,
or maybe someone
else entire ly. We
haven't been able to get
a straight answer on this
one from the French .
One joker here ar the
office described him as
designer Al Lowe without a
beard but with Spock ear
on, and I guess that could be a good
description. Al, though, does have a much
more devious smile and that mischievous
look in his eye.
ADI Junior is ADI for younger
children. He reaches ABC's, counting,
simple shape co word matching and other
basic skills. The world of ADI junior is
perhaps more colorful than the world of
ADI, and obviously targeted toward the

Pre-schoolers through early readers have a
blast Leaming from cartoon characters.

younger set. Clocks and cars have happy
faces. Turtles wear jet pack so they can
beat the racing hare. The learning games
of ADI Junior all have levels that make
them so easy even a very young child can
play (though other settings can make the
games challenging for most children).
Also, like ADJ, ADI junior's world can
be expanded through add-on disks that
will take an average chi ld from pre reading through the equivalent of the

ADI SENIOR
As ADI is to ADI junior,
ADI Senior
is ro ADI.
Adi Senior is a
little older, a little
more mature and a
little smarter looking.
In France he is known
as "AdiBac." Hi name
1 a combination of ADI, his yo unger twin,
and the BAC's which are the French
equivalent of the tests known as the
Standard Aptitude Tests (SAT) in the U.S.
On screen, Adi Senior is almost preppy
looking - a real catch for any good
fraternity or debate team. He looks just
o ld enough to be older and wiser than an
average high school tudent, yet not so
mature as co be confused with anybody's
reacher.
Adi Senior's job in life is to prepare a
teenagers' mind for the upcoming test
that may just determine which college - if

You can add to the ADI /eaming programs
from pre-school tbrougb higb school.

any - the tudent will be admitted co. Like
the SA T's, France' BACs were designed
to be 'the te ts that you can't study for".
The questions are designed to test abilities
in problem solving more so than a rest of
memorized facts and figures and therefore
it is acquired knowledge, nor "crammed"
last minute learning that is upposed to
make a difference.
ADI Senior is designed co be a longer
term study aid for college bound
teenagers, and is very comprehensive in
its coverage of math, science, and other
college preparatory courses. ADI Senior
(which will not be renamed AdiSAT,
though we may give it a new name
entirely) will probably be the last of the
AD/s to debut here in North America.
*Apologies to Corey Cole and the other
members of Castle of Dr. Brain, design
team which used to be the most brain
teasing game before Gobliiins was released. ~
S IERRA GAME HINTS ARE ON
COMPUSERVE - 800-848-8199
Simply use the keywords GO SIERRA.
All hints are copyrighted by Sierra On-Line,
Inc. and may not be reproduced in any form
without express written permission.
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Mind-Gobbling Game Goodness for the True Warriors of the Warped

The Hot New Puzzle Adventure from toKTEL ~\\\~\. Part of the SIERRA Family
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entertainment
software that
talks to you!
by Vince Geraci
The newest member of the ierra Family, Bright tar, has developed
talking ofrware that ierra On-Line plan to relea e in a new line of
educational titles. The new technology is a breakthrough for
computer with or without D-ROM drives.
In the beginning, Bright Star de igned their software only for Mac .
ow they are expanding their educational software to be PC
compatible with Windows 3.1 1 " and adaptable audio card. Bright
Star's advanced technology u e what they call HyperA11imation. This
allow a computer microproces or ro synchronize the exact mouth
movements of a character with the sound you hear coming from your
computer. You can imagine the grand array of innovative compmer
applications that will be discovered.

Language Arts' Future Looks Bright
Talking technology is big news for con umer ofrware, bur rhe
concept i n'r new. The military has been u ing it for ome rime. What
is new and exciting i how Bright Star and ierra have teamed up to
create a revolmionary education system.
The near part of their sy tern is what' called the Interactive Personal
Tutor. While your child is learning to read, an animated per onal tutor
on creen says the letter, word or phra e and enunciates it. When you
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click on the question mark, the per onal tutor a ks your child to identify
letter at random. Utilizing the craft and idea of the Sierra/Bright tar
creative reams, language art tudie will never be the same.

When You Sing You Begin with Do Re Mi,
When You Read You Begin with ABC
Your pre chooler or early reader will love Alphabet Blocks. It's rhe
first in a serie of language arts software that Bright tar and Sierra
will be releasing for new reader .
When people learn to read, the first step i ro reach
them the alphabet and the phonetic sounds of each
alphabet letter. Alphabet Blocks presents an
ingeniou way ro do both. Firsr, all the letters of rhe
alphabet are di played. When you click on a letter,
the interactive personal ruror shows you the e act
mouth movement and makes the letter ound.
The HyperAni111atio11 allow your computer ro
imultaneou ly link the moving graphic with a real
human digitized voice. The accurate phonetic
in truction of Alphabet Block help the u er to
l
see and hear how the letter sound is made.
INTERA CT/ON Magazine

After you've heard the letter sound, you can click on an alphaber
block and see both a written word that uses that letter sound and a
visual graphic of the word. For example: clicking on the alphabet
block 'A' you ee the mouth movements and hear the phonetic
sound of the
letter. On the
'chalkboard' the
word 'ANT' is
poken and appears
along ide a picture of
an ant. This gives a
child ight, soUJ1d and
usage recognition of
each letter. Ir's the
perfecr beginning for
developing
good
reading kills.
The two companies plan to build an
entire education line
Leaming how to read with phonics and word usage is so
aimed at learning much easier w/Je11 you ca11 bear the leNer enunciated
and improving lan - and used in a word.
guage skills. Brighr
Star' language educarion program contains children's course ,
continuing educarion and foreign language courses, and English as a
second language (or remedial} courses.
Sierra/Bright Srar' strategic plan is to sell the educational oftware
separately, in bundles or in complete sets.

Interactive Technologies Create
Interactive Magic
The combination of Sierra On-Line's game crearion and Bright
Star's technology opens the door ro a whole new concept in
computer entertainment. The synergy of the technology experts at
Sierra and Bright Star is sure to create a revolution in multimedia
computer enrertainment.
Have you ever considered whar ir would be like to ralk back to a TV
show and then get an appropriate response from the characters? Finally
you could tell a character in a mystery rhriller, "Watch our! He's right
behind you!" If you wonder what could be next, watch and listen for
upcoming Sierra and Brighr Star computer software innovations.

To Go Where No Voice Has Gone Before
HyperAnimation technology will take computer usage into a new
dimension of inreraction. VoiceFonts will make it possible to choose
the gender of the voice, the language it speaks, the dialect of a region,
and rhe proper voice inflection needed to portray the emotional feeling
of the words said. There are plans on rhe programming board for a
FaceFont to enable drawn or digitized face to have synchronized
audible speech and mouth movement. Bright tar has plans to develop
BrightTalk that will allow the user to rype in words and hear them
repeated audibly. The next step is total audible inreracrion between a
computer and its operaror.
Parents, children, the handicapped, the elderly and educator will
greatly benefit from the ease of hands off computer operation systems.
Game players will experience a new world of enrertainment. It's like
nothing we've ever seen, or heard before! ~

Speaking of Sierra ...
Imagine Sierra using talking technology for a King's Quest game.
Instead of jusr seeing King Graham and edric the owl, you wou ld be
able to hear the characters' questions and conversarions w hen rhey
talk to each other. You'll be able ro hear the voice of Roger Wilco in
Space Quest. Speech technology makes game character seem so much
more real. (The inside word is that as 'talking rechnology' conrinues to
develop you'll be able ro verbally inreracr with your compurer. More
about this later.}

Talking About Leisure Suit Larry
Sure you've mer Larry Laffer. He's the lounge lizard king and
polyesrer prince of some of ierra's most famous games. But hold on to
your gold neck chains and pinky ring , Larry has been given a voice.
How much better can you get to know a character (in Larry's case how
much more do you want ro} than to have him talk to you through your
computer in a real human digirized voice.
Larry's Date Book has just the right charm and humor to get you in
the mood for any imporranr evenr. Speaking of evenrs, each Friday
evening, Larry pops onro your screen ro give you one of hi best 'pickup' lines. These programs for Macs and PC Windows environments
can be set ro automa rica 11 y remind
you of meetings,
lunches, chedules,
breaks and many
other less workrelared funcrions.
There are orher
calendar and daily
memo reminder software programs out
there, but rhe amazing feature about
Larry's Date Book is
that Larry talks ro
you in hi real voice.
Children /Jave more (1111 as they learn to match
From the momenr
pictures with written and spoken words with computer
you rurn on your
friends who actually talk.
computer and receive
a greeting from Larry or Patti, your computer will give you a smi le
each time one of rheir faces pop up and talk to you out loud with
phrases like, "20 minutes has pa sed, rake a break from your
computer. You want people to think you're working."

When you
wish upon a

BRIGHT STAR
by

ELON GASPER

Founder of Bright Star Technology, Inc.

"Our dream at Brighr Srar is ro u e new
rechnology ro creare ralking personal rurors
rhat inreracr wirh children, coaching them to
read and wrire and do it well. Since rhese
language arrs and lireracy skill form the
foundation for further learning, l believe
Brighr tar's products will play a special role
in realizing Ken Williams' vision of our
coming educarional revolution."
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There are five great worlds of fantasy and adventure waiting for you to conquer.
Which ones have you missed? Now's your chance to start each of these great series at an
unbelievable price. Each game is an all-new, state-of-the-art VGA* adventure. These games list
for $29.95-$59.95, but you can get these thrilling episodes for as little as $20.00 each!

Any
Any
Any
Any
Any

1
2
3
4
5

Game **•****************************** s2 5°0
Games ****"**************************** s47so
Games ..................................... s57so
Games **** .................................. s95oo
Games ......................****····· s100°0

Use your Visa, MC, American Express, or Discover cards.

Call 1-800-326-6654
Outside the U.S. call 209-683-4468, Monday through Friday, 8am-5pm (Pacific Time)
* EGA also available. All games require hard drive, high density disk drive and 286 or faster. MS DOS only.

WOW! This offer is out of this world.
Ship me my games WARP SPEED, dudes !
Please fill out this form completely, and mail to: Sierra On-Line, Inc., PO Box 978, Oakhurst, CA 93644-0978
Name ______________________________________________~
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State ____ZIP_ _ _ _ __
Qty

METHOD OF PAYMENT: All

Title

Disk Si ze

EGA/VGA

us

prices are in
Dollars.
Please include applicable taxes and shipping & handling costs.

0 Check or Money Order (payable to Sierra On-Line, Inc. Please do not send cash.)
Charge to: 0 Visa 0 MasterCard 0 American Express 0 Discover
Acct.#
Exp. __ I __
Authorized Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Daytime phone (req'd for credit card orders) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
BY PHONE: 1-800-326-6654; outside the US, 209-683-4468 (M-F, 8A-5P PT)
BY FAX: In the US 1-209-683-4297.
Policy and prices, including shipping charges, may change without notice.
All orders are subject to acceptance by Sierra.
Prices effective 8/30192-11130192. Offer good in U.S. and Canada only. Offer #00342

COST $
SHIPPING
US-$4 for 1st game, $2 each add'I game;
Canada-SS for 1st game, S2 each add'I game.

TAXES
CA residents add 7.75%; TX residents add 6.25%;
MA residents add 5%. Canadian customers are
responsible for GST taxes & handling fees.

TOTAL COST $

Cost

Front Page Sports:

by Barbara Ray

* Is it real or is it Front Page Sports: Football?

*

Front Page Sports: Football allows you to "fake" hand-offs and passes - whether or not this affects
the opposition depends on their intelligence and discipline ratings. If one of your opponents is
particularly low on intelligence, you can successfully distract him with such a play.

Choose your playing conditions: stadiums can have either grass or artificial turf. You can select
weather by month, temperature, wind, humidity and precipitation. Play in the snow or mud and
see the effects those conditions have on the players. Factors like weather and humidity noticeably
affect play in Front Page Sports: Football. Players are more likely to be injured when it is very cold,
and their energy ratings go down when the temperature and humidity are unusually high.
View replays from nine different angles and view game highlights with a VCR interface that allows
you to pause, fast forward and rewind! You can even view the highlights for computer simulated
games!
In Front Page Sports: Football the football is affected by "real" physics, including gravity, air
temperature, and humidity.
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e all know there are a lot of
computer sports games out there.
In fact, ports product are ome
of the most popular computer
games available. Football in
particular enjoys enormou
popularity. Because of this,
buying a computer football game
i no ea y ta k. In fact, there are o many
choices it can be mind boggling. Why then,
you ask, would Dynamix be making
another football game to add to the long
Ii t of products already in existence?

Well, for starter this is no ordinary
football game. Front Page Sports: Football
has already been called more of a football
"simulation" than a game by ome of the
leading designers in the field. Sure a lot of
other companies have made football games,
but until now, no one else has ever produced
a product that "does it all" before.
No other football game which offer
you such ease of use combined with indeprh stati tics, comprehensive league play
and mind-blowing sound and graphic .
Because you select the level of control,

Pat Cook. the director and designer for Front Page
Sports: Football has worked In the computer entertainment Industry for over seven years. His spor1s aedtts
Include TV Sports Football, TV Sports Basketball, TV
Sports Hockey and Tony LaRussa and Bo Jackson Baseball.
A former Director of Product Development for
anemaware, Pat got his start In the Industry with none
other than Sierra On-Una, .._. he worked with Siena's
marketing department. A graduallt of Purdue University,
Pat has Interests and experience In just about every sport
under the sun, lndudlng football, baseball, basketball,
hockey and soccer.

Tell us about your design plilasaphy7
.,,.. nlDllD of the
$pen 1111111 mt Dynamlx
Is Ollll bonarM flam muntless coaches: 'Cammlbnent to
Excellence.' Evwy w of our team membars mes that as
a guiding prlndpla In everything tlwy do. We strive to be
the best and do the best..

FnXlt,.

Whars so hard about daslgrmg a footbal game?
Don't you know from the beginning exactly what needs

tobalnlt7
-0.Veloplng sports games Is a double-edged sword.
On the one hand, It Is easy to come up with the ldall far
the game, espedaly when you have people working on It
who are such dadladlld fans. md soma who even pllym
at the college a.v.I. We know what foolball Is. On the
other hand. sports games aN much more l'IStrictlve than.
say, an ......... game. In an advw1tln game, a gaod
designer mn flgan a way out of • sticky programring
situation with some Imagination. On a sports galM,
though. you are stuck with what the real game Is. If the
game to run too slowly with 22 guys on the field In
footbllL you c.an't just lllY 'well, let's just play with 5 on
each Ilda.' You have to figure out how to make It work,
bam• that's foo1bal.•
Some people have described Front Page Sports:
Football as a footbal •simulation•. What do you think of
that descrtption?

-in the lldvlnald modes, I think that's an amnlll ._
scriptlon. n..'1 a tremendous amount of rMllsm and
detall here. On a play lasting 10 seconds there . . CMr
3,000 c.alculatlons. decisions, and adjustments happening.
We even use things like humidity and gravity to
detennlne the trajedory of a quar1arback's throw.
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Front Page Sports: Football can fit the
tastes of every football fan. lf you're into
management, league play, stati tic and
derail , a simple click of the mouse puts
you in control of whatever elements you
de ire. If you're not a stats buff bur really
live for the heart pounding action of an
arcade game, you can man the joystick and
let the computer handle the re t. Front
Page Sports: Football has been designed to
offer something to every level and type of
player and it delivers on this promi e with
a vengeance.

Pat Cook: Designer
-We are trying to do • simulation
of what happens In real pro football,
not be an NFL simulator. There Is a
difference. Some people could play
the game and after simulating a week
of league play say 'Oh, Green Bay beat
Tampa Bay by 14, and this game only
beat It by 10. This isn't a simulation of
the NFLI'. Thafs right. We're trying to
simulate the action, strategy, and
outtomes that could happen In an pro
game, not take the NFL season and
recreate what Just h•ppenecl. By
letting the user get Involved In those
situations and have some control over
them, they can chllnga what actually
happened In real professlonal footbllll
using vlrtually the smne tools that the NFL owners and
CDllChas do. It would ba pretty easy to ....... game that
would give you Walhlnglan winning the SUpar Bowl.
You mn twult the tablas and l'lldngs far al the turns to
create that outcome. But why would you want to
,...... IDIM1l*lg on,.,... mn...-that yolfV9 ....
onthe1V1"
How does Ftont Page Sports: Football adchss the
clffwent sldl levels of gamm7

•one of the~ I think we sucmatully did was
allow people to play the game at their own level of
Interest and expertise. If you aren't vety good with the
Joystick. but really like the idlillllW and stallsdcs, you can
have the computer run the .,.. that you design and call.
Or, If you . . to go out and bmlg heads and not wany
about 5bltS and play-calling theory, you can do that too.
1hll
1et a nov1ce ~ and a w1111w1 ~ 1n a
more equitable manner. My dad wlll spend houn
clallglllng some wild razzlHnN .-.. but I'll stop him
with IOlll8 fancy joystick maneuv.tng ...........

wm

If you had to sum up this product In one senma
what would you say?

-rhls game really does have everything ••• we

CDlllldaNd calling it KIUhen Sink Football••

Dazzling Graphics & Animation
Tin. am.,"° .C41'1!oon .. football! Brrla ~for tackks,
tliws, diff""" blocks, and

fa/ta. n;p..;mpac1 graphia
llllUl Oflel' 8,000 frames of

a . 1'11ion maie Front Page
Sports: Foocball the mod realidie anfl"'IHder sports game
ever CITllted.

&y it your way. Customiu
jeney colors, team names,
,,,.,., names, nicknames.
"""home cilia.

The look of tbe game is amazing realistic.
There aren't any blocky lirtle players lurching
around the screen in Front Page Sports:
Football. The production team actually filmed
real semi-pro football players in action and
animated rhe figures using a process that
combines video capture and electronic
rotoscoping. In Front Page Sports: Footba ll ,
rnckles look amazingly realistic because they
are! Players that eat turf on the field don't just
magically re-appear in the game moments later
(as they do in ome other football games). In
Front Page Sports: Football, you actua lly see
the players getting back up after a tackle. The
arcade section alone in Front Page Sports:
Football has over l.8 megabytes of animation
and graphics; more than mosr other games
include in their entire product!

League Play

S. aad hear w(erus maie 24
diffwent calls, mof'8 than any
olher t:amptlter footbaU game.

You have the option of playing in an 8, 10,
12, 18 or 28 team league. The advantage of the
smaller league options is that when playing in a
league with friends you don't have to play as
many games a against a computer opponent.
Another unique feature of Front Page
Sports: Football league play is that you can
choose to have leagues continue from season to
season. You can follow the individual players'
career from the time they are drafted until they
retire. You will even see the effects of aging and
training on their play from season to season (a
player's intelligence rating could increase while
his agility ratings decrease). What's more,
players can accumulate statistics for an entire
career, nor just a single season.

In-Depth Statistics

Prom coin ro-.s ro field
gaols, digitized video graphics
bring real. life detail to Front
PliBc Sports: Football.

The ratistics database is incredibly
comprehensive, including over 350 categories of
stati tics. Tlur's almost twice as many statistics
as any other game on the market. No other
game has o many categories while a llowing
you to sort srati tics by individual careers,
easons or the most recent game played.

Drafting & Training Camp

Behind tbe ~or in
the blimp, 'JIOll'U always have
the best view of the field. hn
plays {rotll nitte different
angks; theft. review the luml-

bitting acliort with the mobile
instant replay azmera.

Most game ignore drafting all together. In
orher product player never age, never retire,
and never need ro be replaced. Designer Pat
Cook and hi production ream thought rhey
could improve this aspect of traditiona l
computer football, o in Front Page SJ70l'ts:
Football they created a realistic draft scena rio .
Ir includes both a college draft, where fresh
college graduate are available to be picked up
by pro ream , and a free agent pool which
allows team to acquire new players during the
sea on. With Front Page Sports: Football you
can even increa e your player's skill ratings witl1
pre-season training camp. If you have player
that are especially fast but not particularly
strong, you can increase the rime you allot for
weight training to improve their performance.
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Suberb Play Editor
Front Page Sports: Football has the mo t indept11 play editor of any sports game currently
on the marker. You have multiple options for
directing individual players. You can choose between 6 or 7 types of blocking and multiple
haad-of£s. Linemen function independently of
one another (instead of as a single unit as in so
many other games), giving you more flexibility
and creativity when designing plays. The
freedom and versatility of the Front Page Sports:
Football play editor allows you to create
virtually any kind of play, from the old standbys
to those once in a liferin1e game winning razzledazzle plays.
You can even use the play editor to edit any
of the over 200 stock plays that come with the
game. And these aren't just any hare-brained
plays either. They were designed in
collaboration with an actual collegiate coach.
What's more, the game is programmed to
exercise elaborate artificial intelligence. Because
of this, there are more variables in every play
and more intelligent computer play-calling than
in any other game available. The computer
coach in Front Page Sports: Football can
actually "learn" from its human opponent by
noting patterns and counteracting the human's
strategy. It can even calculate areas of weakness
and exploit them.
Most other football games give you a very
limited number of plays to choose from,
especially for defense. With Front Page Sports:
Football, you can design as many different plays
as you want for your playbook. Once your
playbook is complete, you can build a game
plan for a specific game using appropriate plays
from your playbook. You can even design your
plays to use specific players, so if you have a
star who is injured, a game plan can be built
with that in mind. You have a choice of over 84
offensive, defensive and special team plays
during the game. You choose which play you
use when. If, at half time, things aren't working
out exactly a you planned, you can change
your game plan for offense and/or defense.

Rosters
Where other games offer 30 players or so
on a typical roster, From Page Sports: Football
fearnres a complete 4 7 player roster with an
injured reserve allowing you to replace injured
players during the season from a free agent
pool; just like actual professional football. A
league in Front Page Sports: Football may have
up ro 1400 total players with individual skill
rating in eight categories including strength
agility, speed, hands, intelligence and discipline.
Compare that to any other footbaU game!
Obviou ly, the complexity, breadth, and
excitement you'll find in Front Page Sports:
Football ets a brand new standard for computer football games. But no one can really rell
you about it as well rhe guys who created it;
Front Page Sports: Football designer Pat Cook
and the assistant director Allen McPheeters.
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Allen McPheeters: Assistant Director *
L Allen McPheeters ls a 5 year veteran of
the computer entertainment industry.
Originally a programmer for Sierra On-Une,
he later became an associate producer for
Onemaware. Allen joined
Dynamix team
In August of 1991.

Why another foo
-in a word, more. E
couple of years,
the technology advances enough that we can
make
me that is more like real football. A
ga e Mt and I worked on in '88 had 11
pl
the field for
team. It wm one
of the first 1D do that. But we had to cheat
and make the offensiw
one unit,.
use
the machine couldn't handle having 22
rMa players on the field llt once. Now.
hardware Is
, and we
have each
lineman
separate decision-making entity.
Also,
wnnted to create a game that
all the Mrlents that make football a
~ 11wre are ganm out now that do
th
wall. Some are great arcade
games.
treat play editors. One or
two are greM statlstlcal simulations. We
wmaa wm the first do everything wa11.·
What makes league play in Front Page

Sports: Football different from other games?
•1•m a big fan of RotisseriefUeague
Baseball, where you draft a group of real
major..aeague
ers and track their stats
through the
During the season. you

can make trades, sigrl flee agents, put injured
players on reserve, etc. When we started
making this football game, I wanted to be
able to do all al
in our game. When
you look around
other C01ApBOies are
doing In their football games, nobody else
has anything like it.•

Whet prompted your decision to i'ndude
such comprehensive statistics?
·vou pick up the paper on Monday
morning, tum to the Sports section, and what
do you look at7 Box scores. Read USA Today
on Wednesday, you get a full page of teamby-team season totals. Buy any pre-season
football magazine, and you get all of last
year's league leaders. People like numbers, so
why not give them what the, wantr

•

•n»idDJ

MWc Ille
•
Every once in a great while
a computer game come
along that stops people dead
in their tracks and draw
comments like "Wow, this is
really cool!" That insidious
little block dropper from
Russia, Tetris, hit a couple of
years ago and recently there
was the adorably sick and
addicting Lemmings. They
were rather small little
product that just had a way
of ucking you in. Perhaps in
the e days of hustle and
bustle, deadlines and complexity, there's an unconscious
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curiosity that's powered
by everyone's basic urge
to tinker and create. It's
simple in theory it's
amazingly easy to use and
it's guaranteed to drive you
stark raving crazy. In short,
it's really cool.

8

craving for the basics... quick to
get into, easy to figure out and
just plain fun.
Whatever the reason for their
popularity, these clever tittle
mind games have shown
that you don't always need
a million dollar budget to
produce a hit produce. Sometimes all it takes is the right idea
done properly.
That is what Jeff Tunnell ha
done with his upcoming
wonder, The Incredible
Machine, a parade
down the hallways of human

A Computer Erector Set
So, just what i this
upcoming sen ation that
you're not going to be able
to live without? Simply put,
Jeff has created an electronic,
puzzle-solving erector et for
your home computer. Each
of the hundred-plus puzzles
presents you with a pecific
goal and gives you various
tools from which to construct a machine that will
olve the level's challenge.
Check out the screen in
illustration #1. The goal of
this puzz le is to put the
basketball into the hoop at
the lower right of the
screen. To accomplish
this, you're given a
basic set-up of several
bowling balls, some
conveyor belt and a
lever. In the far right are
icons for the tools you're
allowed to use in the
completion of the puzzle. In
this example, you're given 4
gold fish bowls, 3 pulley
cable , 3 hamster driven
motors and 4
ramp.
Clicking on
the GO icon in
the upper right

INTERACT/ON M agazi ne

activates the
ma chine as it's
currently set-up and shows
y o u w h a t h a p p e n s mech an ica 11 y with the tools in
use. In illustration #1,
clicking GO causes the
suspended ball in the lower
left corner to drop. The
challenge now
is to figure out
how to use that
dropping ball
along with the
other tools to
get the basketball i n to
the hoop.
The tools can
be placed
nearly anywhere you wish and can
be flipped, moved, and in
some cases, stretched.
Each of the thirtysomething possible tools
operates according to the
precise physical properties of
its real-world counterpart
(assuming you had such a
device as a hamster-driven
motor) and it's up to you to
figure out how to assemble
them into a working machine
that accomplishes the
presented goal. In the case of
the goal in illustration #1,
you'll need to build something like what is shown in
illustration #2.
Note that we said something like what is shown.
That's because there are no
exact solutions, only your
solutions. However you
decide to comp I et e the
goal is correct. It's

straightforward, and
in this case, pretty simple.
However, the puzzle described above is from level
one of the game's current
work in progress. The word
"simple" definitely doesn't
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describe some of the challenges that await gamers at
the higher levels. Perhaps
words like "mind numbing, "
and "obsessive" would be
more appropriate.
The urge to create ...
One of the fundamental
elements of The Incredible
Machine is its ability to
play off our innate
·
curiosity of
how things
work. Who
as a child
didn't stare
at grandma's
antique
cuckoo clock
and wonder
just what it
would look like
on the inside, ripped apart
w i t h its secrets exposed to
our curious minds.
Remember that strange nongame Mousetrap,
where you build
a mousetrap for
what seemed no
other reason than
to see your contraption work?
And how about
the endless supply of Lego's

Along with the challenging
puzzles, the game even has a
"free-form " mode of play
that allows you to build
whatever you want without
without preset puzzles or
goals. In free-form mode you
can just play, create and
tinker, using as many tools
as you wish to create a
machine of your own design
and purpose.
Tools of the trade ...
If the previous descriptions
of The Incredible Machine
make it sound rather
scientific and proper, a look
at the tools is in order. They
may be scientific in their
workings, but they're about
as wacky and off the wall as
you can get. Along with the
previously mentioned
hamster motors (when
they're hit with something
like a balloon, the little
critters power up by scurrying

~~~!ll!l!llolnath~e~ir running

and Tinker Tays
that seemed to
continuously
flow from our
closets and toy
chests when we were kids.
It's that hint of inventor in
all of us, driving us to tinker
and create that holds us
forever fascinated by the
mechanical wonders around
us. You may have abandoned
your toys to the demands of
age (or maybe you just play
in secret now), but that
innate curiosity and urge to
create is always there, waiting to get out. Couple this
curiosity of mechanisms with
our insane craving for
puzzles and you've tapped into
something that proves
irresistible.
In this sense, The
Incredible Machine is a hotline to Inventor Cen tra I
providing you with the
perfect opportunity to
exercise your creative flair.

wheels), you get pistols,
hot air balloons, jack in the
boxes, cats, bird cages, spring
coiled fists, buckets of water,
power outlets and dynamite to
name a few.
No one said inventing was
a sane or normal pastime!
Beginnings ...
It might come as some
surprise to know that the
idea for The Incredible
Machine isn' t a new one. In
fact, it was one of the first
design ideas that Jeff Tunnell
and Damon Slye came up
with when they founded
Dynamix back in 1984.
Originally designed for the
Commodore 64 machine,
Jeff and Damon pitched the
concept for The Incredible

Machine to a major game
company in hopes that it
they would like the idea
enough to finance its
production. Well, needless to
say, the unnamed company
didn't go for the idea
(however, they did contract
Jeff and Damon to produce
the best-selling Arctic Fox)
and the concept for The
Incredible Machine sat in
the back of Jeff's mind for
nearly 8 years. One of the
most inquisitive tinkerers
you'll ever meet, Jeff knew
that someday he'd have
the chance to produce it When
he formed
Jeff Tunnell
Productions (a
new member of
the Sierra Family)
and directed his
talents toward
smaller, more intimate
projects, The Incred i b Ie Machine was one of the
first designs to be placed on
the schedule.
"It's such a simple idea really
and it's a game that I'd want
tO play," say Jeff. "That's a
main question I ask myself
before beginning production
on a game ... would I, or my
kids want to play it? With
The Incredible Machine, the
answer was absolutely. The
elements of puzzle solving
and creative tinkering combined with the cartoon
wackiness of the tools makes
it a product that players of
all ages will enjoy."
Simple in concept or just
simply addicting, The Incredible Machine is a sure- fire
hit and a definite "must
have" for game players of all
ages.
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Sierra Discovery™ Series

'

Making Learning
Jr's long been recognized the best way to get
student ro learn something - be it a skill,
procedure, or set of fact - is to have them apply it
to a "real world" problem. In fact, educator often
cite the following little epigram that identifies thi
idea a thee ence of reaching:
Tell me, I know.
how me, I remember.
Jnvolve me, I understand.
Anyone who has ever played games like King's
Quest or Laura Bow, game in which you become
totally involved in a story as your action determine
its outcome, already knows Sierra's interactive
adventure help develop mental skill like logic and
problem olving. Some Sierra games, however, can
be used to help reach specific academic subjects a
well. ierra ha now organized the e game into a
new collection called the "Sierra Discovery Series"
with pecial packaging to help parents and teachers
select them by ubject and age group.
According to Marilyn Fidler, ierra On-Line'
brand manager for the series, the game are an
intere ring mix of education and entertainment.
'While they aren't intended to be hard-core
educational products, they're more than just
games," she ays. "They have legitimate academic
content. Kids can really learn when playing them."
Sierra Discovery Series games are excellent
teaching tools for several rea ons. The first is due to
the inherent nature of interactive media. Interactive
gaming i highly involving . Students actually
become part of the le son as they try to olve the
problems they encounter in a game' world. Thi
type of involvement is key ro tudenrs really
understanding a subject.
The second factor that makes Sierra Discovery
Series game effective learning aids is that they're
fun to play. When Sierra pioneered entertaining
learning programs with the phenomenally ucces ful
Mixed-Up Mother Goose, it underscored how
quickly kid could learn when they enjoyed what
they were doing. That's why games in the Sierra
Discovery eries have plenty of humor, mystery,
and challenges. Becau e they're fun, they'll hold a
player' interest.
Interest is also captured by the use of story as the
ba ic format of the ierra Discovery Series
adventures. Each of the games can be played for its
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story value alone. This high story value helps draw
player into rhe game . Kid are motivated to
complete a game just to see how it end . The u e of
tory tructure a lso provides a unifying framework
for the variou puzzle and problems (i.e., the
lessons being taught). The educational pay-off is
that tudents work to solve the "story" with greater
effort, diligence, and under randing than they'd ever
have with boring, repetitive drill .
"A lthough the tories in the games are fiction,
players gain real knowledge and sharpen valuable
mental kills," Fidler ay .
Sierra Discovery Series game can a l o teach kids
to be comfortable with computers at a very early
age. Everyone knows how important computer are
in today' world, and they'll only be more
important in the future. That' why it' critical for
youngsters ro be at ease with the world of
computing. When children play learning games
from the Sierra Discovery Series, they quickly see
they're the ones who cause and control the
computer's actions. This can go a long way toward
motivating young learners and creating a lifelong
friendship between kids and computer .
In addition, Sierra Discovery Series games give
children the chance to discover on their own or
hare the fun with others. Each game offers the
opportunity for parents, siblings, friends and those
who know very little about computers to play
together. They are a pleasant and rewarding way
for parent to get involved with their chi ldren's
education and can encourage closer relation hips
among iblings when children tutor each
other. "With their 'Save' feature, the games are also
very convenient," Fidler says. "You can stop in
mid-game for dinner or Little League and continue
when you have more time."
Each Sierra Discovery Series game includes a
short, written quiz to reinforce learning. Players
who complete the quiz can send it to Sierra On-Line
for a certificate of achievement, prize , and
di counts on Sierra product . The company also
offers lesson plans for teachers who want to u e the
games in the classroom.
"Sierra Discovery Series games are fascinating on
many levels," Fidler say . "They blend real
education with real fun. Kids will love learning
from them". ~
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FREE SOFTWARE FOR YOUR PC!
Get a RISK·FREE issue of On Disk Monthly™,
the PC software subscription. Send no money now!
With On Disk Monthly you'll get about 8 all-new, original programs
a month for under $7 - that's less than $1 each! There are no extra
fees and tech support is FREE. So don't delay!

D YES! Please send my RISK-FREE issue of On Disk Monthly.
IfI like my first issue, I'll pay just $19.95 for my 3-month subscription, which includes my first issue, and then I'll receive a Special
Bonus Disk with more great programs FREE. Ifl'm not completely satisfied for any reason, I'll retum your bill marked "cancel" and
owe nothing. My first issue is mine to keep - FREE!
Sy tern RequiremPnu ~ IBM®orwm_pahble PC with 11t least 640K memory and CGA,, EGA, or VOA graph.JQ!, a 3.0,
5.25··1.2MB or 5.25 360K disk drive; and MS..00~3.3 or later.
(Offer available ooly In the U.S. Allow 10 days for delivery of your ft.nst. iuueJ.

Call 1 ·800-831 ·2694, Ext. 3058
now or fill out the back of this card
& mall It today, postage-free!
• Productivity
• Education
• Utilities and articles

• Games
• Puzzles

Please check disk format:
D 3.5" D 5.25" 1.2 MB

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
INTHE
UNITED STATES

D 5.25" 360K
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Science & Logic
Think your way through math, science, language, and logic problems as you
explore a mad cienti t's whim ical ca tie. Three difficulty settings changeable
during play. Age 12 and up.
ISLAND OF

DR.

BRAI

cicncc &

Mathem.iric~

Thi race against time on a bizarre i land te t your problem-solving skills and
your knowledge of math, language, chemistry, art history, physics, logic,
mechanics, music, genetic , literature, navigation and more. Ages 12 and up.

Pre-Reading Skills

Marine Ecology

Early Reading Skills
Children expand their reading, logic, and problem - olving skills as they search
an enchanted landscape for hidden story pieces. Random object placement keeps
the game fresh and replayable. Ages 5 and up.

R GOOSE

Early Learning Basics

Thi delightfully animated odyssey rakes pre-reader to the land of Mother
Goose where the world's most beloved nur ery rhymes have been mixed-up. The
game can be cusmmized with your child's name and likenes . For age 3 and up.

CIENCE

Physical Science

Play either solo or against up to four other player a you learn phy ical science
in an animated, cartoon environment. This educational race covers such basics as
matter, energy, electricity, chemical reactions, and more in an innovative
learning experience with adjustable skill levels. Ages 8 and up.

American History
Learn about the life and inventions of Benjamin Franklin in colo'rful Colonial
America as you try to fix hi tory after an evil time-traveler has scrambled era .
Filled with humor, Twi ty History includes a vocabulary builder and Quiz
Screen so you can how off what you've learned. Ages 8 and up.
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Sprint long-distance
service just became more
valuable - up to $140
more! Now, when you
switch your home longdistance service to Sprint,
you can select any Sierra
game, free! And after
enjoying six months of
high-quality longdistance connections ,
you'll receive a second
Sierra game or one
month of free long
distance service.*
Only Sprint can offer

you a nationwide 100%
digital, fiber optic
network that provides
the long-distance quality
and reliability you need.
Experience for yourself
Sprint's "pin-drop" clarity
that makes both your longd istance calls and PC
data transmissions crystal
clear and error free .
But unsurpassed call
and data clarity is just
one of the many
_b enefits you will enjoy
as a Sprint customer.. .

Save 20%, 25%
Even 30% over ATT
With Sprint PLUSSM
When you spend as
little as $20 a month
on long distance, you
will receive automatic
discounts of 20% over
AT&T's basic rates on
evening, night or
weekend direct dial
state-to -state ca I ls.
And 10% savings on
your direct dial
daytime calls . Spend

more and you'll save
more - as much as
30% - without any
monthly fees or
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No matter what your
home long -distance
needs are, Sprint has a
service or calling plan
that's right for you .

Save on Long
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Sprint's F0NCARD5M
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Olfactory Attitude

Every Dog
Has His Day!
by Lorelei Shannon
Twisty History co-designer

Admit it.
Haven't you ever wanted to throw
courtesy, manners, and clothing to the
wind? Wouldn't you love to stop making
polite conver ation and express your
feelings with a hearty growl? The next
time somebody irritates you, wouldn't it
be cool to just CHOMP him? In short,
what could be more fun than bedding
your kin for a day and becoming a bone
chompin', hole diggin', flea scratchin', leg
bitin' DOG?
fn Sierra's Twisty History, you'll get to
do just that! Believe me, it's a whole new
experience.

It's A Dog's Life
As Lockjaw, faithful companion and
protector of Pepper Pumpernickel, you'll
do things you never dreamed po sible in
an adventure game. Cheerfully chew up
silk cushion ! killfully cent a rat at 50
yards! Use fleas as a dangerous weapon!
Your pecial "Dog" icon bar
includes a "Nose" icon for
sniffing out trouble, a "Paw"
icon for digging yourself our
of tough situations, and a
"Mouth" icon for
eating everythi.ng in
ight and biting the
occasional
posterior.
It's a
totally
fresh idea.
So where did
it come from?
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The original concept for Twisty History
was created by Bill Davis. Lockjaw was a
character in the earl iest drafts of the game.
Bill Davis says of his creation:
"I've always had an affinity for dogs. I
mean all kinds of dogs; the lovable and the
not-so-lovable. They have consistently
popped up in my work over the years. I
guess the fascination is based on the fact
that they seem to have so much
personality - personality that is difficult to
avoid when it's thrusting its nose up your
posterior. I've always had dogs (The first
one was part of my parents' household
before I was part of my parents' household). They've a lways been true-b lue,
non-judgmenta l friends. So when I needed
a chaperone for a twelve-year-old kid who
was going to be traveling through time, a
dog seemed to be a natural."
"Why Lockjaw? Well, it' kind of a
personal story. We'd recently lost a dog to
leukemia, had gone through an extended
period of mourning, and had decided it
was time ro adopt. So my wife and son
headed for our favorite adoption agency,
the local animal shelter. They came home
with a German Shepherdfferrier mix. The
Terrier turned out to be Staffordshire
Terrier. For those in the dark, as we were,
Staffordshire Terrier is synonymous with
'Pit Bull'. Anyway, she turned out to be a
lovable little mutt with a bit of an attitude.
Thirry pounds of attitude, ro be precise.
Well, as I was sitting at the drawing board
designing characters for "Twisty", she
shoved her attitude up my behind and inro
the game proposal."

dog, to solve his puzzles", Jane said of the
pixel pooch. "Bur the really cool thing
about Lockjaw is, no matter how rotten he
can be when facing his foes, hes just a
pussycat with Pepper. 'Course, if he ever
heard me call him a cat, I'd be sitting on
cushions for a month. He's one of those
great characters that tell you how he's
going to react, and in no uncertain terms!"

He Couldn't Be Doggier
Now Lockjaw's my baby. When I came
onto the project, I had one concern: Like
Bill Davis, I've lived with and loved dogs
my whole life, and it was really important
to me that Lockjaw stay true to the basic,
wonderfully sweet bur earthy nature of
canines. I shouldn't have worried about it!
At this point in the de ign phase, Lockjaw
has a life of his own. He's turned out to be

The Idea Kept Dogging Her...
The game wa then passed on to
EcoQuest co-designer Gano Haine - and
Lockjaw as leading hound was born!
"I've always felt that helper characters
are some of the most intere ting elements
in Sierra games," said Gano. "When l was
working on Delphineus the Dolphin for
EcoQuest, I often wished that he cou Id
help Adam even more. Creating an
alternate game ego that was an animal
seemed like the next logical step. I wanted
a dog with "doggie" qualities - not a
person, so that he would help in the game
from a dog's point of view and with a
dog's abilities. Ir's even more fun because
Lockjaw is a "bad dog", who causes a lot
of mischief. I've often wondered what my
dog really thinks about things. In this
game, the player gets to find our!"

He's Doggedly Loyal
Designer Jane Jensen, al o of EcoQuest
fame, went on to develop the character of
Lockjaw even further.
"Lockjaw's a great character because you
have to think like a dog - a rea lly sneaky

Actual VGA scree11s shown.

a valiant, fierce, funny and faithful little
guy. I'm just fine-tuning him - giving him
some of the funniest and most memorable
quirks of dogs I've known and loved.
Lockjaw's truly a dog's dog. We like ro
think he's a credit to the whole canine race.
Yeah, it's a dog's life, but boy, is it fun!.

Mad Dogs and Englishmen
Okay, picture this. You're playing
Twisty History, and you've clicked
yourself into a corner. You're trapped.
The villainous General Pugh is getting
clo er and closer. In another moment,
you'll be in his vile clutches, and American
history will be changed forever. The
British will win the war! So what are you
going to do? Draw your sword? Pull your
blaster? Run? Nah.
BITE HIM! ~
INTERACT/ON M ag azine

GREAT
WAR
PLANES

The Definitive Strategy Guide

FLAMING
THE ACES IN
RED BARON
It's impossible to say which ace is the
toughest in Red Baron . A pushover for
me, Rene Fonck proved the majo r
challenge for several friends. After blasting every ace at the 100°/o difficulty level
- which took six months! - I put this article together as a "user's guide to
flaming the aces."
In addition to real-life combat tactics that work in Red Baron, it reveals each
ace's most common tactics and the maneuvers that work best with the planes
you fly on specific missions. These are not the only ways to win - but if a
particular ace is giving you a hard time, you should have him smokin' in no time
with a little practice and the following tips.
by Shay Addams
Fall1992
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All the aces typically circle left after the
initial head-on pass. In the circling
dogfight that ensues, you can defeat most
aces with the low yo-yo, described below.
When your plane can turn much tighter
than the enemy, a simple 90-degree turn
(with your wings perpendicular to the
ground) is more effective. If your plane
can accelerate and climb fast enough, you
may prefer to execute a hit and run
anack. Pointers on these situations when
fighting particular aces are provided here.

_,,., The Low Yo-Yo
How many times have you found
yourself chasing a plane around in circles
but never quite able to bring your nose -

GENERAL NOTES

How to Low Yo-Yo in
Red Baron
The maneuver is usually initiated while
you circle tightly with your wings
perpendicular to the ground . Cut your
thronle setting to 6 (8 in an older plane
like an Eindekker) and apply left rudder.
Slide the stick to the lower-left corner of
the base. You'll start cutting across the
circle, your gunsight dropping below the
horizon (and below and ahead of the
enemy plane if he is in sight) with the
wings slanted as seen in position two.
When you've reached the bonom of the
imaginary crescent, bring the nose back up
by releasing the rudder, accelerating and
gently sliding the joystick to the right. As
the plane heads back up to the horizon,

~M~~l
~

straight up and down, proceed as in the
previous example.

The Hit and Run Attack
Thi requires a plane fa ter and with a
better climb rate than your foe's, which in
Red Baron usually means you're i.n a Spad
13, S.E.5.a or a Sopwith Camel. Because
climb rate is important, you can sometimes
get away with a Triplane, even though
they are slow.
After the head-on pass, fly straight at
top speed and begin climbing. Keep an eye
in the rear view. When the enemy's plane
is a tiny dot that's below the horizon,
you're far away and high enough to turn
and dive on him . Pick out a terrain
landmark, so you can head in the right
direction if he vanishes from view.
With this altitude advantage, you can
shoot him but he can't shoot you. (Watch
out for Tri planes, though, which can climb
rapidly. ) Zoom-climb our of the area and
repeat this tactic until you've killed him.

:-:. Defense: the Split-S

BOGEY

Ma11e11vering the Low Yo-Yo.

and gun - up to his? With the low yo-yo,
you can cut across the circle instead of
continuing to chase the other plane
around it. To visualize this maneuver,
imagine that your gunsight is a knife
you're guiding with the joystick to cut a
crescent-shaped piece out of the earth.
That's what a low yo-yo looks like from
inside the cockpit. Position one shows the
approximate flight path.
A couple of small low yo-yos (shallow,
short crescents) are often better than one
big one, especially if your plane turns
tighter or is faster than the enemy,
because you're less likely to cut too far
ahead and overshoot.
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the wings will be slanted in the opposite
direction as on the way down, as seen in
position three. You can exit the move by
applying right rudder and accelerating.
Should you start to roll over or stall
during thi maneuver, throttle up a notch
and tap the right rudder. If you do stall,
cut your speed setting to I, let your wings
level out, throttle up to 9 and pull back
gently on the stick.
The low yo-yo may also be executed
from a wings-level attitude when you
want ro turn sharply. In this case, begin
by moving the stick to the upper left
corner for an instant: the plane pitches
down and rolls left. When your wings are

Illustrated in the Red Baron manual, the
basic split-S involves lo ing altitude while
reversing course in order to shake a
pursuer. You begin by smoothly rolling the
plane into inverted flight, or upside down.
The fastest way to do so is by moving the
stick ro the upper-left corner of the base
briefly to start the roll. When you're
almost inverted, release the stick so it
automatically centers. Lean the stick left or
right until you're flying perfectly inverted,
then pull back all the way.
About halfway through your dive, cut
the throttle to a setting of 4 or 5. After the
nose points at the ground and begins
heading back up, tl1rottle up to top speed.
A split-S is most effective when the pursuer
is close behind. Otherwise he can often
follow you through it. And though a pure
split-S is one in which you reverse course
180 degrees, you should never emerge
from this move in the opposite direction,
which is easily predictable by ilie enemy.
Instead, exit the move at 90 or even 45
degrees from your original heading,
keeping an eye out for the bandit as you
do so: if you begin the maneuver while
flying outh, you would emerge from it
headed west or east rather than north.
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DEFEATING THE GERMAN ACES

~ Manfred von Richtofen
Let's start at the top, with the Red Baron
himself. In a head-on pass, Richtofen likes
to climb at the last second and blast you.
He circles relentlessly and will reverse if
you let him get too far in front. His Fokker
DR.I is highly maneuverable, but your
Sopwith Camel can outmaneuver him in a
right turn - the key to success. Use several
low yo-yos to the right to catch up with

~ Erich Loewenhardt
In the Sopwith Camel again, you now
face Loewenhardt's DR.VII. He circles a
lot and will try to elude you with a split-S
and occasional climbs. The tactics used
against the Red Baron are equally
effective here. Do not attempt hit and run
tactics, for these planes are fairly marched
in speed and climb performance.

~

To defeat an enemy ace, yo11 must know his favorite
11ianeuvers.

him and smaller ones to stay behind him.
Begin by veering left ten degrees at the
first pass. Turn right after the pass and
make small yo-yos at a speed setting of 5
until you see him. Then convert to a nosehigh turn (your plane's nose should be
above the horizon, accomplished by
leaning on the left rudder in a right turn).
Keep turning right until you catch up and
can slip in behind him from high and
outside of the circle.
If he reverses to the left, follow - but
not too sharply or for too long as your
Camel will go into a spin suddenly.
(When circling left in a Camel, don't pull
back on the stick or apply a much left
rudder as you do in other planes. ) Your
goal in the left turn should be to force
him into a right turn. If he climbs, throttle
up to 8 or 9 and blast him on the way up.
If he does a split-S, follow him through it;
stay higher and nail him when he turns at
the bottom of his dive.
A hit and run attack is also possible.
The trick is to gain enough distance
before you start climbing, since be can
climb faster. You will have better luck if
you can maneuver and dive on him from
either side rather than turn around and go
head-on with him, since the DR.I can
climb swiftly enough for Richtofen to hit
you in the last seconds.

Fall1 992

Lothar von Richtofen

Your Camel can outturn and outclimb
Lorhar's DY.a, and ropspeeds are nearly
equal. Lothar flies more radically than
Manfred and won't circle as long. He will
split-S, climb and scissors. Follow the
tactics for Manfred von Richrofen, but
turn at a speed setting of 4 because your
Camel is slower than Lothar's DY.a and
you don't want to overshoot.
If he reverses left, continue turning right
and do low yo-yos for two or three turns
to reduce your altitude. Then reverse
quickly, and you'll often catch him as he
turns right to get on your tail: chase him
to the right again, and he's yours.

~ Hermann Goerring
These are the same planes used in the
Loewenhardt match, but Goerring flies
more predictably and is an easier mark.
His main tactics are to scissors and climb.
Circling right in your Camel works
beautifully against Goerring.

~ Ernst Udet
You're flying the Spad 13 and Udet is
in the DR.Vil. He frequently reverses but
can be caught in a circle or knocked out
in a hit and run attack - just don't climb
too soon in the latter, since both planes
climb and turn rates are close.

The Dr.1 is an agile opponent, with great climbing
ability.

can get him in a right turn at a speed
erring of 6 or 7. It may take a few more
turns to catch him, because the S.E.5.a
can't turn as tightly as the Camel or DR.I.
Hit and run tactics also work. Climb
steeply after the initial pass. Then do a
turning climb (nose-high) and catch him
from either side.

~ O swald Boelke
In his Albatross D.II, Boelke poses a
formidable foe for your Airco DH.2. Able
to outrun and outturn you, he will
scissors, dive and do sudden reverses.
Don't try to follow him through his
weaving scissors: anticipate the next one
and be ready to catch him in it by swinging in right as he scissors left and nailing
him when he's in your sights and the
wings on both planes are close to level.
In a left or right circle, use your rudder
to pull high and outside of his flight path
so you can fall back in behind him. Keep
your speed up ro 9 during the chase, or
he'll lose you. Keeping your nose high
and outside his flight path prevents an
overshoot and makes it easier to reverse if
he suddenly scissors. A shot from directly
behind and as close as possible is the
fastest, surest way to knock down Boelke.

~

~ Werner Voss
Facing the tight-turning, fast-climbing
Fokker DR.I again, you'll find your
strength in the S.E.5.a is its superior
speed. Voss circles like the Red Baron and
can turn nearly twice as rightly as you can
in the S.E.5 .a. But by applying the same
tactics used against the Red Baron, you

Max lmmelman

In your Airco versus his Eindekker, you
have the edge in speed, climbing and
turning. Check the manual's illustration
of the lmmelmann Turn maneuver (which
differs from what was later called an
Immelmann in WW2). Keep your distance
when he conunences this move and catch
him as he slows at the top.
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DEFEATING THE ALLIED ACES

Rene Fonck

Fonck loves the circling dogfight: he
will circle until omeone is smoking, with
only an occasional reverse if you let him
slip too far away. His Spad 13 is speedier
and climbs faster than your D.Va, so
don't try to outrun or outclimb him. You
can, however, outrurn him with a low yoyo. Keep your peed at 5 in the circle.

0

William Bishop

His S.E.5.a is faster than your D.Va, so
do not try to outrun him or catch him in
a dive. His plane turns a hair tighter and
climbs nominally better than yours. Your
mo t effective attack is the yo-yo.
Bishop likes to loop, split-S and dive; he
has even been known to loop several times
in uccession. He usually comes out of a
dive to the left if you follow closely, to the
right if you give him some distance. If you
follow him through any of these maneuvers,
cut your throttle to 5 on the way down and
point your nose ahead of his in the external
view. Nail him after he starts turning after
the dive, or at the top of a climb. You can
also stay above him and circle left when he
scissors, to retain altitude advantage and set
up another attack.

0

Edward Rickenbacker

His Spad 13 is fa ter, so never try to
outrun him in your D.Vll. Rickenbacker
climbs much faster, but you can turn a bit
tighter. He tends to keep circling but will
climb and split-s, especially if he 's
smoking. Go for yo-yos, and make the
first a sharp one. Catch him on the
second pass. Should he climb, throttle up
and blast his stern.

0

Frank Luke

Though these are the same planes in the
Rickenbacker duel, your tactics will differ
because of Luke's flying style. The easiest
kill is to shoot him when he slows down at
the top of a climb. Start with a low yo-yo
in either direction and your throttle at 5.
As soon as you complete one standard
yo-yo or two mall ones, throttle up to 9
and shoot at his nose. Stay at a throttle
setting of 9 as both planes circle, and be
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prepared to follow him into a teep climb
or scis ors . He will climb if you get in
close and fire. ff he scissors to get away,
keep your speed at nine and fly straight
and level to catch up.

0

Edward Mannock

Mannock's S.E.5.a is significantly faster
than your D.VIl, so don't try to outrun or
outclimb him. You can turn tighter and
should be able to catch him in one and a
half turns after commencing a low yo-yo .
Approach with your nose high and from
outside the circle, varying your speed
setting from 5 to 7 as you track him, and
you can get close enough for a deflection
shot. If he gets out of range while circling,
do small yo-yos to catch up.

0

Raymond Collishaw

The Sopwith Triplane's superior climb
rate and small target area give Collishaw
a distinct advantage, but you can outturn
him in your Albatross D.m. He reverses
frequently when you get close. Pass
directly under him and do one low yo-yo,
coming out of it with your nose high. He
usually circles and climbs, so you can
drop back down on him to the left.
Keep your nose high in the turn and
match his speed (your throttle should be
around 5) as you deliver deflection shots
at his nose. The closer you can get, the
better: the Sopwith is small and harder to
hit than most planes, particularly at
expert level.

0

James McCudden

While his .£.5.a is faster and turns a
notch tighter than your DY.a, McCudden
has one weakness that is easily exploited.
He likes to climb when you get close in a
circle. Be prepared for this, and you can
knock him out with a few bursts.
Climb briefly in the fir t pass, then dive
under him and to his right, chop throttle
to 5 and do a shallow low yo-yo to the
left. You should see him again halfway
through the first circle and catch him
after the second. If he does a split-S circle
overhead instead of following him
through it. You ' ll retain your altitude
advantage.

0

0

Lanoe Hawker

In your Albatros D.Il you can outrun
and outturn Hawker 's Airco, so he 's a
relatively easy kill. His tactics include
climbs and the split-S. You can set him up
for a hit and run by gaining some distance
before climbing. Get close before firing,
because the Airco is a small target.

0

Georges Guynemer

Despite the superior climb rate of Guy's
Spad 7, your Albatross D.III easily
overpowers him with it ability to turn
much more tightly. His flying style i
reminiscent of Bishop's, with an emphasis
on circling, climbs and loops. In a
dogfight, dive straight under him at a
speed setting of 6, then pull a 90-degree
nose -high turn with extra back -stic k
pressure. Don ' t yo-yo, or you'll probably
cut back in ahead of him. You can catch
him in a single circle and can often nail
him as he climbs.

0

Charles Nungesser

Your D .Ill enjoys a slight speed
advantage over his Nieuport 17, but he
can turn much fa ter. Nungesser likes to
climb, scissors, split-S and sometimes
loop. As with Guynemer, don 't try to yoyo - use a imple 90-degree turn.

0

Albert Ball

A tough match. Ball's ieuport 17 can
outrun your Eindekker and turn twice as
fast. In the initial pass, climb until he
disappears below your nose for a few
seconds, then dive under him . Do a left
smaU yo-yo. Come out of it nose-high to
avoid dropping too low, because Ball
likes to go high after his first turn. lf you
get behind him and chase him at a speed
setting of seven to nine, you can catch
and nail him in a single circle.
Flaming the Red Baron Aces, copyright Eldritch, LTD, 1992,
is excerpted from the Flying & Fighting™ series of tactical
guides for air combat simulations such as Red Baron and
Aces of the Pacific. For less than S10 each, Flying &
Fighting™ guides tell exactly how to move the joystick to
execute genuine combat maneuvers, provide "in the
cockpit " advice on how to win all the Red Baron and Aces
Single Missions and Historical Missions, reveal exotic flight
maneuvers such as the Half Cuban Eight, and more everything you need to know in order to become Ace of
Aces in record time. For more information on the Flying &
Fighting™ series, write to S1mulationsl™, POB 5845,
Tucson A2 85703
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How a man with a
modem and a mission
turned his love of
games into a real job.
Do YOU want to MAKE BIG
MONEY in the lucrative computer
enrerrainment field? Learn the INNER
SECRETS of computer game design?
AMAZE YOUR FRIENDS by telling
them things thar you agreed not to talk
about when you signed your non di closure contract? BREAK THE ICE
AT PARTIES by confidently announcing, "Ye .. .I work in the industry!"?
You CAN do all thi and more.
And you can start today! All it rakes i
a computer ...and the ASTOUNDING
SECRETS I'm about to pa s on to you.
The secret of success is ... a modem.
You've already got one, you ay?
Perfect. You're 99% there . Now all
you need are the simple things:
diligence, years of sacrifice, top-notch
communication kill , and a love of the
computer gaming industry.
As an illustrative example, let me tell
you how a modem, a trial ub cription
to CompuServe, and a little hard work
turned me from a game hobbyi t to a
game professional in le s rime than it
takes to learn DOS.
It started in 1986.
I'd gotten my first computer, a
Leading Edge Model D with stunning
CGA graphic and two floppie (no
hard drive for me, no sir, no way wa I
going ro be tied down ro one of
THOSE troublemaker ). It took a year
for me to buy a modem· my Dad kept
plying me with, "BB s! Program for
the downloading! We can send each
other file ! It'll change your Life. "
"Righr,' I neered, "like I really
need more program . Why, I can get
all rhe programs I need at (INSERT
NAME OF SOFTWARE STORE
WITH PRICES 25% ABOVE
What do I need a modem for?"

usn.

Modem price
plummeted,
leading me to eventually relent.
Wirh my speedy new 1200-baud
beauty came an introductory package
to "CompuServe Information Service
(CIS). Un ure of where to srart exploring on CIS, J joined the GAMERS
Forum there and discovered the
mes age base - where thou ands of
fellow game addicts traded hinrs,
strategie , and opinions - and "The
Electronic Gamer" (TEG), CIS's online
gaming magazine. TEG had, and till
ha , hundreds of review and walkthrus
for computer games. They were not
only remarkably useful, but were
immensely fun to read.
I thought, "Gee whiz, but it'd be fun
to write one o' them walkthru ." So I
left a mes age for ighrshift and Ms.
Wiz, GAMER ' rwo preeminent
Sy Op , to see if anybody had written a
walkthru for Leisure Suit Larry in the
Land of the Lounge Lizards, the
adventure game I'd most recently
finished. Nobody had, so I went ahead
and wrote one and sent it in,
wondering and keeping my fingers
cros ed that success would soon come
my way.
They liked it! They really liked it!! I
started cranking out reviews and
walktbrus for TEG, on my own rime,
just for the pleasure of seeing them in
electronic "print."
ightie would send
me a few games, I'd review 'em and get
to keep the games. Such a deal!
After a couple year of this crash
course in game review, I earned a
Sy Opship of GAMERS
and
GAMPUB, GAMERS' ister forum for
game publishers. Ar tbe ame rime, I
met a character online named Guruka
Singh Khalsa. He was a Sierra
employee - he'd met Ken Williams
online in GAMERS and had been hired
on a Producer. Guruka, Ms. Wiz later
informed me, was in charge of overseeing the "beta-tesr" team (the outside
testers who play the game and report
back on the bugs and flaws they find).
He was continuously looking for
testers. Good testers are very hard to
find, ince they're very hardworking
volunteer and must have e cellent eye
for detail).

omehow, I gor up the nerve to a k
Guruka if 1 might be a beta-re ter. He
wa enthu iastic about the idea and
graciou ly welcomed me onto the team
(I uppose all those review and
walkthrus helped with the credibility
i sue), and before long, I wa getting to
play and test games months before their
release; truly a gratifying experience for
a rabid gamer. I beta-tested Colonel's
Bequest, Leisure Suit Larry 3,
Codename: Iceman, Quest for Glory,
Conquests of Camelot and other . It
wa a golden time.
One day the phone rings. Guruka
calling. He need an A sistant
Producer, somebody to help him
oversee the game and en ure that they
contain the qualities that make them
uniquely ierra. l've been a good berate ter; would I like to be Assistant
Producer, move away from downtown
Chicago to the ierra evada ? Did he
need to ask twice?
Guruka' gone on to other projects
in the computer industry, but he and l
aren't the only one here who were
"discovered" and hired through
CIS ...nor by a long shot! Virtually our
entire beta-test team comes from the
ranks of CIS's GAMERS Forum. Rob
Koeppel, one of our ustomer Service
wunderkind, met and joined Sierra
through IS, a well as Gano Haine,
co-de igner of EcoQuest: The Search
for Cetus and designer of EcoQuest:
The Lost Secret of the Rainforest.
Stuart Moulder, who has wielded the
double-edged word of Producer and
Project Manager, was a ection Leader
in the GAMERS Forum when I first
approached him about being a
Producer here.
There you have it. For many of us
here at ierra On-Line, telecommunication and gaming were bobbies
that went hand - in-hand. By being
active and involved hobbyist , we all
ended up with job that allowed us the
rare pleasure of pursuing our hobbie
for a living.
See how ea y it i ? Shhhh, keep it
quiet, or EVERYO E will be a success
in the fabulou world of computer
games.
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Could nor help myself. When Elvis' name
ap peared in the Red Baron waiting room
on The Sierra Nerwork(TSN), I knew it
was my destiny - and ten minutes later he
was moking all the way to the ground.
The ecret to my success in this and other
on-line duels? Exploiting the key
differences between the computer game and
the TS ve rsion, and practicing the low yoyo, hit and run and other maneuv e rs
de cribed elsewhere in this issue.
The most crucial difference between
TSN Red Baron and the computer game is
that a human oppo nent's moves are less
predictable th an those of the algorithmguided pilots in the game. This makes
ituational aware ness - the ability to
quickly size up a nd stay on top of the
situation - far more important than in the
computer game. As real combat pilots say,
it's the one you don't see that gets you.
The externa l view is most effective: hit
the top button on your joystick. Learn to
identify the landmarks so you can react to
"sense an enemy" messages without leaving
the exte rnal view. (The big mountain is
west, the little one east.) Switch back to the
cockpit view when you're close enough to
start lining up for a shot.
If the enemy disappears, always "check
six" first by looking in the rear view, then
cycle through the side and overhead views.
W.W. II pilots called this " keeping your
head on a swivel," sort of like Linda Blair
in The Exorcist.
When you 'check six," remember that
the rear view does not function like the
mirror in yo ur car. It's as if you have
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turned your head
and are looking
behind your plane:
a bogey on the left
si de of rhe screen is
actually on your right side.And if you're
flying sideways, use the left or right view
to look for the enemy below.

The head-on pass: which way to tum?
In the computer game, enemy pilots
nea rly always turn left after a head-on
pass. But on TSN you have to look around
to see which way they went. The ability to
do so rapidly is even more important in the
new version that's scheduled for the fall,

The cockpit view is perfect when you are close
enough to line up a shot.

because it allows the option of starting at
10,000 feet in a head-on pass as well as on
the ground.
When you meet someone flying straight
at you and decide to turn and chase him,
throttle up, do a shallow dive to pick up
more speed, then climb as you approach
him to gain an a ltitude advantage right

after t e pass. Fly fiveten degrees off to either
side (he'll be lined up
with your machine-gun).
If planning to circle left,
for example, veer off to his
right and turn left after the pass. But don't
turn until you see which way he turned.
Then you can get behind him by turning to
the same side you see him turning in the
rear view: if he's going left, you should
turn left.

Hit and Run
You may prefer to climb higher and
keep him in sight until you can dive on him
in a hit and run attack. This works best if
you're in a DR.I, DR.VII, Snipe or Spad
13. Fly as close to the bandit as possible
during the initial pass. Go straight,
watching the rear view. If he starts circling,
continue climbing and turn around quickly
when you see a chance to dive down on
him from behind or either side.
After the attack, zoom-climb away and
set up for the next go-round. After
mastering the hit and run, you can switch
between it and the circling dogfight during
an engagement - a sure way to throw a
human foe off-balance.
Another tactic that works in a fast plane
like the Spad 13 or DR.VII is the "Ha lfroll " described in the Red Baron manual.
Dive under the oncoming bandit, then
climb immediately into a loop. As the
plane goes inverted at the top of the loop,
move the stick to the upper-left corner to
return to straight and level flight and get
behind the bandit.
INTERACT/ON Magazine
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Speed and handling
The best cruising speed is a throttle
setting of 8. This allows room to slow
down or accelerate, so you can maneuver
more effectively. Keep a light hand on the
joystick. This is particularly important if
your frame rate gets jumpy. For a fair
match, seek out opponents with computers
that run at approximately the same speed.
Abrupt speed changes are far more
crucial on TSN than io the computer game.
When the enemy is far away, throttle up to
9 and keep it there until you're nearly on
him, then cut back to 5 or 6, blast away,
and be ready to hit nine again at a
moment's notice.

Dive under the bogey from behind, then pull
up sharply and blast his belly. Another
opportunity for a belly shot presents itself
when he climbs steeply: follow and wait for
him to descend, then pull up and hit him
when his belly's exposed on the way down.
Elvis

Flig!tt

Brieling
Tips for Allied Pilots

Deflection shooting made easy
Airspeed and tightness of the turn are
the key factors in judging how far ahead of
the enemy to lead your fire. The tighter
your turn and the faster you and the other
plane are moving, the farther ahead you
should fire. Always fire in short bursts.
When you get so far ahead of the other
plane that you can't see him, you're in a

When you "check six" always look in the rear view
first then cycle through the side and overhead views.

"blind lead" (a favorite tactic of Stevie
Wonder) . This is dangerous, because the
enemy might reverse and get on your six
before you know it. Still, it can pay off if
you don't fly blind for too long.
Your main reference point when aiming
should be the gunsight crosshairs, not the
enemy plane. Keep your wings as level and
as closely aligned with his as possible when
firing. Use the rudder, not the stick, to finetune your aim and flight path corrections
when firing.
Even in expert mode, there are no midair collisions as there are in the computer
game. This means you can get in more
shots in a head-on pass and can follow
someone closely without crashing into him.

Where to shoot
Aim for the forward part of the plane,
which increases the odds of hitting the pilot
or engine. When approaching from behind,
fire straight through the tail section and
into the cockpit. Cut your speed so you can
keep blasting as he turns to escape. Do
small low yo-yos to stay on his six.
The quick kill, though tricky, is to shoot
his belly, which usually triggers the
simulated explosion of hitting his fuel
tanks. One or two bursts will do the trick.
Fall 1992

The external view is the most effective for spotting
your opponents and eliminating si<rprises.

Defensive tactics
If your plane is faster, let him chase you
until you've gained some distance, then do
an abrupt low yo-yo to reverse and fly into
his face. Or cut your throttle and let him
overshoot, then nail him from behind.
One trick for eluding a foe that's right
on your six - which works on TSN but
not in the stand-alone - is a modified
aileron roll. With this trick I've never been
shot down - no matter how close the
bandit was behind me or how good his
marksmanship.
First fake a left break by swinging the
stick to the left. Most pursuers will follow
you left. Immediately move the stick to the
upper-left corner and hit 9 - you suddenly
start flying straight instead of left, and
your plane rolls while the nose remains
pointed in the same direction.
The pursuer will usually keep going left,
and after one complete roll, you can often
turn left and drop in on him from behind.
At the least, you'll be able to shake the
most tenacious foe with this trick.

Even the best will buy the farm, but with experience
you ca11 keep it to a minimum.

Just in case
Nobody, not even a real ace, wins all the
time. So keep a good supply of excuses
for what went wrong when you return to
the waiting room: " I screwed up my
joystick calibration!'', "The cat chewed
my phone line in half!" and "Lightning
struck my motherboard!" have always
worked for me. ~

In a Camel, circle right in a
dogfight - you can outturn
even a Fokker Triplane, and are
likely to spin if you circle left.
When flying against an
Eindekker, you can outrun him
in the Morane or Airco and can
outturn him the latter.
In an S.E.5 .a, the dive is a
good way to escape, as you
can do so faster than any
German plane.

Tips for German Pilots
The Allied planes are
generally faster, so concentrate
on tight turns. In faster planes
like the DR.VII, work the vertical
more with lmmelmanns and
barrel rolls. The DR.I is much
more finicky than in the
computer game, so keep a light
touch on the stick or prepare to
go into a spin.

I Shot Elvis! is reprinted with

permission from Simulations!™, a bimonthly journal with expert reviews
and tactical tips and maneuvers for
all air combat games. SimCity-type
simulations are also featured.
Regular rates are $16 a year, but
mention Interaction and pay only
$14 a year. Write to:
Simulations!™
POB 5845, Tucson, AZ 85703
If you own an IBM
compatible (286 or
faster) and a modem,
you can become a
W.W. I ace (or maybe
spot Elvis) on TSN.

To Order Call

1-800-Sierra-1
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TSN Finds a
New Home in
an Old Barn
By Vince Geraci
Cramped for space and expanding
rapidly, the staff of The Sierra Network
packed up their computers and moved into
The Old Barn. It's a ru tic building in the
Sierra foothills that had previously been
home to a well-known steak house.
Folks have been igning up on TSN o fast
and in uch large number , TS had to add
to their raff at an alarming rate. Acnially, it
was amusing to see the workers scampering
about, dodging each other, talking on two
phone ar a time, and arguing about who
took the last cup df coffee.

SIERRALAND AND LARRYLAND
TAKEOFF

REMEMBERING OLD TIMES ...
l.OOKING FORWARD TO GOOD TIMES

SierraLand has been such a succe s, TSN
has added yet another host computer just to
support the demand for Red Baron,
Paintball and Miniature Golf (one wonders
what will happen when The Hard Disk
Cafe, Stellar 7, Astra Chicken and MultiUser Interactive Sketch Pad come on-line) .
When, LarryLand comes on-line (and
that's expected to be very soon - see article
next page) The Sierra Network will be
bursting at the data lines. Fortunately, they
now have the room to expand and
accommodate all expectations.
There are more programmers, more
cu tomer service personnel, and in general,
a much larger staff. It's amazing that this
facility which used to be a nationally
known restaurant has been converted to a
high tech artist colony (now the only cooks
they hire are people who can cook up
brilliant game programs).
The Sierra Network's new technology
complex actually seems to add to the
vision of its research and development
department. The plans in the works will
rake TSN far beyond anything ever seen
in multi-player interactive technology.
Their new mountain environment has
provided them with an expanded long
range perspective.
Word has it that SierraLand is fast
becoming its own little town complete
with thrilling new amusement parks . Soon
TSNer's will be able to enter the town of
SierraLand, walk around, talk and meet
with their neighbors just as if they're
chatting on a park bench with an old
friend. And then you can take a trip to an
amusement park, an arcade, or the wild
and crazy LarryLand.

The Old Barn was a great restaurant.
Regular visitors to Yosemite National Park
still stop in, ome even ask TSN's
receptionist for a menu. It seems so
apropos when you think that this famous
mountain hot pot known for its good
food, music and dancing entertainment has
been converted to a high tech computer
network service of great multi-player
games, fun and friendly social entertainment for fo lks coast to coast.

The 11ew SierraLand is like a town with a map of
seroices and attractio11s.

The view from the loft of The Old Barn
is spectacular, there's the grand Sierra
mountains, the giant Sequoia trees, and
the sprawling green countryside. And the
view inside The Sierra Network is
awesome. It's abuzz with technicians,
artists and writers. The offices are modern
and custom-designed for state-of-the-arr
computer operations.
lf you're ever in the Yosemite Park area
stop in and say hi. Bur remember, The Old
Barn doesn't serve steak anymore, bur
SierraLand does serve up huge portion of
interactive computer entertainment.

WHAT IS TSN ANYWAY?

Ar rhe ame rime, The Sierra Network
had been going through a dramatic
change. In the coming months, TSN on1i ne will be expanding quickly and
dramatically.
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If you have a modem and an IBM compatible computer (286-16MHz or faster)
but haven't heard of The Sierra Network, read on .
TSN is an on-line, multi-player game network with high-end graphics and the
kind of quality gameplay you 'd expect from Sierra . TSN lets people from all over
the country get together to play games, chat,. pick up strategies, and make new
friends. The basic service allows you to play real-time games with others all over
America . Basic service is only $12.95 a month!

For more information and a FREE trial membership kit, call:

1-800-SIERRA-1
INTERA CT/ON Magazine

Step Out on the Town in
Boogie in LarryLand with a whole new image.

Enter LarryLand. Here is a wild
combination of the Leisure Suit Larry style
of ribald humor combined with live, realtime buman interaction. Sitting at Lefty's
Bar with friends who come from all four
corners of the country, joking around and
playing games like Scruples and Liars'
Poker is a romping good time.
As you socialize through the crowds
you can give a special friend a kiss, or get
lucky and get kissed.
The Casino in LarryLand hits the jackpot
of fun. You can play Blackjack against the
house (the host) alone or with your TSN
buddies. Spin the Roulette wheel, place
your bets, watch your friends win big or go
broke. If you can't figure out how to place a
bet, there's on-line help and an odds board
to keep you winning.
Have you ever been in a Poker game
where people coast to coast all played the

same game at the same time? Now you
can on TSN. You can bet, bluff, deal,
choose a game and chat while you play.
About the only thing you can't do playing
Poker on TSN is cheat.
Then there's the Slot Machines. The
Sierra Network has truly outdone itself
with the Slots. Yes, there are the regular
types of slot machines where you can chat
with a friend while you play, but then
there are the Lucky Larry and Super Get
Lucky Larry slots that are quite different.
You know bow slot machines have
cherries, oranges, and 7s that spin on the
wbeels, well Super Larry Slots
have ... how should I put it. .. body parts
that spin around. So when you pull the
handle and the wheels spin, you win
when you match things like women's
lips, men in g-strings, women's bikini
tops and .. .I think you get the idea.

Try your luck 011 the slots in Larry Land.

Create your ow11 character in MedievaLand.

Imagine how great a Fantasy RolePlaying game could be if everyone in your
party was a real live individual who could
think, interact, and help you puzzle
through a huge fantasy world. lmagine
what it would be like to enter a Tavern and
meet other adventurers, eager to explore
this mythical universe.
MedievaLand is the newest area on TSN,
wbere you create your own character and
join other FRP fanatics from across the
country to set out on incredible quests.
When you start out in The Shadow of
Yserbius, the first game in MedievaLand,
you can create a new persona. The
Facemaker persona program is wild. You
can be a medieval-styled hero, or transform
yourself into a menacing beast.
A good place to begin is the Tavern.
Here players can meet one another, discuss
their various quest experiences and join up
with a quest leader to enter MedievaLand.

Once you have assembled a group (you
can also play alone), you'll journey out to
face the bizarre dungeons, mazes and
creatures in the quest. As you go along,
you will gather objects and make kills or
saves that add to your score.
The cool thing about this is that you
retain your own personal score and
inventory no matter what combination of
other players you join. For instance, if
you're new to the game and the leader of
the quest, you can choose a player who
already knows how to defeat the wolves in
the dungeon before they get you.
The more you play the higher your
score can get and you can add to your
individual score or start from scratch
each time you play.
This is going to be a multi-player coast
to coast interactive adventure like you've
never seen before. TSN has another winner
with MedievaLand.

TSN friends band together to battle fierce foes.
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Choose from dozens of weapons and annor.
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We had a tremendous response to last issue's contest!
Thousands of readers wrote to tell us "The Most Important
Thing I've Discovered While Playing". Reading the entries
was very enlightening . We had no idea our games touched
so many of people in so many important ways. Thank you
all for sharing your experiences with us.
There were so many excellent letters, it was extremely
difficult to select prize winners. We finally awarded the
Grand Prize - a Media Vision Multimedia Upgrade,
including a Sony CD-ROM drive, a Pro -Audio Spectrum
sound card, Windows™ for Multimedia, Sierra's Jones in
the Fast Lane, and Compton's Multimedia Encyclopedia to Michael Warnook of Milwaukee, WI. He has selected Brookfield East High School in
Milwaukee to receive the school prize of a 386-SX personal computer with VGA monitor, mouse,
and software. Here is his winning letter and excerpts from the runners-up.

'' ... MY COMPUTER AND YOUR GAMES
IN COMBINATION WERE THE NEXT
BEST THING TO A BEST FRIEND ... ''
Dear InterAction :
My father is a chemical
engineer and so we have
a computer. That is the
up side of his profession. The down side
is that we move around
alot. Sometimes we moved to
strange places like Saudi Arabia.
You might have guessed by now
that I have to say goodbye to a lot
of good friends. After my latest
move (to Milwaukee) I was
playing King's Quest TV, currently

stuck on the dog in the Ogre's
house, when I realized that my
computer and your games in
combination were the next best
thing to a best friend (like the one I
had just left behind). In fact I met
him by trading games. Now that
I've lived here for three years, I
think back to my first lonely
summer here and I realize that
thanks to the life you give to the
computer I wasn't lonely after all.
Michael Warnook
Milwaukee, WI
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The most important thing I have gotten out of a Sierra
game is knowing that l can use my mind, not bombs, guns,
or violence to solve a problem, rescue a princess, or save a
city. l think that your games are helping children like me to
use their heads and think. This is very important because if
we get used to chinking now, we can use it in the future.
This is a step towards peace, because in some games you get
more points if you figure out another way to get rid of
something without killing ir.
Chris Rakowski
North Arlington, NJ
.. .it isn't rbe arr or the puzzles, ir's my brother. He is
rhree years older than me and until we bought our first
compurer game, The Black Cauldron, I never really knew
him. He avoided me in public, and I did rhe same to him. I
never knew how much I missed him. I remember raking it
home that first day and ripping ir our of the box to look.
We just stared at ir for a while, bur finally we got the hang
of ir and scarred to really play .. .! was no good at the game
and neither was my brother, but together we could slowly
inch our way through the game, and during that time I got
to know my brother and find out who he was. I was
surprised at how smart he was and loved his funny jokes he
made up. From that day on now we have done much more
together.
Wesley J. Johnston
Indianola, IA
... As a father to four school-aged children, ages 4 to 16
years, ir is often difficult to get everybody included in a
family event. Since I have to travel quite a bit, it always
seemed as though l just never had enough time to fit
everyone into my day. Try as I might, my work schedule,
fixing those little around rhe house things, the lawn everything took up time. And left me with those guilty
feelings of not having any quality time for my children.
And then, by sheer chance, after seeing another father and
his young son watching a demonstration of it, I picked up a
copy of King's Quest I at my local software store. As soon as
the music started playing on my little PC speaker, one child
after another sidled up with an empty chair to see what was
going on. Finally, Mom came in, the final hook!
Since char first nighr some three years ago, twice a week
our family gathers into Dad's office for Quest night! During
these adventures 1 really get incredible revelations about my
children. l watch and listen intently to see what choices will
be made, how difficult siruarions a re analyzed, and, of
course, the booming "DAD!!!" when l don't exactly follow
the command given or save the game fast enough. Yes, l no, we - have discovered something: that Carhy-16, Jessica10, Sean-7, Ryan-4, Mom (she won't let me tell, bur she
looks 21 ), and Dad-38, enjoy being together, playing Sierra
and Dynamix games and being a family.
Morris W. Ingham
La Grange, KY

.. .I feel that one of the most important things I've
learned is that you can't always expect everything to
come to you right away. You have to have patience.
No matter if you're battling Brigands or making
new friends, you have to be patient.
l think that had l not played a Sierra game, l
might not have had as many friends as I do today.
I learned to take the good with the bad. There was
a time when I had no patience. I've learned to
wait. . .It doesn't matter if I'm running from the
Horned King or chasing the Death Angel.
When l have had enough and am stumped, l
know that the best thing for me to do is
stop and wait for tomorrow.
Another thing that is important that I
have discovered from playing Sierra
games is how to make logical
decisions. My parents think that is a
wonderful thing. l know when to argue
and when to stop and calm down ...
Without some of these valuable lessons l
may have made some bad decisions or l might
have lost a good friend because I lost my patience
with them. So, thanks ...
Donald E. Garverick, Jr.
Middletown, NY

... My father, who is 55 and a heavy smoker for the past
37 years and has been diagnosed as having both high blood
pressure and an elevated cholesterol level, was experiencing
substantial pain in the base of his head. He was also
slurring some of his speech ... The doctor said that if he
didn't suffer a minor stroke already, he surely would soon.
No more smoking, no exertion, no stress. My Dad was
quite depressed as he loves to golf and loves to smoke ... We
dealt with Dad's depression for the first week as best we
could. Just when I was really getting worried about his
mental well-being, I caught my Dad at my office computer
playing Hoyle Book of Games. I didn't think much of it, I
was just glad be was catching the game bug, especially since
he would usually get a little irate when he would catch me
playing games. As the days went by, I could rarely use my
computer as my Dad was constantly on it playing cards.
That's when I realized that he was exhibiting a far more
optimistic attirude. He hadn't touched a cigarette for two
weeks and didn't seem to care. His blood pressure was
consistently down and, as he stated, the strategy and skill of
the game helped him to exercise his thought processes ...
Dad has continued to play the games and his health is doing
great. In fact, Mom is even thinking of buying him a
computer for the house ... You can talk about skill, wits, or
adventures all you want, but the greatest impact I've seen
from playing a Sierra game is a better peace of mind.
Mike Mortimore
Thermopolis, WY
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Some of the nicest people in
the world sell our games, and/
we'd like to give the best / . , , ~ft~~
of them the recogni'
tion they deserve.
·
For helping us
find them, we'll
give you the
chance to loot
your favorite
dealer's store in a
$1,000 shopping spree!
Just send us a list of the
top ten reasons why your
Sierra/Dynamix dealer is one of
the top ten
best in the
world. If
your list is
clever,
touching,
unusual,
thoughtful, impressive,
sincere, charming,
perceptive, intriguing,
and reasonably coherent,
you could win more computer
games than any one human being can
master in a lifetime.

~
LOOK

ATTIIESE
NIF1Y
PRIZFS!
• If you're one of
our five third-prize
winners, we'll give
you any ten games
you want from the
Sierra/Dynamix
product list.
• If you're one of our three
second-prize winners, we'll give
you any ten games you want from the
Sierra/Dynamix product list and a
Thunder Board sound card.
• If you're one of our two first-prize winners, we'll
give you a $1,000 shopping spree at the dealer
described in your entry.
• In addition, we'll give the "winning" dealers a special
award and a hearty handshake.

Aces of the Pacific
Upgrade

The time has come! Your moment of
glory may be here. The long awaited
sequel of Red Baron is finally here! Aces
of the Pacific will take you into a new
dimension in flight simulator/action
games. Aces of the Pacific features totally
new graphics and sound. It is up to you
to defeat the enemy, whether you are the
Americans or the Japanese. You can
choose to fly at least 29 different aircrafts
on both sides of the war. On the left, you
can see a couple of the American aircraft
that were used by the avy in the Pacific
War. You can also fl y the famous Zero!
It was the standard Japanese Navy
fighter , and it earned a reputation for
being one of the most agile aircraft of
World War II. Also featured in this game
is the ability to create your own missions,
including dog fighting an ace and

-

-.-\
I

Dynamix has recently made available
Version 1.2 of Aces of the Pacific. This
enhancement includes refinements to
aircraft performance, graphics, sound,
radio messages, scoring, weapons
performance, and several other
features. Owners of earlier editions of
Aces of the Pacific can update their
current version by phone, fax or mail.
The file(s) available on the BBS are
ACE PATCH. EXE to update version 1.0
and ACEPTCH2.EXE to update version
1.1. Both files will update your current
version to version 1.2. If you wish to
contact us by fax or mail to receive
your update, please be sure to include
your name, address, telephone
number, and the size of disk you
require (5.25" or 3.5 ").
BBS: (209) 683-4463
To Update Version 1.0: ACEPATCH .EXE
To Update Version 1. 1: ACEPTCH2.EXE

Telephone: (209) 683-8989
FAX: (209) 683-3633
Sierra On-Line
Dept. 10
P.O. Box 485
Coarsegold, CA 93614-0485
Attn : Aces of the Pacific
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Set your sights 011 enemy aircraft, pull the
trigger a11d smoke 'em!

a nother new feature · mission training.
This will allow you to practice shooting
down drone planes, dive bombing
practice, ground attacks and the dreaded
carrier landings! You may also choose to
fly a historical mission, dog fight a
squadron, combat air patrol, fighter
sweep, scramble escort bombers and
much, much more . Each plane will
handle differen tly. Some will be very
difficult to maneuver, while others will
have problem climbing and diving. One
other nice feature added in this sequel is
the auto pilot. It will take you right into
the action, you do not have to take all of
your time flying to yo ur target. When
you are in a dog fight, watch your back,
or you will hear the unpleasant sound of
enemy bullet tearing into your fuselage .
If you choose co enli t in one of the
armed forces, you will be given medals

for bravery, purple hearts for being
wounded in action, and see animated
cinema di pl ays when you are being
presented the medals! You will also see
newspaper articles reporting your

There are overseas missions from aircraft carriers
and land missions with bombing targets.

progress during the war. You now can
even bail out of your plane, sometimes
requiring hospitalization or resulting in
your capture.
For chose of you who thought that Red
Baron was the cops in military flight
sims, make sure you check out this new
title from Dynamix. It could change the
way yo u see computer flight games.

This has been my long awaited game
of the year! As you know, I love flight
games and this is the best one of the year
to date! T loved Red Baron, and Aces of
the Pacific is even better. The improved
graphics a11d sound are outstanding,
whether you ' re using a Roland,
SoundBlaster or Ad Lib board. You will
not only hear your bullets hitting the
targets, but you will hear others as well.
One of my favorite parts of the game is
getting shot. You will hear the metal tear,
and depending on where you get hit, you
will see bullet holes in the corresponding
places! Even some gauges may get hit.
There are also animation sequences
throughout the game. In addition, l like
the fact that you can play as the Japanese
or the Americans. There are plenty of
planes to choose from both sides, and
each plane handles differently! A11other
really nice game feature is the sunlight
and shading effect. If you point your
plane into the sun, you will get a bright
yellow hazy effect, but if you are good,
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What ifWWII: 1946?
Soar into battle against the great aces. Get shot
down, or become a lege11dary pilotyo11rself.

yo u will still be able to see the enemy!
There is no downfall in this game, even
playing it on a 386. It is a tad slow, but
certainly not bad enough to detract from
the game. ft is near perfect on a 486! This
is the best action flight simulator game on
the market!
-Rick Zalud
Computer Game Review
Okay, okay! l know that time and time
again I have said that I just do not get
into flight games. However, in this case, I
think 1 wou ld ha ve t o make a sma ll
exception . l still cannot see myself
spending as much time playing this as
some of m y favorites , but this is without a
doubt one of the best flight games l have
see n . The graphics are some of the
smoothest I had ever enco untered in a
flight sim and the sou nd is of similar
quality. One of the biggest turn offs for
me is the fact that I frequent ly and
repeatedly got shot down immediately
(and that is more of a personal dissatisfaction than a game flaw). Aces of the
Paci fic offers many of the same features as
Red Baron, another good flight combat
game by Dynamix . It also has some nice
new features lik e the autop ilot mode
which will take you right into the middle
of the action, and take my word for it,
there is a lot of action. Never has the sky
been so crowded nor filled with danger.
There are also a lot of missions to take on
and all new medals and commendations
to achieve. The instruction book offers a
lot of history on the World War II era, in
which the games is based, and detailed
information on 30 different aircraft. If I
could fly like Rick, T would probably love
this game. Yet, as is, great job Dynamix !
-Alex Rees
Computer Game Review

Computer Game Review and CD-ROM
Entertainment is published monthly by
Sendai Publi.shing Group, Inc., 1920
Highland Avenue, Suite 222, Lombard,
IL 60148.
For subscription information, call :

Now you can have even more Great War Planes
o
action with Dynamix's exciting, new expansion disk,
WWII : 1946 . Designed by Damon Slye , this
alternate-history module for Aces of the Pacific lets
you fly missions in a world where the A-bomb was
never dropped and World War II continued with a
campaign against the Japanese home islands.
WWII: 1946 offers fascinating insights into one of the most interesting periods of
aviation history: the transition between propeller-driven and jet aircraft. Among
the planes you can now fly are a souped-up, 3,000 hp engine version of the Corsa ir
and two of the finest prop-driven planes ever built, the US Navy's F8f Bearcat and
Tigercat. You can also pilot early jets like the Japanese Kikka, a twin -engined craft
that probably would've come into service just before the Americans got their P-80.
While these more advanced aircraft put thrilling, new power and speed
under your command, you ' ll have to do more than learn their
performance characteristics if you want to survive the skies of
the late 1940's. You'll have to adapt to a considerably
faster combat environment, where mastery of hit-andrun tactics separates active pilots from late, great
ones. With the new generation of fighter aircraft,
you 've got to come screaming in, get out quickly,
and climb to make another pass. In WWII: 1946, air
combat in the Pacific Theater is a whole new game.
(Aces of the Pacific required to play.)

Great News for
Red Baron Fans!
Now you can experience even greater depth
and realism in your tour of the dawn of aerial
combat. Damon Slye, the creator of Red Baron, has
produced a major game upgrade des igned to take
you to new heights with more scenarios, more planes,
and more enemy aces.
The Red Baron Mission Builder puts you in the
cockpit of such vintage aircraft as the Fokker D.Vlll, Nieuport 11 Bebe, Halberstadt
D.11, Siemans Schuckert D.111, and Nieuport 28. If you manage to survive flying these
canvas-and-plywood coffins, you can test your combat skills in head-to-head
dogfights against a whole new roster of deadly opponents, including such knights
of the sky as CPT D. M . Maclaren or HPT Berthold.
In addition to expanding your missions with new planes and new pilots, Red
Baron Mission Builder lets you select the time of day, weather, cloud cover, pilot
skill levels, and whether you'll fly solo or in formation with up to four friendly
aircraft. It also supports Thrustmaster, Flight Yoke, Rudder Pedals, and Duel
Joystick so you can fly through its 3-D graphic skies with even greater precision.
If you're a Red Baron veteran ready to take on the complete airwar environment
of World War I, Red Baron Mission Builder is for you . (Red Baron required to play.)

1-800-444-2884
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Beep-beep!
Beep-beep!
If you know this sound,
you've ei rher been wa rchi ng
Road Runner cartoons or
playing computer games
without a sound card.
Imagine, however, what it
would be like to start your
Sierra adventure greeted by a
fanfare of cascading trumpets
and thundering drum . Then,
under a lu h musical score, the
babble of a crowded bazaar
rises and exotic characters
describe the exciting journey
you are about to begin. That's
what the right sound card can
add to your gaming.

How To
Make R

Choose from a
smorgasbord of
sound cards

The sound of one
computer clapping
When
the
PC
was
introduced in 1981, it was
meant for business, nor
entertainment. The sounds the
PC made were not entertaining. Ingenious programmer ,
however, soon developed tools
that could create different
notes ro give u the first,
primitive P music.
With the arrival of the
AdLib sound card in the late
1980s, entertainment software
companie were finally able to
add multiple instrumentation
and sound effects to their
games. Soon after AdLib's
release, Creative Labs came our
with the rival Sound Blaster.
Sound Blaster had a major
impact on the computer
entertainment industry. Fully
AdLib compatible, the Sound
Blaster introduced the Digital
to Audio Converter (DAC),
which let game designers add
sampled sound effects and
true speech to their programs.
And today, with the recent
advent of Microsoft Windows '"
3 .1, your PC can produce
sound in a variety of formats
if you have a sound card with
a DAC chip. ( ow when your
system boors up Windows 3.1,
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any changes you plan to make
to your system. This is
probably the most important
factor when selecting a sound
card. If you're interested in
upgrading to meet MPC
specifications, you may want
to con ider a sound card that's
designed to meet current MPC
standards (this would exclude
such sound boards as the
Disney So und So urce or the
original AdL i b). Alt h ough
price is important, buying a
sound card that you'll
eventually have to replace may
cost more than if you bought
what you really needed in the
first place.

you can hear a variety of wave
files such as a baseball announcer introducing Orel Her hiser.)
The sound card industry has
undergone exp losive growrh
in the past year. At last count
there were over twenty-two
different sound cards on the
market, and more are coming.
This means your choices
aren't limited to just AdLib or
Sound Bia rer any more. I t
also means you have to do
some homework to make an
intelligent purchase.

Know what you
need before you buy
One of the first things you
should do before choosing a
sound card is to review the
software you' ll be running. It's
important that the sound card
you select is compatib le with
your oftware. For example,
when you install a Sierra
program to be played under

MS-DOS your choices include
such cards as AdLib, Sound
Blaster, Pro Audio Spectrum,
Roland MT/CM-32, Disney
Sound Source, and Genera I
MIDI. If you try to p lay a
Sierra
game
with
an
incompatib le card, you might
not hear all the music, speech,
or sound effects.
Compatibi l ity with a
particular program i nor as
critica l an issue in the
Windows environment. Game
programs can support a wide
variety of sound cards and
M ID I
devices
through
Windows 3.1 due to the fact
that Microsoft and music
hardware developers supply
the needed device drivers.
However,
you
should
remember these p r ograms
have to be supported as a
Windows application to use
the device drivers.
You should also consider
your possib le future needs and

By John Roderick

Although the majority of
music support in the past has
been for the AdLib and the
Sound Blaster, companie like
Media Vision, Creative Labs,
Ro land, and Turtle Beach
Sy terns are quickly setting
new ound standards. Media
Vision' Pro Audio series (Pro
Audio Plus and Pro Audio 16)
and Creative Lab's Sound
Blaster Pro are rhe most
popular sound cards on the
marker today ($279-$349). In
addition to their backwards
compatibility with both AdLib
and Sound Blaster, all three
sound cards are MPC
compatible and are designed
with CD-ROM interface ro
complete the MPC connection
ro a CD-ROM drive. This
feature will not only minimize
your MPC upgrade cost, but
will save a very precious slot
in your computer.
Media Sonic, Inc., is also
raking aim at the market
leaders with two new sound
cards for the PC market: the
Sound Commander FX ($179)
and the Sound Commander
Gold ($239). One feature that
makes the Gold card unique is
an Infra-Red Remote Control
INTERACT/ON Magazine

circuit for Multimedia P .
The
remote controller
emulates some command key
and mou e functions. Tf you
have five remote around the
house, Media Sonic also has
u er-friendly sofrware rhat
lets
the
Remote
PC
Controller control all your
home appliances.
Media Vision' Pro Audio
erie and Creative Lab's
ound Blaster Pro deliver
excellent ound ar a very
rea onable price. If you're not
concerned
with
price,
however, you might rake a
look at either the SCC- l from
Roland ($495) or the
Multi ound from Turrie
Beach System ($995). The e
two popular units deliver the
be t sound currently available
for rhe PC.
The SC - l is rhe sound
card version of Roland's very
popular Sound Canva ound
module. In addition ro it 3 l 7
incredibly realistic acoustic
and electronic in trument
sounds, rhe SCC-1 su pporrs
the General MJDl (GM)
standard
endorsed
by
Microsoft for Windows and
MPC app li cations. GM
establishe
a standard
recommended set of parche ,
locations, channel elections,
and drum mapping instruments are free to follow.
Instruments adhering ro GM
will all feature imilar sound
in corresponding locations, so
that sequences created with
one will p lay back in a
reasonable
manner on
another. The S C-J also
features an MPU-401 compatible MIDI inrerface for u e
with all availab le MPU-401
compatible software. One
feature the SCC-J doe n't
have is a DA unir. In order
ro ger sampled sound effects
or peech, you must use the
SCC-1 with another sound
card like the Pro Audio
pectrum eries or Sound
Bia ter Pro. This combination
Fall 1992

of sound cards will produce
breathtaking music in addition to providing full DAC
and multimedia support.
The MultiSound is a true
16-bir sound card that
features an EMU Proteu
ynthesizer chip with sampled
sound generation. The 126
different, compact-di c qualiry
instrnments inc lud e real
drums, string , horns, and a
true stereo recording of a
nine-foor concert grand
piano! In addition ro irs
fanra tic
sound,
the
MulriSound card features a
stereo DAC to make ir
comp letely MPC compatible.
Turrie
Beach System'
MultiSound rake multimedia
ro its highest level.

Add fun to your day
and protect your
computer with the
new Screen Antics:

johnny Castaway
screen saver.

The sound card
shopper's checklist
As you can see, there are
many fine sound cards on the
marker. Here are some final
words of advice about electing one that's right for yo u:

l.

Write rhe various sound
card manufacturer for
information on rhe products you're interested in .

2. Read sound card reviews
in computer publications.
They're an excel lenr source
of information.

3. Examine rhe software you
intend ro use and check
which ound cards are
supported.

4. Let your ears be rhe final
judge. Listen and compare
by visiting your local
vendor or friends who
have sound card .
While spending $100,
$200 or $1,000 for a sound
card won't automatically
make your PC sing, the
importance of having a sound
card to realize your PC's full
potent ia l
has
grown
exponentia ll y over the past
few years. The time for you
to make a sound choice is
"hear" now. ~

Screen Antics: Johnny Castaway is the first screensaver for Windows™ users to tell a story while it
protects your computer screen . Whenever you
leave your monitor idle, Screen Antics displays the
hilarious misadventures of Johnny Castaway,
inhibiting CRT burn-in and lengthening the life of
your screen.
You'll laugh out loud at the hundreds of
animated, comic vignettes of Johnny's hapless
struggle to escape a desert island . He battles a
shark, falls for a mermaid, hides from invading
Lilliputians, sends notes in a bottle to his love
across the sea - there are even special sequences
for holidays like Halloween and St. Patrick's Day.
Lat e in the day, you'll see entirely different
scenes when your computer's internal clock
trigg ers Johnny's whimsical nighttime antics. You
may even want to join him under the moonlight
as he dances around the campfire . (Go ahead .
There's no one else in the office.)
Screen Antics is the ultimate screen saver utility
for Windows users. It features high - res,VGA
graphics, a randomized story line that takes weeks
to complete, and as much animation as the
average adventure game. Packed with visual gags,
Screen Antics is the most fun you can have with
your computer without using it.
*Windows 3.1 recommended, Windows 3.0 required .
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We invite you to enter our lnterAction Cartoon Contest whenever
you'd like. We pick a couple winners from our file for each issue of the
magazine, and we'll probably continue to do so until we get tired of it.
If you win, we'll give you the Sierra software product of your choice - if
you remember to put your name, address and telephone number on the
back of your entry (please note your age if you're under eighteen). We'll
also print your winning cartoon in InterAction.

WINNERS!
1.
2.
3.
4.

Zack Quarles, Pittsburg, KS, age 13
Kevin Lewis, Russellville, KY, age 13
Jae Chang, Chicago, IL, age 16
Mike Sevast, Magnolia, DE, age 14

Here are some rules:
I. Draw your cartoon in black ink on unlined, white paper (SS' x I J "). You can encer as
many cartoon as you would like, bur we encourage you to mail them all in a single 9"x 12"
envelope and save a [fee.
2. We recommend you avoid using dialogue bubbles in )'Our cartoon (they are often too
hard to read). We suggest you cype or neatly print captions on an index card and glue the
card ro the back of you r cartoon.
3. We pick winning cartoons on the basis of humor, originality, and clarity. Sometimes we
consider artistic skill a well, bur we're nm promising anything. If your cartoon isn't funny,
if it isn't your own idea, or if it isn't drawn neatly, don't send it.
4. Sorry, but because we receive hundred; of cartoons every momh, there's no way we can
acknowledge non-winning entries. All entries become rhe property of Sierra On-Linc.
5. Mail your entries to:

Cartoon Contest, Sierra On-line, P.O. Box 1103, Oakhurst, CA, 93644
6. IMPORTANT! /'lease don't - repeat dorz't - put chain letter, game orders, Quest question , live anima ls, or any other correspondence in the same envelope as your cartoon entry. You should mail all that kind of ruff separately ro:

Sierra On-line, P.O. Box 485, Coarsegold, CA, 93614
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Discover ALL the Winning Answers to Today's Hottest
Sierra On-Line Games with Computer Books from Osborne
The Space Quest Companion
by Peter Spear and Jeremy Spear
$19.95
ISBN: 0-07-881814-1 , Illustrated
Available Now

The King 's Quest Companion ,
Third Edition
by Peter Spear
$19.95
ISBN: 0-07-881815-X, Illustrated
Available 11/92

The Police Quest Casebook
by Peter Scisco
$19.95
ISBN: 0-07-881823-0, Illustrated
Available 10/92

I&' SIERRA®
Authorized Editions

R ED HOT Computer Books from Osborne
Give You Matchless Coverage and Quality.

Osborne ~~
Copyright © 1992 McGraw-Hill,

AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING FINE STORES

-----COMP ---::..:=""=t" ~
..._...~-

THE COMPUTER ~STORE

If you paid full price, y ou didn 't buy ii 01

SUPERW•CROWN
Thrtt- mott boob. !<mo gr..i Crown pna.

Waldenbooks·

~

CIOWN•BOOKS

SOr--IYVAnE~
1-800-328-4646

Quest for Glory I:
So You Want To Be A Hero

P11zzles m11st be handled 111 different ways,
depending on your chara cter.

If yo11're a Magic User, acq11ire spells as
q111ckly as possible.

Magic Users can ai10id close combat wllh a
calm spell.
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They're back, they're bad, they're mad, they're rad.
They're the really sticky puzzles in the all-new version of
the epic Compute magazine called "a breakthrough in
adventure game design".
The structure of Quest for Glory games is pretty
unique. You explore lands and solve puzzles (much like
most Sierra games), but you do so as your choice of hero:
Fighter, Magic User, or Thief. Each of these characters
has unique skills and attributes which you can modify
and which increase with experience.
The puzzles and encounters with adversaries must be
dealt with differently depending on which sort of hero
you've created. Quest for Glory I: So You Want to be a
Hero is really three different games in one package. And
now that package is really something to see (and hear,
and experience ... ).
The new version has been reillustrated and reanimated,
incorporating digitized clay animation sequences. The
interface has been redesigned for a no-typing gameplay
that includes a sophisticated conversation system.
And, since Sierra improved the game so much, they
naturally improved their 900 hint line. If becoming a
hero is giving you headaches, check out the all-new hints
below. For hints not shown, check out the hint line box
below for number to contact.
Advice on how to play as the Magic User. As a Magic User, your goal
is t0 get a ll the spells as soon as possible and practice them whenever
practical. You can avoid close combat with tough monsters by casting the
Calm Spell at them and then running away. If you don't have the Calm
Spell, find it under the rock in Erana's Peace. After defeating bad
characters, rest for everal minutes tO recoup y ur Health and ramina.
What to do at the healer's hut. Tb.is Healer is your friend. he will
buy Spell Components from you, help you make the Di pel Potion sell
you the Undead Unguent, and he will make great Healing Potion for
you. She also make Vigor and Magic Powder. orice rhe ne r in front of
her hut. Jf you have magic skills, cast the Fetch Spell or u e the Flame
Dart to knock the nest down and discover its contents. Or if you have
climbing skill , climb the tree to get at th a t net. And if you have
developed your throwing skills enough, throw some rock at the nest
until it falls our of the tree. You can pick up some rocks right under the
tree. When you knock the nest down you will discover her missing ring.
Take the ring tO her and you' ll get a special surprise!
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How to get the key from Kobold. The Kobold has a key hanging around his
neck and you need it. As a Fighter, u e your sword to kill the Kobold then use
the Hand cursor to pick up the key from the rock on the right-hand side of the
cave. As a Thief, sneak in at night to get the key. As a Magic User, you must have
a lot of magic experience to defeat Kobold. With enough magic points, you can
just dodge hi magic! Use the Flame Dart to fight him, then use your Zap Spell
on your knife to kill him.
How to find the Hermit and what to do once you've found him. You can find
the Hermit in a cave next to the waterfall containing water "that seems to fly". If
you have throwing skills, pick up some rocks from the ground beneath his cave
and throw them at his door. After three successful knocks, he'll come out and
invite you up. Just climb his invi ible ladder to get right up to his door. Then use
the Hand cursor to knock on his door again. Finally, you have to walk to the
right-hand side of his door to avoid being hit by the door when he opens it. You
can also get up to his door by climbing the rocks if your climbing skills are
developed enough. And Magic Users can use the Detect Magic Spell and then
climb up. The Detect Magic pell was a gift from the Meeps.
How to get that Sporespitting Spirea seed. Thi s puzzle is not a test for
novices. You can get that seed in one of th.ree ways: by using your climbing,
throwing or spellcasting skills. Therefore, you need to increa e your skill level in
one of three area . And the only way to do this is to practice often. There's no
other way. When your throwing skill are near perfect, you can knock the seed
down by throwing rocks at it. With expert climbing skills, you can climb the
rocks and catch the seed. With enough magic experience, you can cast the fetch
or open the spell to get the seed. Just keep trying. Eventually you will get it.

Yor; can find the hermit in the cave next to
the waterfall.

The magic shop is 1ust one place to find spells.

How to get past the Gargoyle. You must answer three of the Gargoyle's
questions correctly. He will try to trick you at least one time. Therefore, before
confronting him at the wizard's gate, save your game. Then when he asks you a
que tion you know the answer to, save your game again just before you answer.
Just persist and eventually you will beat him.
How to pass the Brigand's gate. As a Fighter, you must be tough to defeat the
minotaur. Just use your brute strength to kjll him, then use a healing potion on
your hero. ext, force the gate open to enter the fortress. As a Magic User, cast
the Cairn Spell on the minotaur and the Open Spell on the gate. Finally, as a
Thief, you can neak behind the minotaur on the left-hand side of the fortress.
But timing i critical. Don't brush up against the bush or you will wake him up!
After you sneak past him, climb the wall behind the rock. Once your hero is
inside, go around the barrier to the left then across the bridge on the right.
Approach the center of the last barricade area and step over the rope.

Some 111gredients for spells can only be found
in dark, scary places.

You can get spell components at the healer's
hut.

The Kohold has a key around his neck that
you need.
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Police Quest 1:
In Pursuit of the Death Angel
Staying Alive in the New Police Quest 1
The all-new Police Quest 1: ln Pursuit of the Death Angel i here!
After a year of production, the latest in rallment in this popular eries
has arrived, complete with stunning new VGA or EGA graphics, videocaptured actors and animation, and enough new twists a nd urpri e to
make this a whole new game experience.
The erie , designed by a former police officer, has won praise from
law enforcement professionals for its gritty reali sm a nd by-the-book
attention to actual police procedures. It's so a uthentic, Police Quest 1 is
used by police departments acros the country as a training tool.

If you're having trouble staying alive on the mean treet of Lytton,
check into the clue provided below.

Rottti11e traffic work can turn 111to real
da11ger. Be careful.

The real investigative work won't begin until you've been temporarily
transferred to Narcotics. So be ure to fill our a transfer application ... on
company time, of course.
Once you've arrested the driver of the stolen car, conduct a very
painstaking search of the car. You can find everal piece of evidence,
one of which will help you discover the thief's true identity.
The Gazette will come in handy throughout the game: for radio codes,
violation codes when arresting suspects, procedures to follow, and even
your locker number.
Even the crowds that hang around and gape at disasters can be helpful,
especially if any of them have witnessed something important.

E11e11 the crowds at a11 accide11t ca11 help.
Look for wit11esses.
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/11terrogate euerybody. You neuer k11ow UJhere
a clue might come from.

If you're on traffic patrol and you don't know where to go, hang loose.
Ju t patrol the city and eventually you'll be contacted by Di patch .
Pursuing suspects and offenders isn't too tough .. .IF they know you're a
cop. Don't be afraid to use your siren.
Don't expect backup to automatically be there for you. If yo u need
assistance, contact HQ any way you can.
Speaking of contacting HQ, the computer in the a rcotic office, once
you have access to it, is invaluable in helping you find crucial phone
numbers.
The life of many a police officer has been saved by remembering ro
search a suspect when you first take him/her into custody.
When you're pursuing a suspect on foot, be prepared to back up your
words with force. ever shoot an unarmed u peer, of cour e, bur if
your gun is drawn, they'll see you mean business.

If you can't find Police Quest 1 at your local retailer, don't Give up.
You'll have to look everywhere and leave no tone unturned. Jnterrogate
your software dealer and ask for the game by name. Or check our the
great introductory offer on page 43 of this issue.
IMPORTANT: Th is is a detective game. Take notes on everything. You
may need to prove things later on.

0011'1 forget to ca/1111 for backup.
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Laura Bow in
The Dagger of Amon Ra
From Laura Bow's notes on the Dagger of Amon Ra
burglary and the Leyendecker Museum murder
investigation.
POST-MORTEM ON "THE DAGGER Of AMON RA" INVESTIGATION

Looking back on my investigation at the Leyendecker Museum, I
realize that I made a number of mistakes that interfered with my
progress toward olving the ca e. Perhap it wouldn't have ma ttered if
I'd been able to identify the murderer(s) earlier but I can't help
wondering if even one of those poor victims would have survived if my
investigative technique had been more poli hed. I felt as if I were only a
pawn in some game, guided by an unseen hand toward my eventual fate.
Unfortunately, that unseen hand didn't seem to be very well-informed .

Check under the blotter if you can't open
your desk drawer.

The architect of the Leyendecker Museum was an eccentric fellow
who designed several secret passages ro be built into the museum .
Although these passages were too dangerous to be used in the dark, they
were very useful for getting around once l was able to find a portable
light source. The existence of these passages also helped to explain the
appearance and disappearance of staff members from rooms that
otherwi e eemed to have no exits.
Maybe it's just beca use I'm new at this, but I assumed that everyone
was telling me the truth when I a ked them about omething. But, almo t
everyone in the museum lied to me at least once. Someone even planted
fa lse clues at the crime scenes to mislead the police ... and me. That's
something I'll try to remember during my next inve tigation .

The architect of the Leyendecker built in
secret passages.

After I learned to examine things carefully with my naked eye and my
magnifying glass, I felt like I was really on to something. My study of the
two ha lves of the Rosetta Stone helped me to decip her the Egyptian
hieroglyphics on a blackboard, leading me to some clues that evenrually
helped save my Life. With the aid of the magnifying glass, I was al o able
to d.iscover numerous pieces of evidence I would have overlooked.

I was quite the soc ial gadfly at the museum' fundraising parry,
listening in on several informative conversations. During the parry, I made
a startling discovery on a brief excursion into the museum's gift shop.
However, when I rerurned to the gift shop at a later time, I was shocked to
find that something very important was missing. A long search in the
museum basement was required to find that object again.
I was surprised to find tha t there were vicious animals loose in the
museum. Without the proper items in m y purse, l'm sure my encounters
would have been fatal. Considering the animals, the exhibits, and the
fact that several people died, l never rea lized tha t a museum could be
such a dangerous place.

Conversation is crucial, but not everyone tells
the tnith.

Th e hulletin board has some good tips for
breaking 111 to the soctal scene.

I learned that it was important to study the ha bits, persona lities, and
backgrounds of everyone in the museum. To aid the Coroner with his
investigation, it was necessary to not only identify the perpetrators of the
various crimes and provide supporting evidence, but I al o had to
support my conclusions by describing the motives of tho e criminals.
Fortunately, by listening to parry conversations, by eavesdropping at
office doors, and by interrogating the suspects, I was able to draw the
proper conclusions.
Sure, [ made ome mistakes, but I guess it wa all part of lea rning to
become a top-notch journalist. And I'm s ure my experience at the
Leyendecker Museum will help me on my next investigation. My Editor
seemed impressed with my performance, so I'm expecting a new
assignment any day now ....
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YOUR ADDICTION JUST BECAME 3 TIMES WORSE.
Introducing Tetris® Classic .
Great new VGA graphics .
G rea t new features .
Great music and sound .

It's everything Tetris is-and
more! A slew of new challenging
options, including head-to-head
play, competitive or cooperative
modes and a frenzied dual-pit play
field . VGA graphics give the game
a hot new look.
And the music
and sound effects
are worthy of a
5-star Hollywood
production. It
isn't easy to
improve a classic.
But we just did.
Tetris Classic available for IBM DOS and Windows.

Super Te tris:M

Wordtris:M

The super sequel to best-selling
Tetris. Super challenging. Super
addictive. Because it comes with a
blockbusting twist-bomb pieces
that help you blast your way down
to the bottom of the pit and discover
treasures. Super Tetris. just when
you thought you 'd broken the habit.

If you thought Tetris was fun , look
what we did to Wordtris. This time
the falling pieces are letter blocks.
Instead of forming lines, you form
words. The challenge builds as the
levels go higher and the blocks fall
faster and faster. It's Tetris made letter
perfect. You have our word on it.

Available for IBM DOS, Windows and Mac/Mac 11 .

Available for IBM and Mac/Mac II.

Spectrum HoloByte(H)
T H E

T E T R I S® P E 0 P L E

A Division of Sphere, Inc. 2490 Mariner Square loop, Alameda, CA 94501
For Visa/MasterCard orders call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week :
1-800-695-GAME (Orders Only)
For technical questions call : 1-510-522-1164 (M-F: 9am-5pm PST)
Super Tetrls, Tetris Classic and Wordtris are trademarks and Tetris is a registered trademark of V/0
Electronorgtechnica. Spectrum HoloByte is a registered trademark of Sphere, Inc.

{EDITOR'S NOTE: The following memo w<1s found slipped
under t/1e door of InterAction 's
ed1tori<1I office. We reproduce rt
here p.1rtly to appease our
rumor -hungry readers and
mainly to publicly pressure our
resident
rumor-monger,
hope/idly forcing /Jim out of his
funk and into a deadlineconscious schedule.)
TO: Kurt Bus h
FROM: Johnnie Magpie
RE: Writer's Block Bigtime
KurtIt is with heavy heart and
lowered beak that I, Johnnie
Magpie, come to you with hat
in hand and humbly admit an
affliction that strikes terror in
the heart of writers everywhere.
I have come down with writer's
block.
Gone are my words of
sarcastic wit and whispered
tattletales. I don't seem to be
able ro construct the word in a
playful yet readable form as I
have in the past. I'm at a loss
for words (LITERALLY)!
In other word , in the world
of words I've fallen and l can't
get up.
Ir's not that I'm out of something to write about. It' actually a pretty big season for big
new . There is a blistering
amount of hot new things to
talk about, I just can't figure out
a way to tie it all together.

How do you say that TSN is
showing a near finished work
called "MedievaLand" for TSN
that comes from hot exElectronics Arts producer Joey
Ybarra, then also bring up that
Mike Jones, who put together
the war-gamers classic Harpoon
for 360, has gone to work on a
submarine simulator for
Dynamix? Since when has Sierra
hired away the bigge t de igners
from other game companies?

(EDITO R 'S NOTE: Ybarra
was the product leader on the
original Bard's Tale games and
also 011 the widely-respected
" pellcaster" FRP game that
was recently shipped by
Konami. As for when Sierra last
hired away a great game
designer, ever hear of Bruce
Balfour tl'ho worked 011 Dagger
of Amon R a with Roberta
Williams? He also wrote the
muard winning euromancer
for Interplay. And have you
heard about Pat Cook and John
Cutter who tl'rote the award
w111nmg games TV Sports
Football and Defender of the
Crown for CrnemaWare? They
work with us now too, and are
puttmg the finishmg touches 011
rront Page Sports: Football and
Riftwar: The Betrayal at
Krondor. You're really losing
your touch Johnnie.)
How do I explain that while I
accurately predicted that this
would probably be Sierra's last
year to support the Amiga, I
totally missed that Sierra i
working to become a major
supporter of Tandy's new

Microsoft computer, "VIS"?
How did I get the news,
months ago, that Game Arts of
Japan was making a special
version of Rise of the Dragon
for Sega CD, yet miss out on the
opportunity to tip readers off
about Leisure Suit Larry in the
Land of the Lounge Lizards on
Sega CD? Can you imagine
what kind of controversy
"Larry" will stir up now that
the product is available for a
REAL GAME MACHINE to be
sold to Toys 'R' Us?

(EDITO R 'S N OTE: Gobliiins,
of the Longbow and
Nova 9 tl'1ll likely be the last
three games ever produced by
Sierra fur the Amiga computer.
A m11/t1111edia versio11 of King's
Quest V would he the first
release (or "VIS" if such a
computer existed. Winch it
does11't.
Com.iue~ts

Also, there are actually 7 Sega
CD's in dei•elopment in addition
to Ri e of the Dragon from
Game Arts. One 1s Mixed-Up
Mother Goo e for pre-schoolers,
and another is Leisure Suit Larry
for adults. ls it so hard to believe
that adults play games? I mean,
give us a break!)
You really think that a Larry
game for Sega is a really good
idea? Give me a break Mr.
Editor.

(EDITOR'S N O TE: Pardo11
us. That last note represented
some sort of massive rationalizmg on our part. We
KNOW that Larry on Sega CD
will cause a little controversy

WARNING : Otten right, more often wrong, and occasional ly even
wildly inaccurate, Johnnie Magpie is lnterAction Magazine's least
controllable and most controversia l pseudo -journalist.
Management does not endorse, and in fact barely even tolerates,
the inclusion of this feature in our publication .

by Johnnie Magpie

out there, but, to tell )'Ou the
truth, we haven't quite figured
out a great excuse for domg it
anyway yet.)
Ahem, moving on to the
"Erroneou
Reporting by
Amateurs Department". For
years now, my pride and editorial page have silently suffered the disclaimer that commonly appears at the bottom of
this article in past issues. Ye , I
may have mes ed up by NOT
reporting a product or two, but
even the more reputable and
meticulous InterAction editorial
staff mistakenly reported that
the fourth major Hoyle product
in development was Hoyle Book
of Games Vol11me 4, not just a
new VGA version of the
popular Hoyle Book of Games
Volume 1.
Only I can report the reason
for the confusion wa the
addition of the games Bridge
and Euchre. Project Manager
Robert Holmes added these to
the product design on the
remake, so retailers wouldn't
confuse this new version of the
game with a simple VGA
remake of an old game product.
Rumor is that he called the new
version "Hoyle 4" on the product release schedules to dodge
the attention of Sierra's own
"Crazy Nick". Obviously he
did not want to have to deal
with him wanting to schedule
the mailing on the new product
upgrade announcements every
other day.

(E DITOR '
N O TE: Mr.
Magpie goes overboard here in
acrnsing his lnterAction editorial compa11ions - whom all
got their articles i11 on tune - of
a serious error in ;ournalistic
integrity. The truth is that, after
readers caught the article on the
Hoyle 4 product that was
published 111 the last issue of the
magm:me, thousands called to
see if they would be able to
INTERACT/ON Magazine

upgrade their Hoyle Book of
Games: Volume J to the new
'(ame that included all their own
fairorites redone with better
graphics. Sierra's market-ing
guys deetded to rename [ loylc 4
to the new 1Ioyle I tu auo1d
conti11111ng co11(11sio11.)
Okay, Okay. Maybe using
your power a an editor, you can
find a way to m ake those factoids
stick together, Mr. Edi tor. Probably by using ome totally unfair
form of c heating like using a
bunch of editor's notes a nd other
tricks to tie a ll that together. So
now try to tie this in ...

I came across a human interest story that is just too good
to miss. And I want Mr. Big Guy
editor to exp lain this fac toid
away in a casua l ma nner.

Medi eva l a nd is the first multi-player
real-tim e Fa ntasy Role- Play111g ga m e
from The Sierra Network.

Here' the question; what do
Coktel Vision, Bright Star, an d
Sierra a uthor Al Lowe a ll have in
common ?
The a n wer is that Cokte l
Vision, Bright Star T echn o logie ,
and Al Lowe have a ll been
developers of not only hi g h
quality educati ona l products but
al o acted as developers of less
avory products which were not
really designed for children at al l.
Regular readers wi ll, of cour e,
remember that in additio n to Al
Lowe's landmark Leisure Suit
Larry brand of products, Al
Lowe used to be a top designer of
educational products a nd eve n
lent his design talents to th e
awar d winning ed ucatio n a l
games Winnie the Pooh in the
Hundred Acre Woods and

Donald Duck 's Playground.
But it can't escape note th at
Cokrel Vision, the French company that developed the
groundbreaking AD / educationa l series a lso acted as
Fall 1992

developer for the computer game
based o n Emmanuelle, a famous
semi-hero of F rench ad ult
cinema. Also, fewer regular
readers till know that the
professional relation hip between
Sierra and Bright Star Technologies s tarted with the production of a product called

LAURA BOW IN THE DAGGER
OFAMONRA
You'll get behind the scenes of the mystery plot,
learn investigation techniques, and there is even
a crossword puzzle. Also included are object locations and detailed maps, plus, there's an 'after
game wrap-up' to see if you have all the evidence
to make sure the murderer is prosecuted.

"Leisure Suit Larry's Date
Finder" starri ng the infamous
lounge lizard Larry Laffer. How
do you explain the link between
the ed uca ti on market and
obvious ly sleazy software
development?

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Ed11catio11al software deuelopment,
like teaching 111 America's
schools, is respectable, rewarding, and noble. Unfortunately, zt
also doesn't pay doodly squat.
They needed the 111011ey. Besides,
the Larry Calendar isn't bad
really. I mean, it's no u.•orse than
those pictures I saw of you and
your date at the recent company
picnic.)
Okay, Mr. Editor, enoug h
about my date and the company
picnic. (He's just jealous because
he had to bring his wife). J'll leave
this article with just o ne more hot
rumor for Mr. Editor to explain,
and I'm out of here ...
Sierra recently had to redesign Space Quest I because the
rock group ZZTop threatened to
sue Sierra for including a parody
of the ir likenes e in the game.
C lose t o the same time, U.S.
Sprint paid Sierra big money to
include its company logo inside
of Space Quest V a nd Media
Vision (makers of sound-cards
and
CD-ROM hardware)
worked a deal to get their logo
included in the Space Quest IV
CD version. Why?

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Easiest
answer of all. Because Sprmt and
Media Vision recogmze a class
act when they see one. ow can
anyone tell me why lnterAction
continues to run this column?)
See you next issue!

QUEST FOR GLORY I
SO YOU WANT TO BE A HERO
If glory seems fleeting from your game action,
this book will help you with game-play hints,
what you should know when you play as a
Fighter, Magic User, or a Thief, and there are tips
on how to fight a monster. Plus, there are
descriptions of each monster. Also included are
maps and puzzle guides.

ORDER THESE ANOTHER GREAT HINT BOOKS BY CALLING:

1-800-326-6654
Outside the U.S. call 209-683-4468
Or, use the handy order form below.
r---------------------~

Send me the following hint books at only $9.95 each!* I
understand that shipping is FREE on US and Canada orders only. UK and Europe customers, call 734-303-171 .
Name - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

State _ __

Zip _ _ _ __

METHOD OF PAYMENT

0
0

Check or money order (payable to Sierra On-Line, Inc.)

Visa 0 MasterCard 0 American Express 0 Discover
Account# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Exp. Date _ _ I _ _ Daytime Phone _ _ _ _ _ __
Authorized Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0 Black Cauldron
0 Castle of Dr. Brain
0 Colonel's Bequest

0 Conquests of Camelot
0 Conquests of the Longbow
0 Dagger of Amon Ra
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Ecoquest
Gobliiins
Gold Rush!
Heart of China
Iceman
Island of Dr. Brain
King's Quest I
King's Quest II
King 's Quest Ill
King's Quest IV
King's Quest V
King's Quest VI
Leisure Suit Larry 1 {Text vers.)
Leisure Suit Larry 1 (Icon vers.)

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Leisure Suit Larry 2
Leisure Suit Larry 3
Leisure Suit Larry 5
Manhunter 1
Manhunter 2
Police Quest 1 {Text vers.)
Police Quest 1 {Icon vers.)
Police Quest 2
Police Quest 3
Quest for Glory I {VGA)
Quest for Glory I (Text vers.)
Quest for Glory II
Quest for Glory Ill
Rise of the Dragon
Space Quest I {Text vers.)
Space Quest I {Icon vers.)
Space Quest II
Space Quest Ill
Space Quest IV
Willy Beamish

*Include sales tax in the following states: CA 7.75 %, MA 5%, TX 6.25 %

OFFER #01348

L---------------------~
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1. Aces of the Pacific

6. Leisure Suit Larry 5: Passionate Patti

Fa t action WWIT air warfare takes you
acros the Pacific, over land target , and into
fierce mid-air dogfights. Two nations scream
into combat in a new flight simulation war
arena . You command flight controls and
weaponry that are like the great historic war
planes that conquered the skies in WWII.
Strap on your goggle , keep your flap up
and your finger on the cannon trigger. .. the
Zero's are coming in at 12 o'clock higb!

Does a Little Undercover Work
You'll play both Larry and Patti in this
gender bender love (?) adventure. Passionate
Patti is a super ecret agent, working
"undercover" for the FBI. Larry i working
for a porno primetime show. And the Mob is
out to get both of them. You'll take on
organized crime, the FBl, the music indu try
and the United States Congress in a spicy
serving of sex, thugs, and rock n' roll.

2. Laura Bow in the Dagger of Amon Ra

7.

Plunge into the dizzying social whirl of the
Roaring '20 . It's an era of jazz, flappers,
champagne madnes ... and murder. Cub reporter, Laura Bow i on the trail of a stolen
Egyptian artifact (c urse?) . You'll creep
through echoing hallways and cavernous
rooms in the Egyptian Wing of the New
York museum hot on the trail of the criminal. But the enterprising thief (and a coldblooded murderer) may be right behind you .

3. King's Quest V:
Absence Makes the Heart Go Yonder
Sierra's most richly iUustrated and animated
adventure ever! King Graham is rhe goodhearted, clever hero of Daventry. Sudden ly, hi
royal fam ily is missing! Aided by an old wizard
and a talking owl, you'll face the mysteries of
the dark fore t, scale precipitous mountains,
cross a scorching desert and an ominous ocean
as you try to rescue the fami ly. King's Quest V
i al o available in multimedia CD-ROM.

....

.rt~
..
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Space Q uest N:
Roger Witco and the Time Rippers
Join Roger Wilco and the Time Rippers on
a sen ational 3-D cinemagraphic trip to the
future. You'll tumble through time with
Roger trying to stay one step ahead of the
Sequel Police. And they're out to make this
the last Space Quest game ever. With
exciting scroll ing creen , a terrific rock 'n'
ro ll soundtrack and no-typing interface, you
may never want to come back to the present.

8. A-10 Tank Killer Version 1.5
Take command of the most formidable war
plane ever built, the 25-ton A-10 Thunderbolt
II - so tough it could fly home with one wing
blown off. The flight simulation, weaponry
and battle sequences are unbelievably realistic.
And now, there are 7 new Persian Gulf
Missions into Iraq. As you fly your mission
you can intercept radio messages, get strategy
tips from your co-pilot, and reco rd your
progress from 10 different camera angle .

9. Quest For Glory I:
Soar back to World War l when battle first
took to the skies. You'll fly into combat with
the wind in your face, the smell of gunpowder
around you and the rea listic 'seat-of-the-pants'
flying style of a WWl plane. You can choose
any of 17 cla sic airplanes. You'll dogfight the
great ace , fly reconnaissance missions, hunt
zeppelin s and more. Red Baron was vo ted
Computer Gaining World magazine's flight
imulation game of 1991-92.

So You Want To Be A Hero
Now in VGA with fantastic realistic clayanimation action, all new digitized graphics,
and a fo ll , rich soundtrack. Your customdesigned character is a graduate of The Famous
Adventurer's Correspondence School. Rescue
the children of a powerful Baron and defeat the
schemes of an evil witch. You'll confront magic
pells, weapon , and wicked opponents. But be
careful, the road to glory is full of challenge .

5. Police Quest 3: The Kindred

10.

It's 'bad-to-the-bone'! Jes e Bain's brother is
out for revenge, and his target is Sonny's wife.
Insanity, brutality and bizarre ritual killings
are everywhere. Video-captured live actors
make this game frighten ingly real. As you patrol the mean treets of today's crime headlines,
you'll have to ma ter authentic police
procedures whi le directing forensics and crime
lab investigations. The tereo sound-track is
performed by Miami Vice's Jan Hammer.

Hoyle Book of Games: Volume 3
Th is collection of favorite board and dice
games has something for everyone. You can
play Backgammon, Checkers, Dominoes,
Yacht, Pachisi, and Snakes and Ladders with
your fami ly and friend , or you can play
against the heroe and villains from Sierra
games. Some of the games have lively
animated playing piece . It' great family
computer game entertainment that everyone
will enjoy.
INTERACT/ON Magazine

With MusicTimff
Your ~ound Card Plays More Than Games.
MusicTime couldn't be

Create Songs on
Your Sound Card with
MusicTime.

easier to use.
Windows, Mac an~
MIDI Compatible.

Whatever your musical
ability, MusicTime will
J, '
a.I.
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inspire you

to
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MusicTime is available

create your

for PC's with Windows"'

own breathy love songs,

or the

foot-tapping ·jazz or

Macintosh~

and is

compatible With The

head-slammin' rock 'n '
roll. With MusicTime
and either a sound card
or a MIDl instrument ,"
you can compose, edit,
play back and print sheet

'!i;Tu""!lli

music on your PC.

l>\inom'
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Bring Your Music to Life.

Use your mouse. to click
musical notes and
symbols onto a staff

..
'

sheet. 1f you've got a

Miracle Keyboard, Sound

Miracle'" or MlDI key-

Blaster

board, MusicTime will

Pro Audio Spectrum" and

record and transcribe

Thunder Board'," Adlib

Pro~

Media Vision

your live performance into music n'o tation in real

Gold'" and most popular PC sound cards.

time-right before your eyes!

For your copy of MusicTime, call Passport or visi.t

Easy to Play Back, Edit and Print.
Play back instantly through your sound card or MIDI
gear. Editing is easy with MusicTime's cut, copy and
paste commands. Automatically transpose notes into
any key. Add guitar chords. Write beautiful lyrics.
Print out publishing-quality sheet music .

your nearest computer or
music store. lf you're tired of
just playing games with your
sound card, get MusicTime and
tum your beeps and blasts into
be-bop and hip-hop.

3
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PASSP0!\T:
Passport Designs, Inc. • lOOStone Pine Rd. • Half Moon Bay, CA 94019 USA • Phone: (415) 726-0200 • Fax: (415) 726-2254

Passport MusicTime is a trademark of P~ssport Designs, Inc. All olher products and brands are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.

Pump up the
volume with
Sound Blaster !The
sound card from
Creative Labs .
Experience the full power
of 11-voice synthesized
music and 8-bit sampled
sound effects. Don't just
hear it. .. let it blow you away! The scream
of your F-lS's engine as you elude enemy
fire ... the crisp crack of your bat when
you hit a homerun off the screen ... the
echoing ring of sword against sword during
your next fantasy adventure.
No wonder Sound Blaster is the world's
#1 seller. And why it's the sound card that
more gaming software developers write for
under DOS or Windows™3.1.
...
. : ::

.:f::

To find out
more about
Sound Blaster,
the only sound
card that's 100%
Sound Blaster compatible,
visit your local computer
retailer or call Creative Labs
at 1-800-998-LABS.
Get the full blown sound capability you've
always wanted for your PC-for only $149.
With Sound Blaster from Creative Labs.
Because...
if you don't have
Sound Blaster, you're
really blowing it!

SOUND
BLASTER™

~
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Sound Blaster Is atrademark of Creative Labs, Inc. Windows is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation. ©1992 Creative Labs. Inc.
All nghts reserved. International inquiries: Creative Technology, Ltd., Singapore Tel 65-773·0233 Fax 65-773-0353

CREATIVE

LABS ,

INC .

